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ABSTRACT
The intrigue of Elizabeth Bishop’s poetic texts lies in the design of her sonic 
elements, vocalized by her dramatic personae as she directs her play of words. She 
manages a cohesion among her concept or content, the phonemic nature of her chosen 
words, and the rhythmic phrasing of her lines. Her poetic texts convey an enigmatic, 
yet natural, tonal quality that is produced by the juxtaposition of opposite strains or 
“strands” of voice—one shadowed, darker; the other light, brighter. These strands 
include the voice of a little girl as well as mature male and female speakers. Beneath, 
yet interwoven with them, is a directing “poetic tone” revealing and muting tonalities to 
be voiced by the poet’s characterized persona.
Throughout her life, Bishop queried and explored the differing facets of things 
and of her contacts with people and different geographies. Fascinated by questions of 
travel and place, as well as geographical and social directions, this poet’s personae 
reflect through their dark and bright tonalities the differing attitudes and experiences of 
American society from the decade of the 1930's until her last published poem a few 
months before she died in October, 1979. The poems that span her writing life embody 
longing and laughter, and ultimately characterize her attitudes as darkly comic. Eliza­
beth Bishop maintains a rueful adaptability to the “awful but cheerful” constancy of 
flux in our time.
In searching her tones that are accessible in their naturalness, yet elusive in their 
effects, one finds a remarkable complexity of intonation performed by Elizabeth
Bishop’s “braid of voice.” The directing undertone supports the persona in voicing a 
dual, balanced tension that enlivens the whole work by suggesting there is something 
more to be spoken which is never sounded outright from its deep place in the poet’s 
thought. Her directing third strand of the braid of voice that speaks her poetic text 
emerges gradually as a prominent intonation.
INTRODUCTION
The intrigue of Elizabeth Bishop’s poetic texts lies in the design of her sonic 
elements, vocalized by her dramatic personae as she directs her play of words. She 
manages a cohesion of her concept and content, the phonemic nature of her chosen 
words, and the rhythmic phrasing of her lines. Her poetic texts convey an enigmatic 
tonal quality that seems to be produced by the juxtaposition of opposite strains or 
“strands” of voice—one shadowed, darker; the other light, brighter. Beneath, yet 
interwoven with them, is a directing “poetic tone” revealing and muting tonalities to be 
voiced by the poet’s characterized persona.
Elizabeth Bishop was a writer determined from her high school years to utilize 
the full potentialities of language. She studied and wrote about her discoveries in essays 
at Vassar college and later, in letters to the poet who became her mentor and friend, 
Marianne Moore. Bishop continuously searched for subjects to write about and differ­
ent ways to present those subjects. During the six years following her graduation from 
Vassar (1934-40), she sent drafts of poems and short stories to Moore, whose work she 
admired and whose opinions she valued. Quizzical and perceptive, ironically witty and 
deeply serious, she recorded her observations, often with sketches of places or objects.
Her notebooks and manuscript drafts show that over the years, she frequently 
revised her work, customarily changing individual words and phrasing, thus effecting 
changes in tonalities of the voice speaking. Several outstanding poems germinated as
she matured (“In the Waiting Room” and “The Moose” are best known). She was a 
perfectionist, tentative and complex in her attitudes toward her work and her personal 
life. In letters to friends, and especially to Moore and later, to Robert Lowell, she often 
speaks uncertainly or off-handedly about her own work, at the same time writing in a 
highly complimentary way about theirs. But she was not uncertain about what she 
wanted to do in her writing; and she was working on the ways to do it. Ready to accept 
advice when it helped her further her purpose in a piece, she was equally ready with 
reasons when she chose to reject suggestions for change. When her comments commu­
nicate low self-esteem, it is because she was burdened by her inability to produce the 
quantity of work that she noted others were able to do. Still, she would not sacrifice the 
quality she wanted to achieve; and she would only “change a word occasionally” once 
she had published a poem (Brown 299).
Elizabeth Bishop’s innate aural sensitivity was heightened by numerous child­
hood experiences when she had been curious about adult conversations that she was 
overhearing. She learned to listen carefully to their voice tones to try to understand 
family matters that were shrouded in mystery for her. In her essay/memoir, “The 
Country Mouse,” she describes life with her father’s parents in the big, cold house in 
Worcester, Massachusetts. Sitting in the living room where her grandfather was having 
a conversation with the mother of one of her friends, she tells that she “listened and 
listened while pretending to play cards and to read the Literary Digest myself. . .  [she] 
understood, like Beppo [their bull terrier], by tone of voice rather than words” (Col Pr 
23). In addition, “In the Village,” which she acknowledged to be autobiograpical (Let
477), is filled with the little girl’s intense listening, not only for repetition of her 
mother’s scream, but also to detect her mother’s mood when she is speaking with her 
sisters or, rarely, to her little girl (Col Pr 260-61). She strains to hear what her aunts are 
saying as they busily screen her mother from the rest of the household at crucial times 
(269-270). This practiced “auditory imagination” increased as she read for enjoyment 
and company in her many times of loneliness.
Much later, during her first visit to Paris, she had a mastoid operation and was 
hospitalized for almost a month. Writing to Marianne Moore, her mentor and friend, 
about the therapy, she told her: “It is a very slow affair, but really very interesting, 
involving all the physics of sound and balance, such fancy bones and tuning forks" (Let 
39). Such an experience would seem to heighten a consciousness of one’s faculty for 
hearing, and therefore the sensitivity to sounds.
In addition, Elizabeth Bishop was a musician who played the piano and clavi­
chord. She told an interviewer in 1966 that she would love to be a composer; and more 
pertinently, she specified that she had “studied counterpoint. . .  for years” (Brown 
296). What she learned about the technique of manipulating tonalities for specific 
effects must have enhanced her natural sense of tonal relationships. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that she would especially value tonal qualities and that this attribute of 
language would become prominent in her compositions of words. The dual voicing of 
Bishop’s personae reveals her dichotomic perceptions through her sensitivity to subtle 
tonal differences. Thus, she has conveyed in her own work the quality she identified as 
most attractive in George Herbert’s poems, a “naturalness of tone.”
However, it is not only the words and phrases written that work to create tonal 
qualities. During her study of the seventeenth-century baroque poets—especially 
Donne, Crashaw, and Herbert—Bishop became aware of the way rhythmic designs join 
phonological qualities in determining tone. She learned to notice their effective control 
of timing that created the illusion of “a mind thinking,” a poem happening as the reader 
reads. As a result, she continued to read their work, keeping a collection of seventeenth- 
century poetry with her over the years. Bishop then noted in Gerard Manley Hopkins’ 
work similar habits of phrasing that accomplished this illusion effectively. She realized 
that the strategy involved not only writing the words into phrases to be spoken, but also 
indicating, through punctuation, places for hesitation and spaces for silence. She valued 
Marianne Moore’s assurance that “poetry is a magic of pauses” (Col Pr 589). Moore 
had illustrated her awareness in a response to Bishop’s sending her a page from the 
New Yorker containing her poem, “The Prodigal.” “You have a very characteristic, 
unstereotyped success in the last two lines,” Moore wrote to her. After quoting those 
lines: “But it took him a long time / finally to make his mind up to go home,” she 
added, “Where conclusiveness matters—I like the pause after ‘up’ ” (Mar 27, 1951, Vas 
Col Lib).
Robert Frost had called for attention to “the hearing ear” years before Elizabeth 
Bishop was experimenting with words. He argued that each sentence was a “sound in 
itself apart from the word sounds” and claimed that the “grammatical” sentence served 
only as a “clue” to the “vital” meaning (Evans ed. Let 54-5). This sentence dynamic is 
due to the texture of word and phrase sounds woven with strategic pauses. Later, T. S.
Eliot used the phrase, “auditory imagination,” to talk about the way intonations are 
heard from written words. Yet, as Eliot pointed out, “the poem’s existence is some­
where between the writer and the reader [hearer]” (21). Bishop’s way, her strategy for 
conveying voice tones through dramatic personae involves the reader in “listening” to 
sounds that project both darkening and brightening tones. This dual effect suggests the 
simultaneous veiling and revealing that gives her work an enigmatic quality. This 
effect is heightened by her baroque techniques for dramatic rhythmic timing as well as 
her singular observant eye and especially acute ear. I will investigate what happens 
when a reader adventures into Bishop’s work to question the reason that work has 
struck so forcefully the mind and imagination. We want to know how that has been 
achieved.
Elizabeth Bishop wanted to write voice tones that sound natural and to create the 
illusion of thought-in-process making a poetic statement. Consequently, Bishop’s 
primary strategy is her dramatization of personae who will speak what she allows—as 
much as she can control that. Once she has established the character of the speaker for 
the poem or story, she is committed to that role for that voice. Nevertheless, apparently 
she thought about ways of speaking without giving away all her thought on a topic. Her 
voicing techniques include tones that create tension, not only through the sounds of the 
words and phrases she chooses, but also by the spaces of silence that are built into her 
sentences and stanzas. Her personae speak out of her interior attitudes, and because she 
habitually perceives the dichotomy of experiences, her dramatized voices naturally 
sound out her dual reactions.
6Elizabeth Bishop balanced on that fine edge of serio/comic perception. For her, it 
was probably a well-practiced habit of mind that had begun with her childhood longing 
in conjunction with her childish curiosity. Her maturing seems to have been a process 
of seeking something to fill the lack she sensed, but did not quite understand; it had to 
do with an affection she wished to offer to someone and that she wished would be 
offered to her.
In addition, her intelligent perceptions apparently developed from her determina­
tion to know and to survive with whatever she had to learn. Thus, she voiced her 
sensitivity to the two-pronged nature of life experiences, as each one subtracts some 
“brightness” while it adds a measure of “darkness.” The ancient mythologized observa­
tion that becoming human happens through choices that ineluctably result in simulta­
neous loss and gain is at the center of Elizabeth Bishop’s natural responses. Her 
manner of articulating these perceptions conveys this universal but elusive mystery.
The last two lines of “The Bight,” a poem Bishop wrote in February, 1949, illustrate 
this concisely: “All the untidy activity continues, / awful but cheerful.” Or another— 
the final image of “Cape Breton”: a man has just left the bus carrying a baby; he 
“climbs over a stile, and goes down through a small steep meadow, / which establishes 
its poverty in a snowfall of daises. . . . / The birds keep on singing, a calf bawls, the bus 
starts. . . . / an ancient chill is rippling the dark brooks.” And finally—the striking 
ending for the poem that she placed last in her final collection, Geography III, pub­
lished three years before her death—in “Five Flights Up,” as daylight is appearing, the
speaker hears a bird questioning, “quavering,” and a man scolding, while she sees a little 
dog bouncing “cheerfully up and down” and rushing “in circles”:
—Yesterday brought to today so lightly!
(A yesterday I find almost impossible to lift.)
In these three excerpts, the visual imagery complements the sonic play. For example, 
from “The Bight,” the lines: “untidy activity . . . awful but cheerful” relay the lightness 
of y, heard as e, and contrasts with the heavy ul. In the same way, the feminine ly 
contrasts with the tension of plosive / as she concludes her vision of the new day in 
“Five Flights Up.”
In these few lines, we hear the voice as deriving from a braid of tones: one strand, 
the directing undertone, is below the two contrasting darkening and lightening strands 
of sound that are projected. Bishop’s concentrated study of poets whose work exempli­
fied ways to integrate sonic elements as major conveyers of meaning, coupled with her 
own acute ear and imagination, enabled her to produce these clear-sounding poetic 
transmissions.
This significance of sound elements in Bishop’s poems was noticed by a few of 
her early readers but not recognized by others, even when they found her keen eye for 
description especially commendable. Those who did recognize the complexity of her 
work found her meaning elusive. The current flow of critical discussion and analysis of 
her poems indicates that her mysteriousness and subtlety remain a challenge. Excerpts 
from two critical commentaries on her work, written forty-four years apart, are illustra­
tive. One is from the letter which initiated Elizabeth Bishop’s first published collection 
of poems; the other is from a relatively recent and penetrating essay about her work.
The first, written in November, 1944, is a short complimentary ietter to Elizabeth 
Bishop from Jean Pedrick, who was representing Houghton Mifflin Publishers. Pedrick 
had read Bishop’s four “Songs for a Colored Singer” in the fall issue of Partisan 
Review. She had written to Bishop: “There is a fresh quality in the songs, and . . .  a 
superb bringing together of the tragic and the humorous in the way life so often brings 
them together, and poets so seldom do” (MacMahon 7 ital mine). Pedrick had noticed a 
duality in Bishop’s poems, one that distinguished hers from those of most of her con­
temporaries. What she sensed as special is Elizabeth Bishop’s singular “poetic tone,” a 
phrase that Eavan Boland uses to signify a poet’s depth of human concern coupled with 
a commitment to the “ethics of the art.”
In her 1988 essay, Boland writes: “Its origins must always be in a suffered 
world,” that is, a world and circumstances one has not chosen, but has put up with— 
has laughed with, has grieved with—has endured. Boland, an esteemed Irish poet and 
critic, also identifies in Bishop’s work a singular duality: her ability to “convey her 
distinctive poise of danger and craftsmanship” (86, 73 ital mine).
Although reading from quite different perspectives of time and purpose, each 
woman expresses her sense of a dichotomy in Elizabeth Bishop’s work. On the one 
hand, Jean Pedrick’s job as an editor for an influential publishing company dictates the 
criteria she must apply in deciding to recommend this poet’s work for further examina­
tion and possible publication. Those criteria involve the writer’s apparent originality 
and the work’s potential marketability. Pedrick was complimenting the poems of a 
young woman who had published a limited amount of work in periodicals; her description
of original and attractive elements in Bishop’s poems is phrased in commonly used 
abstract diction.
On the other hand, Eavan Boland is a respected poet and critic. Her criteria for 
evaluating another poet’s work derive from her perception of a “world” that must be 
“suffered” as well as from her demonstrated intrigue with language potentialities. 
Moreover, Boland’s assessment looks back on the life work of Elizabeth Bishop (d. 
1979), an award-winning poet. Her practical purpose is to publish an analysis that will 
add to the understanding of Bishop’s oeuvre. Eavan Boland is looking at the aesthetic 
aspect of Elizabeth Bishop’s writing, and she finds it unique in the poise managed 
between content and craftsmanship. She sees Bishop as “an exile from any clear or 
immediate sense of identity” and judges her work as “emblematic of the deepest human 
experience.” Although Bishop is not consciously reflecting an American sense of loss 
and estrangement, Boland believes that Bishop’s own complex estrangement clearly 
reflects and adds to the American “myth” (91-2).
Bishop’s continuing uncertainty is bound up with her constant curiosity, and her 
practice over and over of losing and relocating is coupled with her characteristic 
adapting and enjoying places and people. As a result, the attitudes voiced by her 
personae acknowledge both the grim and the glorious in living experiences, and most 
often, these dual responses are poised in juxtaposition.
The enigma of Bishop’s work thus derives from her strategies in dramatizing 
personae, speakers in her poems whose dual tones project the dichotomic nature of her 
own personal “poetic tone.” At the same time, her personae serve as masks that veil
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and mute her self to whatever degree she chooses in each poem or story. Thus, she puts 
forward her chosen persona/mask to sound out what she has found. “You can say all 
kinds of things. . . .  If you have scenery and costumes, you can get away with a lot,” 
Bishop said in responding to a query from Ashley Brown in 1966.1
Scenery and costumes promise characters and dramatic conflict, and Elizabeth 
Bishop’s poetic texts proffer both. Whatever role each characterized voice plays, the 
intonations are “directed,” so to speak, by their maker’s “poetic tone,” which of course 
underlies the weave of text.
Questioning the texts themselves leads to discovery of Bishop’s strategies for
characterizing these speakers and her sonic techniques for charging the aurality of their
tones. The tension is sensed as it develops from a conflict, ideological or practical,
between speakers identifiable in the poem; or, more often, dramatic tension is the result
of her dichotomic responses to the place, activity, or person that is the subject of the
poem. These together with crucial dramatic timing for the progression of the poem, its
“turn,” and her question or open-ended finish provide the auditory imagination of the
reader with a braid of sound that links the persona’s dual-tone and the undertone of
director/author. George T. Wright in his essay, “The Faces of the Poet,” explains that,
The lyric is or becomes dramatic when it presents not a single point of view 
but a struggle between conflicting points of view. The deliberate placing of 
a distance between the poet and his lyric persona effectively dramatizes the 
substance of the poem. . . .  [T]he persons, including the “I” [if used] do not 
exist outside the poem, or at least do not exist in the same way. . . . [T]hey 
have a symbolic dimension, that the matter-of-fact persons of our acquain­
tance do not have. (110)
Wright here assumes that the poet’s location in the text is due to a conscious maneuver.
Elizabeth Bishop also implies, in the following small letter, that choices and uses of
personae are a part of a poet’s conscious strategy. In 1975, she uncharacteristically
wrote a note responding to questions from a presumably young, aspiring poet:
why shouldn’t the poet appear in the poem? There are several tricks—“I” 
or “we” or “he” or “she” or even “one”—or somebody’s name. Someone is 
talking, after all—but of course the idea is to prevent that particular tone of 
voice from growing monotonous. (One Art: Elizabeth Bishop. Letters 596, 
hereafter cited: Letl
The question Bishop raises in her note of response is rhetorical in that the poet always 
“appears” in the poem but does not necessarily play the role of herself. In this poet’s 
practice, “herself’ is there as Director, in the wings, so to speak. She remains, there­
fore, in control as much as any Director controls. However, once the roles are assigned 
to character(s) who speak, the writer must allow them to speak in the guise she has 
created. Therefore, although their intonations are dichotomic, Bishop’s voice tones do 
not grow monotonous. She chooses different personae, characterizing them so that they 
each speak with the “naturalness of tone” she admired in the poems of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins and George Herbert. The necessary artifice is to write words and sentences 
that would seem natural to characterized speaker, setting, and subject of the particular 
poem.
Some critics distinguish between the “persona” as obviously very different from 
the creator/writer, and the “mask” as simply the personal pronoun used in denoting the 
speaker of the piece. Others think of persona and mask as synonymous (Myers &
Simms 174-75). Choosing the latter alternative, I speak of the dual-masked persona
when two contrasting attitudes are suggested simultaneously, or one challenges another. 
I also speak of the poet’s mask(s), or Bishop’s mask(s) to prevent undue repetition of 
the word, persona(e).
Elizabeth Bishop’s “poetic tone,” is beneath the mask, informing her persona’s
voice tones. Thus, her vocal braid is the significant transmitter of her poetic texts.
Eavan Boland argues that although Bishop’s “images are of the first intensity,” alone
they are fragments. “It is almost always the tonal” element that creates Bishop’s
“poetic coherence,” she says. Boland believes that it is a writer’s tone that makes
contact with readers at the point of human suffering (86). More informally, Donald
Hall makes a similar point: tone is “one man’s inside talking to another man’s inside”
(27). Walter Ong explains this concept in more detail:
All words projected from a speaker remain .. . somehow interior to him, 
being an invitation to another person, another interior, to share the speaker’s 
interior, an invitation to enter in, not to regard from the outside.
(“A Dialectic” 125)
Bishop’s “invitation” derives from her composite braid of intonation. It resonates her 
on-going dialectic which she writes out in a letter, January 8, 1964, in answer to queries 
from Anne Stevenson, who was at work on her critical biography that would “show 
how Bishop’s poetry transcends its period.” Calling her own outlook “pessimistic,” 
Bishop elaborated her stance toward the duality in human nature: “I think we . .. 
commit a hundred indecencies and cruelties every day of our lives,” she wrote, “But I 
think we should be gay in spite of it, sometimes even giddy—to make life endurable.”
In these words, we recognize Elizabeth Bishop’s essentially comic vision that enabled 
her to maintain a balance between her grim, fearful, darkening view of life and her
delight in the brighter, joyful side of living.2 Boland cites Bishop’s “ability to balance 
. . . [such] perceptions in a finished work of art [as] central to her achievement” (73-74).
Bishop manages this precarious balance in the dual voicing of her texts, thus 
positioning readers in the dialectic. Tension is maintained because the reader is caught 
up in the questioning. However, Bishop does not always resolve the dilemma she 
proposes; rather, she may suspend the voices, thus increasing the dramatic effect and 
leaving the central conflict unresolved (“The Moose” 169-73; “First Death . . .” 125-26; 
“Sestina” 123-24). Sometimes, she makes a tonal change that creates a right-angle turn 
in thinking—the silence is charged with tension, then broken by a heavy sound that 
reverberates in the imagination (“Five Flights Up” 181; “One Art” 178; “Crusoe in 
England” 162-66). A third effective way Bishop finishes a poem is through her release, 
after the silence, of a new but related question that erupts volcano-like (“Chemin de 
Fer” 8; “Santarem” 185-87), or is suggested quietly to be held in suspension (“Under 
the Window” 153-54; “The End of March” 179-80; “Questions of Travel” 93-94).
Bishop’s timing of these turns into spaces of silence further dramatizes the sound 
texture of the double intonations of her dramatic personae. Her strategy of hesitation 
has been misunderstood sometimes as an indication of insecurity or as evidence of her 
“pretended” or “useful” humility (e. g. Parker, 16-17, 20, 69; Merrin 82-84). Instead, 
this is Bishop’s way of introducing tension into her lines, thus encouraging attention to 
the weave of sound made up of single words, sentences, and images. Those silences in 
instants of time urge a reader’s participation in the process of discovery, or wonder. 
Both Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell early recognized an original rhythmic
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strategy in Bishop’s lines. Moore identified Bishop’s “expert disposition of pauses” as
a tonal device (354 Nation: 408 Com PrY Lowell more abstractly articulated his sense
of rhythmic motion in her poems, hearing it played out against a “factor” in opposition,
“a terminus,” a kind of stasis that suggests silence (497-98 Sewanee RevT
Bishop was working toward this effect as early as 1933, while she was still a
student at Vassar (see Let 13). She respected the “traditional rules in writing poetry,”
yet she was working toward her own rhythmic expression. W. H. Auden, only four
years her senior, was a published poet by the time she had begun her concentrated study
of form in verse. His tone carries assurance, and in explaining verse forms in 1932, he
said, “when a poet is writing verse, the feeling . . . excites the words and makes them
fall into a definite group.” The resulting “meter is group excitement among words,”
and “rhythm is what is expected by one word of another” (307-08). If Bishop were
thinking of her own rhythms in this way and wanted to express her tension when
confronting uncertainty, it is reasonable to suppose that she thought of the hesitation or
pause in the line as a way to display her feeling that lack of assurance is a challenge for
thought or action. Thus her rhythms would reflect her dichotomic sense of knowledge.
For example, in her fascinating poem, “At the Fishhouses,” she describes knowledge as
perhaps discoverable in a source so cold it bums when touched, and as elusive as water,
yet derived from the hardness of stone. She introduced her speculation this way:
I have seen it over and over, the same sea, the same, 
slightly, indifferently swinging above the stones, 
icily free above the stones, 
above the stones and then the world.
Twice, she suggests the pause before her rhythmic refrain: “above the stones” (after 
“swinging” and after “free”); then she reverses the syntax to cause that pause to happen 
after the third repetition of her refrain. Effectively, the refrain is highlighted—“and 
then the world” is therefore given the emphasis. Within her context, the “world” is 
freighted with meaning after knowledge is touched and tasted.
Charles Simic, awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1990, speaks thoughtfully 
about the elements and searches that make poems. He says “Form is ‘timing’—the 
exact amount of silence necessary between words and images to make them meaning­
ful—” and then he adds: “The stand-up comedians know all about that” (93). Elizabeth 
Bishop would no doubt appreciate being implicated in that implied analogy, for her 
rhythms and sudden silences call attention to her darker comic realism, which is usually 
spoken after the pause (as it is above) and often overshadows her brighter imaginative 
seriousness.
In 1966, Elizabeth Bishop told Ashley Brown that she had been writing since she 
was eight years old (292). After varied, mostly unhappy, family experiences and 
illnesses, she was finally enabled through money from her father’s estate, to attend a 
boarding school in Natick, Massachusetts, the Walnut Hill School for Girls, 1927-1930. 
There she began to draw from her own attitudes and life experiences, as well as lengths 
of time that she had spent ill in bed and reading. She published sketches, stories of 
fantasy, and poems in their literary magazine, The Blue Pencil (see Gettysburg Review
In the Fall after she graduated from Walnut Hill (1930), Bishop enrolled in Vassar 
College. By the beginning of her Junior year, she had gained “a stronger sense of 
herself as a writer.” She joined Mary McCarthy, Eleanor Clark, and a small group of 
women who revolted against the Vassar Review which seemed to them staid and old- 
fashioned. To create competition, they formed Con Spirito as Vassar’s new literary 
magazine (Brown 292-93; Millier 48-50; Let 8-9). Subsequently, she published poems, 
stories, and essays through the spring of 1934, not only in the new, Con Spirito but also 
in the Vassar Journal of Undergraduate Studies and in the Vassar Review.
By 1932, Bishop had joined the staff of the Vassar Miscellany News, and in the 
following Spring, she was assigned to interview T. S. Eliot during his visit to their 
campus. To question this strong voice of modernist poetics was a boon for Bishop; his 
answers and comments enlivened her thinking and her ongoing investigation regarding 
a writer’s depiction of time and spatial relationships (Longenbach 475).
As a result of this questioning and research, she wrote three thoughtful essays, 
one published as “Time’s Andromedas” in the Spring, 1933, issue of the Vassar Journal 
of Undergraduate Studies. The next Spring, her last before graduation from Vassar in 
1934, the second essay, “Gerard Manley Hopkins: Notes on Timing in His Poetry,” 
appeared in the February issue of the Vassar Review: and the third, “Dimensions for a 
Novel,” reflected her reactions to some of Eliot’s comments about “the placing of 
works of ar t . . .  in the line of tradition” (typescript 4). Printed in the May issue of the 
Vassar Journal of Undergraduate Studies, this essay displays her understanding of 
ineluctable mutability as played off against a backdrop of the immutable. It is apparent
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that Bishop early recognized how crucial rhythmic elements are to the effect that the
author wants to achieve. In her discussion of timing in the novel, she writes: “We may
have halts and retreats and flights in disorder.. . . [but] the author guides us along this
line of march, marshals and directs” (typescript 4). In her discussion of Hopkins’
“Timing in his Poetry,” Bishop points out that
the syllables, the words, in their actual duration and their duration according 
to sense-value, set up among themselves a rhythm, which continues to flow 
over them. And if we find all these things harmonious, if they amalgamate 
in some strange manner, then the timing has been right. . . . [Djuration of 
sense and sound each play a part, I believe, nearly equal, (typescript 2)
Careful timing of her own designs in rhythm echo this consciousness, especially 
as she worked toward evocation of a mind involved in questioning/discovering activi­
ties.4 Thus, she was learning a way to activate her own verses and stanzas through 
dramatic rhythmic variations. The personae leads the reader, by means of the auditory 
imagination, into the illusion of participating in the process of a poem’s becoming.
After her graduation from Vassar, in 1934, a variety of magazines and reviews, 
including Life and Letters To-dav. New Democracy, and Poetry, began to publish 
Bishop’s work. In 1935, three of her poems appeared in an anthology, Trial Balances. 
edited by Ann Winslow. Marianne Moore wrote a complimentary essay sponsoring her 
work in this book, the title of which proved to be prophetic of Bishop’s continual efforts 
to find and maintain a balance between dark fears and frustrations and bright humor and 
compassion. In Moore’s opinion, “the natural considering quality in her work is its 
strength—assisted by unwordiness. . .  [and] the flicker of impudence.” Furthermore, 
the experienced poet valued Bishop’s subtlety and her experiments with the play of
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voice tones (Com Pr 328; Tr Bal 82-83). In the decade that followed publication of 
Trial Balances. Bishop’s poems were printed in journals and magazines as well as in 
anthologies that were published almost every year (see MacMahon 120-62 Sec. B & C).
Jean Pedrick’s letter to Elizabeth Bishop, noted near the beginning of this chapter, 
had been written to solicit a manuscript collection of poems and to invite her to apply 
for Houghton Mifflin’s new poetry award. On December 8, 1944, Bishop responded to 
Pedrick in an appreciatory note; and in late December, she received an application 
blank for “The Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship Award in Poetry” (Let 122-23; 
MacMahon 7; Millier 174).
Bishop then asked Marianne Moore, John Dewey, and Edmund Wilson to sponsor 
her application; and on January 15, 1945, she mailed to Houghton Mifflin a manuscript 
of her poems together with letters from Moore and Wilson as her sponsors for the 
poetry award. Ferris Greenslet, editor and General Manager of Houghton Mifflin’s 
trade book department, must have quickly accepted her manuscript of poems for 
publication, because on January 22, she wrote to him about type face, then continued:
“I have one more request. Don’t you think the title would look well as North & South. 
using the ampersand sign? It seems more forceful that way to me. . . .  As you see, I 
guess, I am very much interested in typography” (Let 125). Here, Bishop’s sensitivity 
to the relationship between appearance in print and aurality is clear. The single symbol, 
somewhat surprising in a printed title, draws attention as it binds the polarities more 
closely together than the word “and.” The thought behind this preference seems to be
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similar to the duality of voice tones we hear in her work, the two “strands” of sound 
being bound closely together by the poet’s directing interior tone.
In late May, Elizabeth Bishop received a telegram from Houghton Mifflin 
informing her that of “over eight hundred and thirty-three manuscripts” submitted for 
their new poetry award, hers had been unanimously chosen for the one thousand dollar 
prize. She wrote on June 3, thanking Greenslet for his “kind letter containing the 
check” (MacMahon 5; Millier 175; Bishop Let 125-26). She was thirty-four years old.
Thus began the public career of the very non-public Elizabeth Bishop, a poet 
whose work has been a subject for discussion in review articles and journal essays since 
the first printing, a little over a year later, on August 20, 1946, of her first small volume 
of thirty poems. There, her geographic orientation is introduced by her chosen title, 
North & South, and the “compass rose” on the cover, as well as the ambiguous poem, 
“The Map,” which she placed first in the book (MacMahon 3-8). Her traveling and 
moving about in search of place and her questioning of directions, geographical and 
social, are motifs that inform her writing throughout her career.
Even before the book was available, Greenslet had written to Bishop that a 
discussion about its contents with T. S. Eliot had resulted in his interest in seeing it “at 
the earliest possible moment” and the suggestion that he might recommend it be 
brought out by his publishers in England. She was also told that “pre-publication sales 
. . . had amounted to approximately 900 copies” which is evidence that her poems were 
known and esteemed by a significant number of people as well as that the pre-publi­
cation advertising had been effective (MacMahon 9).
This first collection of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems, North & South, attracted atten­
tion in part because she had dramatized through her vocal braid the crucial questioning 
of time and an individual’s relative position in time. Her positing and reacting to social 
ambiguities and attempts to adjust to the new world situation displayed her intelligent 
sensitivity to a present that was reverberating from two world wars, economic depres­
sion, rapid technological advances, and inevitable social repositioning. Such poems as 
“The Man Moth” and “The Gentleman of Shallot,” on the surface whimsical and 
surreal, nevertheless articulate those realities in humorous/fearful voices. Recent bio­
graphical discoveries in Bishop’s manuscripts and letters attest to her personal dilem­
mas in those same tones (See Harrison, passim and Bishop, Letters).
Thus, her interior “poetic tone,” the director of each poem’s drama, early 
achieved the authority of voice that Eavan Boland theorizes is entirely dependent, for 
the modem poet, on an empathy with human suffering (86). In the first critical mono­
graph on Elizabeth Bishop, Anne Stevenson writes that this sensitivity remains integral 
to Bishop’s projected attitude:
in spite of her conceits, of her personal reticence, of her tendency to laugh at 
the very things she takes most seriously, Elizabeth Bishop is among the few 
American poets . . . able to say something uniquely true about the way 
modem life is experienced. (50)
Favorable reactions to Bishop’s first collection included not only the voices of 
Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell (noted earlier in this chapter), but a third, that of 
Randall Jarrell. She had only recently met Jarrell, who introduced her to Lowell shortly 
after he had written his first review of her poems. During the following years, the three 
discussed poetics and their poems, mostly through correspondence (Sch & Es 304; 328).
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In those years, Moore was involved in translating La Fontaine’s Fables and caring for 
her mother who was becoming weakened by illness.
Jarrell’s first review is notable because he sees the two facets exhibited by 
Bishop’s work: “outlandish ingenuity” and wit, as well as gravity, calm, and tender 
sympathy. Assessing her work as different from most of her contemporaries, he wrote, 
“It is odd how pleasant and sympathetic her poems are, in these days, when . . . many a 
poem is gruesome occupational therapy for a poet who stays legally innocuous by 
means of it” (234-35).
In contrast to these complimentary views, Oscar Williams, writing in the October, 
1946, issue of New Republic, denigrated “Songs for a Colored Singer” as sounding 
artificial in tone. (Carole Doreski has recently reiterated this judgment, 122-23.)
Because this is the piece that had initiated Houghton Mifflin’s request to see a manu­
script collection of Bishop’s poems for consideration, Williams’ assessment at that time 
seems more than a little ironic. “She has a keen eye for small physical detail” and 
presents “charming little stained glass bits here and there,” he wrote (525; Sch & Es 
184). His critical comments, remembered and reiterated by later critical voices, were 
those that drew attention to Bishop’s detailed descriptions.
Bishop does direct attention to details of appearance but, importantly, she is 
translating not only what her eye sees but also what her inner “I” perceives. Howard 
Nemerov points to that as the reason for recreating the “visible world”: “language is a 
special extension of the power of seeing, inasmuch as it can make visible . . . through it 
the invisible world of relations and infinities.”5
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Even in our present time, however, Bishop’s tonal qualities are usually overshad­
owed by her descriptive adeptness. As recently as October, 1993, PMLA contains an 
illustration of this strand of critical response. Adrienne Rich writes of Bishop: “She’s 
most often praised as a poet of minute observation and description” (1157-58). In her 
essay there, however, Rich is utilizing Bishop’s vivid aural image of the old hermit’s 
sudden shotgun shot in “Chemin de Fer” to frame her own persuasive essay against 
violence.
A still more recent comment illustrating how past opinions of Bishop’s work 
remain a focus for some writers is a review in the New Yorker (May 1, 1995). Here, 
Wayne Koestenbaum reviews Henri Cole’s third book of poems through first discussing 
the poems of Marianne Moore and Elizabeth Bishop. He speaks of them as having a 
common reputation “—in death they were not divided—” that is inhibiting for younger 
poets. He writes that both “Bishop and Moore now stand for a sublimation of sensual­
ity into painterly observation, and for a curator’s dispassionately appraising relation to 
circumstance” (85-86).6
These two published commentaries suggest that there remain some critics who 
hold a rather narrow view of Elizabeth Bishop’s work. Not only do such statements 
suggest that her work is valued mostly for surface description, they also neglect recent 
discussions that probe the relationship between Moore and Bishop. Those find strong 
influences, but major differences in the work of the two poets, especially as Bishop 
matured in her work. Critics’ yoking her professionally with Marianne Moore was a 
critical habit that Bishop disliked. Although she remained a caring friend of Moore’s
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until the latter’s death in 1972, the influence of Moore on her work was diminishing 
before she had published her first book (e. g., Goldensohn 135-61, esp. 160-61; Erkkila 
120-26, 130, 134).
In 1955, Elizabeth Bishop received the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry for her new 
publication, titled simply Poems, consisting of a combination of North & South and 
nineteen new poems that she had intended to be published alone as A Cold Spring. The 
award was not only a boost for her morale and a financial boon, but a formal recogni­
tion of her significance as a poet. She was living in Brazil with Lota Soares at the time 
and wrote to her friend and physician, Dr. Anny Baumann, that the “Pulitzer . . .  is so 
well known” that “Lota doesn’t have to prove to her friends personally that I do write 
poetry!” 7 In the same letter, she told Baumann that Partisan Review had awarded her a 
Ford Foundation Fellowship of $2,700, but it had not been announced yet. “We had 
lots of fun here for awhile with the reporters and photographers,” she wrote to Robert 
Lowell; and she told another friend, Pearl Kazin, how much credibility the Pulitzer was 
giving her with the Brant family. Now seventy-six years old, Mrs. Brant had been the 
little girl who had years before kept the diary which Elizabeth Bishop was translating. 
Generally, she told Kazin, “this prize has helped enormously” (Let May 10, 21, June 7, 
1956). Her reputation in Rio de Janerio and among Lota’s friends rose, her relationship 
with the important Brant family was furthered, and her morale, as well as her financial 
position, was strengthened.
Two publications soon followed: Faber and Faber of London selected thirteen 
poems from North & South and seven from A Cold Spring to print as Poems (1956;
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MacMahon 14-24). And Elizabeth Bishop had finished her translation from the Por­
tuguese of a diary kept by a Brazilian girl between the ages of twelve to fifteen years: 
The Diary of “Helena Morlev”: A Girlhood Journal of Life in a Mountain Town of 
Brazil at the Turn of the Century (pub. 1957; MacMahon 24-35). Bishop’s introduc­
tion, dated September, 1956, tells in her own relaxed tone of the diary’s original 
publication in 1942, and how delightfully authentic she found it to be (82).
The work of translating that diary had taken Bishop into a young girl’s activities 
and personal feelings. It seems to have encouraged Bishop’s own memories of her past 
childhood to surface, for subsequently she made the events and feelings in her memory 
the material for a number of her most significant prose and poetic pieces.
In her introduction to the Diary (Col Pr ix-xxxv; 81-109), Bishop’s tones illustrate 
her sense of the genuine in other people at the same time her voice convinces us of the 
naturalness of her reaction to the diary. Characteristically, she is attracted by “the 
scenes and events it described [which] were odd, remote, and long ago, and yet fresh, 
sad, funny, and eternally true” (ital mine; 82). Here, her prose displays the same sense 
of duality and ambiguity found in her poems. Especially in the juxtaposition of “sad, 
funny” framed by “long ago” and “eternally true,” she focuses on the universal paradox 
that she expresses in her imaginative writing. It is clear that in the textures of her work, 
her empathy with the suffering and joy of others is as strong as is the resonance of her 
own pain and delight. Her mother’s mental illness after the sudden death of her father, 
when she was eight months old, had created a shadowed confusion in her childhood and 
left her a dark sense of exile wherever she was. But her father’s personality had been
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essentially bright and happy, and it was this half of her legacy that probably prompted 
her sense of humor and helped her periodically to pull herself from brinks of darkness 
to sense the value of comic realism. Thus, the sources of her “dark”/“bright” personae 
are embedded in both her heritage and the realities of her own life experiences.
Her fine education was also due to her father’s legacy, the financial one that 
allowed her to attend the Walnut Hill boarding school in Natick, Massachusetts, 
followed by Vassar College, in Poughkeepsie, New York (Millier 28, 31; Giroux Let x). 
In both settings, she was known to her peers as “Bishop,” a pleasant, bright girl who 
could make others laugh, tell fascinating stories, and produce a needed story or skit on 
short notice. She was a curious and successful student. However, there were appar­
ently problems that showed the shadows from her past life. In spite of her exterior, she 
felt estranged much of the time.8
The third group of poems she readied for publication reflect some of those 
contradictions and uncertainties that were incipient in her high school years. However, 
these are also reflective of her new experiences in Brazil. She dedicated the book to 
Lota de Macedo Soares, whom Bishop loved in part because Lota had given her the first 
and only feeling of a home since her teen years with her Aunt Maud in Boston.
It was ten years after the publication of Poems when Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
published her third major collection of poems, Questions of Travel (1965).9 She 
divided the poems into two sections that focused attention on her sense of place—I. 
“Brazil,” eleven poems, and II. “Elsewhere.” At the beginning of the second section, 
before the eight poems, she placed the significant and poetic autobiographical narrative,
“In the Village” (first published in the New Yorker. Dec 1953). In 1967, Chatto & 
Windus, in London, published Selected Poems consisting of poems from the three 
previous collections, excluding “In the Village,” the prose piece.
Ten years before her death, and three years after the first book-length study of her
work was released in the Twayne American Authors Series (Anne Stevenson 1966), a
collection strangely titled The Complete Poems was released (1969). In the New York
Times Book Review. John Ashbery wrote what others probably thought or said: “One
hopes that the title . . .  is an error and there will be more poems.” He continued by
pointing to Bishop’s dualities as exemplary of the “natural, more universal experiences”:
We live in a quandary, but it is not a dualistic conflict between inner and 
outer reality, it is rather a question of deciding . . . how far we can advance 
into [‘outer reality’] and still keep a toe-hold on the inner, private one. . . . 
This strange divided singleness of our experience is a theme that is echoed 
and alluded to throughout Miss Bishop’s work.
(NYT Bk Rev [Jn 1] 8, 25; Sch & Es 202, ital mine)
Elizabeth Bishop did continue to write and to translate for publication twenty-six 
poems from Portuguese, Spanish, and French poets whom she found appealing. Thus, 
she continually heightened her natural sensitivity to the relation between aurality and 
the printed page. Edwin Honig says of translation that part of the pleasure “is really the 
potentiality of growing in one’s own work.” He was speaking to Richard Wilbur, who 
responded that although he would “hide” that motive from himself, “it’s one of the 
rewards of translating.” Octavio Paz, Elizabeth Bishop’s friend whose poem she trans­
lated and included in her final publication, spoke with Honig about the rewards of trans­
lating in a different way. The text is made up of signs, he explained; and “in poetry, the 
material properties of the signs, especially the sound, are .. . essential. In poetry, you
cannot separate the sign from the meaning. . . . Translation is the art of producing . . . 
analogous effects” (87-88; 155 ital mine). Bishop’s translating no doubt contributed to 
the growth of her own work, especially to the strength of her final publication, Geogra­
phy III. At the same time that she was finishing poems and stories she had begun years 
before, Elizabeth Bishop had been working as co-editor with Emanuel Brasil on a 
bilingual Portuguese and English Anthology of Twentieth Century Brasilian Poetrv. 
That collection was published in 1972. Moreover, after publishing several completed 
poems in the years between 1971 and April, 1976, Bishop collected those to make her 
singular final book, Geography III (first printed, December 28, 1976). Published three 
years before her sudden death, this group of ten poems includes two (“The Moose” and 
“In the Waiting Room”) that she had begun more than thirty years earlier, and one 
translation from the Spanish (“Objects & Apparitions,” by Octavio Paz). Bishop’s 
strategies of timing and her dual-toned speakers therein reflect different moods of the 
decades in which she was refining and writing them (the 1960's and 1970's). At the 
same time, she expresses in those her own wandering, wondering, longing, and strong 
sense of individuality, as well as a certain frustration and weariness. In these last 
poems, her own interior tone emerges as a more prominent strand in the braid of voice.
What Randall Jarrell had written, in 1946, about those personal characteristics 
that he understood in her early poems was seen to apply to these late ones: “instead of 
crying, with justice, ‘This world in which no one can get along,’ Miss Bishop’s poems 
show that it is barely but perfectly possible—has been, that is, for her” (235; Sch & Es 
181). He had recognized her determination to question and to survive.
Another perceptive essay published in the Partisan Review (Spring 1970) was the 
first piece David Kalstone wrote about Bishop’s work. His title, “All Eye,” focuses on 
her way of looking, but his discussion clearly penetrates the surfaces so often admired 
by others before him. Kalstone recognizes that she identifies in natural objects and ex­
periences “a very strong sense of their intractability and challenge.” Kalstone sees a 
beautiful simplicity in Bishop’s “precise psychological connections .. . between the 
needs of exact observation and the frail nightmares of the observer, between the 
strangeness of what is seen and the strangeness of the person seeing it” (313; Millier 
416-17).
Bishop’s first collection (August, 1946) and her last—Geography III, thirty years 
later (December, 1976)—received the most serious critical attention. After his sensitive 
reading of those nine poems by Bishop in the new collection, J. D. McClatchy wrote, in 
1977, about “The Other Bishop.” His sense was that especially the longer poems of the 
collection were “clearly Bishop’s strongest work ever . . . [and] boldly virtuosic,” em­
bodying “a fuller sense of self than her earlier work.” They “reveal Bishop in a sharper 
focus.” He understood the longer, major poems in Geography III as outgrowths of 
earlier effective ones (165, 167-68).10
In that same year, David Kalstone’s insightful reading of Bishop’s latest pub­
lished work led him to point out her austere awareness of “the smallness and dignity” of 
things human. He quotes Wallace Stevens, whom Bishop had acknowledged as an 
early influence on her thinking and writing. Stevens’s sense that the world is “not our 
own . . .  not ourselves” is Bishop’s as well, Kalstone says. Yet, he focuses on her vision
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and descriptive power: “She sees with such a rooted, piercing vision, so realistically, 
because she has never taken our presence in the world as totally real” (Five Tem 321. In 
his later thinking, Kalstone saw a greater complexity in her work. He speculated that a 
“main thread” had been finding a way “to turn the descriptive poem into a narrative— 
while keeping it descriptive in nature” (Becoming A Poet “Afterword” 252).
In the decade following her sudden death, in 1979, Elizabeth Bishop’s work 
became more widely known and studied. This was in part the result of the publication, 
in 1980, of Candace MacMahon’s Bibliography 1927-1979. Listing detailed informa­
tion for each of Bishop’s publications, it had been several years in the making. Pleased 
to see it finished, Bishop wrote in her “Foreword” that she felt “mixty motions,” a 
phrase she said was borrowed from a student’s paper. Then, she again expressed her 
sense that she had written too little, and she hoped the publication would motivate her 
to accomplish more. In addition, Farrar, Straus, Giroux published The Complete 
Poems: 1927-1979 in 1983, and The Collected Prose, in 1984. The latter includes 
prose memoirs and stories that Bishop had never published. Three anthologies contain­
ing critical essays about her work also appeared. The first, Elizabeth Bishop and Her 
Art (1983), was compiled by Lloyd Schwartz and Sybil Estess, who incorporated 
critics’ reviews, commentaries, and essays published since 1946, as well as two inter­
views with Bishop and excerpts from critical articles that she had written. A second 
anthology, titled simply Elizabeth Bishop and published in 1985 in the series, Modem 
Critical Views, was Harold Bloom’s collection of articles previously published in 
several different journals. More recently, Marilyn Lombardi has edited a new anthology
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of critical essays from different journals, with four that have not been previously in 
print. This 1993 publication reflects a freer approach to reading Bishop than is sug­
gested by the title: Elizabeth Bishop: The Geography of Gender. This subtitle refers to 
Lee Edelman’s insightful discussion of “In the Waiting Room” (1985), which Lombardi 
includes in this collection.
Since then, Elizabeth Bishop’s oeuvre has become the subject of an increasing 
number of books and articles. Seven monographs devoted to discussion of her poems 
and prose have appeared in the past seven years, as well as numerous essays and 
reviews of her work. What is the intrigue of Bishop’s work that attracts the close 
reading and analysis which has resulted in this “mini-industry” of publications that offer 
analysis of her life’s writing?11
Her appraisal of the world as made up of “untidy activity” that is both “awful and 
cheerful” led her to eschew her own preponderance of dark, near-tragic experiences and 
to search out the “cheerful” in an effort to maintain a balance “on the top of a mast” as 
does the “Unbeliever” in her poem of that name. Not only in her writing, but in her 
everyday life as well, she consciously worked to maintain that precarious balance. A 
letter to Robert Lowell illustrates her wry humor as she paraphrases the key line of her 
poem, “The Unbeliever.” After referring to a recent illness, she writes:
. . .  am still on cortisone and probably a bit abnormally cheerful, for m e,. . .
shall soon be in my usual state of cheerfulness-on-top-of-what Anny [Dr.
Baumann, long-time friend] sarcastically calls “your basic melancholy.”
(Jan 19, 1972 Ransom Hum Cen, Austin, TX)
As Suzanne Langer points out, the difference between the comic and the tragic is 
not one of opposites. In dramatic presentations, “various combinations” incorporate
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“elements of one in the other.” Our western concept of the tragic derives from attention 
to individuality and the sense of a “visibly growing future” that is to be lived through, 
whereas the comic is based in “coping with a world that is forever taking new uncalcu­
lated turns, frustrating, but exciting” (234, 258, 334, 342). Elizabeth Bishop acknowl­
edged and voiced this dichotomy of the “dark” and comic interwoven with the tragic 
and the “bright.”
Bishop speaks these dichotomic realities through fifty years of correspondence 
with friends and acquaintances in the first edition of her letters, edited and arranged 
chronologically by her publisher, Robert Giroux. In this extensive collection are letters 
that reveal her “naturalness of tone” and realistic, witty, sad and joyous experiences 
during her mostly lonely life. The first letter is dated December 31,1928 (when Bishop 
was a student at Walnut Hill, hoping to get into Vassar a year early—she did not). The 
last letter printed here was written on the morning that she died, October 6, 1979.
Giroux has written a lucid and concise introductory biographical essay that includes a 
chronological chart of her life’s events, personal and public (One Art: Elizabeth 
Bishop, Letters 1994).
Another publication that displays Bishop’s speaking tones through her journals, 
notebooks, and interviews as well as selections from letters is Life and the Memory of It 
(1993). This book incorporates five hundred and fifty pages of text, followed by fifty 
pages of “Notes,” Bibliography, and Index. Brett Candlish Millier, the author, writes in 
her Preface, that although this is “technically a critical biography,” she is instead ex­
plaining “as best I could, using the evidence I had, how Elizabeth Bishop’s poems got
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written and why they turned out the way they did.” As she says, she traces the chronol­
ogy of Bishop’s life and work, but she does not write close analysis of her poems or 
prose pieces.
Several paths into Bishop’s art have been proposed from the perspectives of a 
number of critical studies published since 1988. In Becoming A Poet. David Kalstone’s 
approach is that of influence as he centers interest on Bishop’s interactions with her 
friends, Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell. Although he writes sensitive reactions to 
the poems, he sees few connections or patterns among them. Kalstone had described 
Bishop as the “most elusive of poets” in his earlier study of her work as a part of Five 
Temperaments (12, 1977). From a somewhat different perspective, Thomas Travisano 
plots and evaluates Elizabeth Bishop’s stages of development as a poet. He emphasizes 
her unique qualities of perception and searches both her surface and interior presenta­
tions, as well as influences of Pound, Stevens, Moore, and Robert Lowell. Travisano 
identifies the three chronological phases of her writing, and reads the work of each 
phase through a particular thematic which he designates: (1) Prison (2) Travel (3) 
History. He concludes that “facing up to fear is a buried but powerful theme throughout 
her work” (4). He noted that Bishop purposely withheld the “thesis of her poems” so 
that the reader would participate in their “process of observation and discovery” (13). 
The Unbeliever is a third 1988 monograph by Robert D. Parker, who speaks about 
Bishop in a harsh and disclaiming tone. His is a psycho-biographical approach. Parker 
thinks that her fear and anxiety derive from her complex imagination and her realization
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of meaninglessness in a world where there is little connection. In other words, his 
discussion edges along the existential nature of her work and her thought.
In 1991, 1992, and 1993, four monographs by women fueled the focus of atten­
tion on Elizabeth Bishop’s work. The first to appear was Bonnie Costello’s Elizabeth 
Bishop: Questions of Mastery (1991). Coming from study and writing about Marianne 
Moore (especially Imaginary Possessions 1981), Costello calls attention to the duality 
in Bishop’s forcing herself to “encounter the mess of life, at times even to exhilarate in 
it.” Costello’s interest turns out to be focused on the impact of Bishop’s looking and 
her “complex, unresolved relationship” between the way she sees and the tropes she 
chooses to express her impressions (2, 139, 150, 160).
The second of the four monographs is Elizabeth Bishop: The Biography of a 
Poetry (1992). Here, Lorrie Goldensohn provides a compelling and revealing portrait 
of Bishop’s work as it seems to reflect her life experiences. Goldensohn, who had the 
good fortune to walk “in the footsteps of Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil,” has chosen to 
direct attention along Bishop’s criss-crossing lines of experience and writing, as seen 
both in published and manuscript/notebook sources as well as in some letters. Golden­
sohn sees a “bipolarity” in Bishop’s northern reticence and southern emotional release 
during her “middle period,” in the “models and counter-models,” of “Moore’s gentili­
ties . . . and Lowell’s confessional.” Goldensohn believes that, as Bishop finished 
poems for Geography III, she made her “final move within alternate selving as Robin­
son Crusoe [‘Crusoe in England’], and as an openly female child [‘In the Waiting 
Room’]” (xiv).
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Four 1993 publications devoted to analysis of Bishop’s life and work include 
Brett Millier’s extensive compilation, discussed previously, Victoria Harrison’s Eliza­
beth Bishop’s Poetics of Intimacy. Carole Doreski’s The Restraints of Language, and 
Joanne Feit Diehl’s The Psvchodvnamics of Creativity.
Harrison argues that the concerns of Bishop’s poetry are “very simple and quite 
unique: she enacts subject-subject relations in their dailiness. . . . [H]er poetry inevita­
bly listens to the voices of layered and changeable subjectivities so as to explore their 
daily and profound connections” (10-11). In her “Introduction,” Harrison defines and 
discusses the American pragmatism of William James as well as John Dewey (who first 
knew Bishop in Key West) as having influenced the atmosphere of the time to which 
Bishop responded sensitively. Harrison’s study is contextual and formal; thus, she 
includes copies of manuscript and notebook sources (with deletions and changes in 
Bishop’s hand or typing) throughout her study to show the ways she believes that 
Bishop arrived at the final version of many of her important poems.
Working from a different perspective, Carole Doreski keeps her focus on the 
language itself. She persuades that “Bishop’s writings hinge upon the knowledge 
within the word. . . . Her poetic emerges from a writing governed by exposure through 
and by language in which knowledge itself requires reticence and control.” Doreski’s 
interest is in Bishop’s uses of language to restrain emotion and keep the compactness 
that is crucial to her work (8-9).
Finally, Joanne Feit Diehl takes her argument from Melanie Klein’s psychoana­
lytic studies where “envy and gratitude” are oppositional tensions, controlling forces
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that can subtract creativity and individuality. She persuades forcefully that Marianne 
Moore’s work and personality were responsible for a weight of guilt assumed by 
Elizabeth Bishop. Diehl believes that Moore, probably unwittingly, appeared to Bishop 
to hold out impossible goals of careful and steady work as the artistic commitment one 
makes to life. Thus, instead of following Kalstone, Costello, and Goldensohn in their 
stressing the nurturing aspects of the relations between Moore and Bishop, Diehl 
emphasizes “its ambivalent and conflictual aspects” (114 nl7). She points out, howev­
er, that while Bishop reflects Moore’s influence in her work as well as in her reactions 
to Moore’s strong personality, she does move away from that influence to evolve her 
own “poetic ethos” (107; ch 3).
In spite of the wealth of critical discussion of Bishop’s work, no one has specifi­
cally investigated an aspect of her poetic work that creates its elusiveness. This is the 
remarkable complexity of intonation performed by a “braid” of voice made up of her 
interior poetic tone which directs the dual tones, “dark” and “bright,” as heard through 
her personae. A balanced tension between these dualities enlivens the whole work as 
readers sense that something more is always there to be spoken, yet it is not sounded 
outright from its deep place in the poet’s thought. It is notable, however, that Bishop’s 
interior, directing poetic tone, that third strand of the braid of voice that speaks her 
poetic text, emerges gradually as a prominent intonation. In “One Art,” for example, 
the double intonations are sustained while a deeper voice seems to hover just below 
their prominence. Finally, that tone speaks out the “bleeding-throat” admonition to at 
least “write it”!
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However, just as Elizabeth Bishop condemns an investigation too focused on a
reductive explanation of complexity in Emily Dickinson’s poems, she would no doubt
object to attempts to identify just what is that attractive elusiveness in her own writing.
She wrote in her review of Rebecca Patterson’s The Riddle of Emily Dickinson:
in order to reach a single reason for anything as singular and yet manifold as 
literary creation, it is necessary to limit the human personality’s capacity for 
growth and redirection to the point of mutilation. (New Republic 127. no. 7 
[18 Aug 1952]: 20; Millier 237-38)
She expressed the same fact twenty-five years later to George Starbuck: “It takes 
probably hundreds of things coming together at the right moment to make a poem and 
no one can ever really separate them out and say this did this and that did that” (1977; 
Sch & Es 319).
Nevertheless, it will be informative to pay attention to the dramatized voices of 
Bishop’s poetic texts. They derive from her interior tone, the directing presence behind 
those dual-toned personae. In the chapters that follow, I base my reading of Bishop’s 
work on those dramatizations of her poetic personae. Therefore the first chapter,
“Quest and Wonder,” will pay attention to subjective (first person) personae who 
illustrate Bishop’s early virtuosity in dramatizing voice tones. Bishop characterizes 
these three women as young and questioning. Their quests lead into three quite differ­
ent experiences, two active and external, the other internal and at rest in time. “From 
the Country to the City” and “Paris, 7 a. m.” were published in 1937, and “Chemin de 
Fer,” almost a decade later, in 1946. None of these three has received more than brief 
attention from any writer as far as I know.
In contrast, Chapter two, “Uncertainties and Discoveries,”’will investigate voices 
of little girls as they are heard in two poems and two prose works. One of each of these 
genres, “In the Village,” and “First Death in Nova Scotia,” has been given a great deal 
of critical attention; however, “Gwendolyn,” and “Manners” deserve attention as well 
for what those voices show of Bishop’s complex stance. Chapter three will study 
poems spoken by distinctly different personae—Bishop’s experiments in speaking 
through male characters. In this chapter, the characterizing process will be more 
apparent, and the tonalities are noticeably different in “The Unbeliever,” “The River- 
man,” “Jeronimo’s House,” and “Crusoe in England.” The title for the chapter is 
“Delusion, Illusion, and Memory.” Two of these four poems, “The Unbeliever” and 
“Crusoe in England,” have been widely discussed, but the focus has not been on the 
voices that speak the lines. Chapter four will return to the feminine persona; the three 
longer poems under discussion were all published in the last decade of Bishop’s life, in 
Geography III. A skillful and experienced treatment of subject and language are 
apparent in these where the autobiographical, interior tone moves into the prominent 
position in Elizabeth Bishop’s braid of voice. “In the Waiting Room,” “The Moose,” 
and “The End of March” have been analyzed by a variety of critical voices from 
different perspectives. The title is “Still Questioning—Anagogical Moments.”
My concluding chapter will discuss Elizabeth Bishop’s work as reflective of the 
differing attitudes and experiences of American society from the late 1930's until her 
last published poem a few months before she died in October, 1979. Illustrations will 
be drawn from representative poems that span her writing life. She revealed her own
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life story through the masks of different personae whose individual assessments of their 
time and place braided their dark and bright tonalities with her tones to voice a new 
addition to the twentieth century American myth. Specific poems that will be noted as 
illustrative of my argument are “Roosters,” “Pink Dog,” and “One Art.” The poems 
discussed throughout this work span the writing life of Elizabeth Bishop and ultimately 
characterize her attitudes as darkly comic.
NOTES
during Ashley Brown’s interview of Elizabeth Bishop, he asked her what she 
thought of “the dramatic monologue as a form—you know, when the poet assumes a 
role?” She answered that she had not given it “much thought” but continued, “I 
suppose it should act as a sort of release.” Her speculative tone sounds disingenuous 
considering that after the two sentences that I quote in my text, she added: “I’m writing 
one right now.” Strangely, Brown does not pursue that topic at all but turns to another 
question—unless he or Bishop edited out what was said (Brown 298 in Sch. & Estess 
collection; orig. pub. Shenandoah 17, 2 [Winter 1966]: 3-19).
I omitted, after “things,” the rest of her sentence: “that you couldn’t in a lyric” 
because coupled with the revelation that she has a dramatic monologue in process “right 
now,” and given what we know of the thought she gave to her writing, how could she 
not have given “it” much thought? Apparently she had given and continued to give 
thoughts to strategies for speaking in which a persona would veil whatever she pre­
ferred not to reveal. Is this not a consideration in any poet’s crafting of a poem (or, to 
some extent, of the making of any written text)? For Bishop, the answer is bound up 
with what she came to understand of the dramatic quality of the baroque style as the 
seventeenth century writers had practiced it. She saw through studying Gerard Manley 
Hopkins’ methods of “timing” in each line how rhythms were a part of the dramatiza­
tion of tones. Why did she read Herbert so steadily? She said she appreciated his 
“naturalness of tone.” The challenge, then, is how to utilize the sounds of a language so 
that they combine into the sound effects that convey just enough to lure a reader into the 
quest the poem undertakes. Tone color with sound imagery usually has a certain 
synesthetic effect; and these, with dramatic timing, create the speaking voice that serves 
as mask for the one who composes and orchestrates the piece. The artifice of simplicity 
and straightforwardness of tone can make wonderful masks/personae. And Bishop had 
not only Herbert, but Dickinson and Moore—simplicity and straightforwardness, 
respectively—to prove these were effective devices.
2In analyzing Bishop’s tones as expressive of her sense of the dichotomy of 
experience, I am using the adjective form, dichotomic, which sounds sharper and more
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lively than its alternative, dichotomous. In addition, I understand the primary dichoto­
mic words, “tragic” and “comic” within their Western epic and dramatic contexts as 
referring to (1) inevitable responsibility for one’s choices and actions with the accompa­
nying necessity for taking one’s guilt and one’s dignity seriously (tragic); and (2) the 
absolute necessity of laughing at one’s foolishness and adapting to the communal nature 
of experience, thus enduring in celebration of the activities of living in a world both 
“dark” and “bright” (comic). Because these words are sometimes used loosely, and to 
avoid repetition, I am using other, sometimes more specific alternatives to talk about the 
dual tones of Bishop’s personae.
3This issue of Gettysburg Review contains a number of Bishop’s writings during 
high school and printed in their Blue Pencil: these were selected by Thomas Travisano, 
a Bishop scholar, author and editor of the Elizabeth Bishop Bulletin: his essay follows 
those pieces by Bishop. Travisano points to three interesting dualities in Bishop’s early 
review essay about Shelley. At sixteen years old, she was displaying a “balance of en­
thusiasm and worldly prudence [which]. . . anticipates a signal strength of her matu­
rity—her knack for directing empathy and irony at the same object.” He further com­
ments on her “early sensitivity to the rival claims of the ideal and the actual,” and 
asserts that in all her writing, there is a “longing to experience the dream without relin­
quishing the reality” (39).
4In her research preparatory for writing the essay on Hopkins, Bishop had 
encountered Morris Croll’s 1927 essay in which he defines “The Baroque Style in 
Prose,” as the rhetorical technique employed by the most effective Anglican ministers 
of the early half of the seventeenth century. These included the poets, John Donne and 
George Herbert, whose style Bishop found so attractive. Croll pointed out that theirs 
had been “a radical effort to adapt traditional modes and forms of expression to the uses 
of self-conscious modernism.” This modernism of the early seventeenth century has its 
parallels in the doubts, and philosophical and theological questioning characteristic of 
the modernism of our twentieth century. One can readily understand why this “baroque 
style” would appeal to Elizabeth Bishop, who preferred to utilize traditional forms for 
her own modernism. Croll explains that “expressiveness” had been the goal of the 
baroque writers and their preference had been for “forms that express the energy and 
labor of minds seeking the truth . . .  the motions of souls [minds], not their states of 
rest.” Most memorable to Bishop was his statement that “their purpose was to portray, 
not a thought, but a mind thinking” (1065-66). She surmised that Herbert and Donne 
had utilized the same techniques in writing their poems as they had in composing their 
sermons.
With this in mind, she completed her essay on Hopkins, discussing his strategy 
for “timing” as the primary device he had used to create his own dramatic “sprung 
rhythm,” by which he activated his verses.
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5Marianne Moore quoted Howard Nemorov’s reaction to Joseph Conrad’s defini­
tion of the object of art: “to make you see . . . to render the highest kind of justice to the 
visible world” (Moore Com Pro 590).
6Koestenbaum focuses on Bishop, and he is not uncomplimentaiy of her poems; 
but he moves on to sanction Cole’s separating himself “from the flock of Bishop and 
Moore imitators”; however, as his remarks continue, he appears to be affirming ways in 
Cole’s writing that are, in fact, similar to the technical practices of both Moore and Bishop.
7She periodically felt frustrated and somehow guilty because of her habitual slow 
pace of working and what she considered to be the small amount of work she could 
ready for public presentation. Yet she was realistic about herself, as can be heard in the 
ironic tone of a letter she wrote to U. T. and Joseph Summers the day she received her 
copy of her second book, Poems: North & South — A Cold Spring (July 18, 1955): 
“Well, I hope I do better next time, which will probably be in ten years or so” (Let 307). 
She often apologized to her publishers, and expressed irritation with herself to her 
friends. She wrote to one of her two most constant friends, Robert Lowell, that she 
thought she had “done one—the first in eighteen months—but I’m not sure yet and I 
have been very miserable and petty feeling about it all, wishing I could start writing 
poetry all over again on another planet” (Aug 28, 1958 Let 363).
In fact, it was ten years after her letter to the Barkers when Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux published her third major collection of poems, Questions of Travel (1965).
8However, adults at both schools observed her problems and tried to help. Millier 
reports that at Walnut Hill a perceptive administrator had taken her to a psychiatrist in 
Boston; she quotes Bishop forty years later: “an excellent idea.. ..  Unfortunately, I 
clammed up and wouldn’t talk at all.” Her teachers at Vassar made the same sugges­
tion, which she refused (39; 552 n24).
9In the interval, Bishop had worked with the editors of Life magazine in writing 
the “interpretative text” for a photographic exploration, titled Brazil (1962). Because 
they used neither her chapter headings nor the photographs that she chose as most 
realistic in representing the country, she was quite upset with the book. She made 
corrections in the copies she gave away and refused to work on the subsequent editions 
(52-53 MacMahon; 405 Letters—to R. Lowell).
10McClatchy writes that “the more remarkable autobiographical drama lies. .. in 
the way these new poems are emphatic revisions of earlier ones, and it is central to the 
impact of this book that pairs of poems be read together.” He understands “The Moose” 
to address the same motif as “The Fish,” the “proto dreamhouse” of “The End of March” 
to derive from “Jeronimo’s House,” and the political attitude implied in “12 O’clock 
News” to be the continuation of that displayed in “A Miracle for Breakfast” (167-68).
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11 In the 1990 Summer issue of South Central Review. Victoria Harrison prophe­
sied a “mini-industry” in Bishop studies within the next few years. (She was reviewing 
Robert Parker’s The Unbeliever and Thomas Travisano’s Elizabeth Bishop: Her 
Artistic Development, concluding that the first was less successful than the latter.) 
Three years later, her own monograph on Bishop came out (100-104).
Pertinent here as well is Bonnie Costello’s denial of Robert Parker’s reading 
Bishop as “a poet of terrors.” She argues that “Bishop’s work insists on an emotional 
and conceptual openness to the contradictions in life. She is not her unbeliever. . . .
The humor is often black. But her imagination resists tonal as well as conceptual stasis; 
it acknowledges a perpetually dividing heart” (250 n3, Questions of MastervT
CHAPTER ONE
QUEST AND WONDER:
THE YOUNG WOMAN AS PERSONA
In 1977, David Kalstone identified Elizabeth Bishop as “probably the most hon­
ored yet most elusive of contemporary poets.” He faulted the critics who have given 
their attention only to the “deceptively simple surface” of her verses, and thus have 
thought “her apparent lack of insistence on meanings beyond the surface level of the 
poem” indicates that the explicit is all there is to read (Five Tern 12, 14).
Bishop herself recorded her disappointment with some critical reviews of her first 
collection, North & South, published in 1946. In letters to Ferris Greenslet, her editor 
at Houghton Mifflin, and Marianne Moore, she suggests with some irony that discus­
sions had been scanty, even if well-meaning, and in one case, “a little unfair” (Let 141; 
Millier 183).1
A striking example of such a reading is Edward Weeks’ review of her first col­
lection for the August, 1946, issue of the Atlantic. It is no wonder that, as Brett Millier 
writes, it “distressed Elizabeth,” for Weeks had written that her poems appeared to him 
as either “bizarre fantasies which can be interpreted pretty much as the reader chooses” 
or “straight descriptive verse” (At 148; Mil 183).
Thirty years later, Kalstone admits that “something personal. . . about her ap­
parently straightforward descriptive poems . . .  is hard to identify” (ital mine). And in
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his book-length study of Bishop, which he worked on until he died fBec Poe 1989), 
Kalstone quotes Robert Lowell’s review of Bishop’s first collection, which she appreci­
ated as uncommonly perceptive. Lowell first emphasizes her “surface . . . observa­
tions” and confesses uncertainty about the “actual subjects” of the poems. He then 
speculates on a “single symbolic pattern” which has to do with timing and double 
reactions. Although calling this “pattern .. . elusive,” he tentatively identifies it as 
two-pronged: “something in motion .. . stoically maintained” counterpointed by its 
opposite: “a terminus” which is a “desired . . . annihilation,” or “harmonious . . . 
fulfillment” (76-77). Kalstone found Lowell’s perception of the dichotomy informing 
her poems astonishingly accurate in describing “the nature of the divided human who is 
so often their protagonist” (Bee Poe 133-34).
This description of Bishop’s protagonist-speakers as “divided” represents Kal­
stone’s recognition of the same duality of tone in her writing that Lowell had identified 
in terms of the rhythms of her verses. However, neither Lowell nor Kalstone pursued 
their intuitions about the dynamic sounds of her sentences, which embody feeling and 
meaning through their rhythmic ordering around spaces of silence.
I believe this described “elusive” nature of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems resides in 
the way she dramatizes voice as a braid of three strands. She conveys her responses to 
events, places, memories, and relationships by way of a directing inner tone and charac­
terized personae who speak in the dual intonations that I call “the dark and the bright.” 
By this designation of a divided tone, I mean Bishop communicates her dichotomic 
attitudes through special selections and arrangements of words and phrasing to create
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the sound dynamic which incorporates her meaning. Her surface descriptions and 
images enhance and are enhanced by these sonic elements, and it is this aural imagery 
that is central to each poem’s attraction and power. Her ways of dramatizing voices are 
the source of much of the puzzlement in critical commentaries, or lack of commentary, 
about some of her poems.
Kalstone defines his own sense of Bishop’s elusiveness as her “offhand way of 
speaking,” which, he maintains, she developed and mastered (Five Tern 14). When he 
remarks that “Lowell was not to be deterred by surface” (Bee Poe 133), Kalstone sug­
gests that he too penetrates appearances and knows the explicit statement is important 
as an entrance, that her “way of speaking” becomes a disarming mask.
But is her voice almost always “offhand,” veiled by understatement? Ironic 
understatement is noteworthy as but one facet of her versatile distancing strategy; her 
body of poems presents several facets, different faces that speak a variety of intona­
tions. Each persona speaks the part assigned by the material of the poem and as 
directed by the interior strand of this “braid” of the poet’s voice.
We find illustrations of these sonic strategies in poems that Elizabeth Bishop was 
writing and publishing in the years just after her graduation from Vassar College in 
May, 1934. Published in Poetry magazine in July, 1937, and in her first collection,
North & South (1946), Bishop’s expressionistic “From the Country to the City,” 
develops through a persona who speaks in first person and expresses a dichotomic 
reaction to New York City at night. The urgency of this speaker certifies reading 
through the poem’s surfaces. Her tones alert a reader to notice not only what is being
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said, but to listen to the way the words sound and the rhythms of the phrasing. These 
elements, as well as Bishop’s mostly synesthetic imagery, question Weeks’ conclusion, 
quoted above, that the poems in North & South are loosely dependent on the whim of 
the reader for interpretation.
“From the Country to the City” is a journey into the “heart and head” of this 
alluring city to question why and how it seems to have the effect that it does. Matching 
intonation with imaginative allusions, the poet expresses her vision of New York City 
as a frenetic, but fascinating, fickle place—a clownlike volcanic outgrowth of the long, 
dark island.
In addition, the persona speaks as “we,” thus inviting the reader into the activity 
of the poem, merging ours with her own responses to New York as visually exciting 
and alluring, yet somehow wicked and frustrating. Bishop’s metaphorical vision of this 
city shows one gigantic, seated, multi-colored harlequin figure.
The poet introduces her persona in action, already driving from the long dark 
island on “satin-stripes” of highway into a glittering, “nonsensical” world of lights, 
toward the goal of her quest. As she speaks, she maintains geographical perspective as 
she maneuvers us along the opening thirteen-line sentence of long, pentameter lines 
alternating with short, dimeter lines. In rhythmical intonation, she names and describes 
while “we” are moving toward the clown’s “heart and head.” She directs attention to 
his “fantastic” brain which appears to be made up of mythical women with powers to 
enchant the beholder and listener. Here is the first sentence:
The long, long legs, 
league-boots of land, that carry the city nowhere,
nowhere; the lines 
that we drive on (satin-stripes on harlequin’s 
trousers, tights); 
his tough trunk dressed in tatters, scribbled over with 
nonsensical signs; 
his shadowy, tall dunce-cap; and, best of all his 
shows and sights, 
his brain appears, throned in “fantastic triumph,” 
and shines through his hat 
with jeweled works at work at intermeshing crowns, 
lame with lights.
Magnetized by the “world’s tallest building,” our driver moves expectantly 
toward the heart of the city. In the opening line, the persona signals the fairy-tale and 
hyperbolic qualities of the whole place through her allusion to “league-boots” of land, a 
reference to the tale of a “Puss” who walked in such boots to London with great expec­
tations. That story illuminates the fragility of the conception of a place that has been 
inflated by its grand reputation and the lure of appearances. This poem’s speaker, with 
companions/readers, drives into the city on “league boots” (of land), thus suggesting 
both bright expectation and darkening disillusionment. When Bishop names Harle­
quin, the clown, to signify the city, she specifies her own perception of the place and 
warns against false appearances of color and freedom. Harlequin’s bright multi-colored 
tights mask their constraints on movement, and his painted smile masks the real turn of 
his mouth. Thus the speaker’s ambiguous reactions to the place become clear as she 
speaks her enchantment and her wariness simultaneously.
As we near the already legendary skyscraper, our attention is focused on the top 
lighted section of the Empire State Building as she images the “brain” of this clown.2 
Seen from a distance, that brightness “appears” to be woven of lights, and “throned” in
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a fantasy of “triumph.” The “jeweled works at work at intermeshing crowns” suggests 
that the controlling brain for this city appears to be measuring positions and time.
In continuing movement, the persona now speaks directly to this place, using a
superlative, “wickedest,” that connotes both playful and fearful intonations. The
following lines make the nature of the quest more apparent:
As we approach, wickedest clown, your heart and head, 
we can see that 
glittering arrangement of your brain consists, now, 
of mermaid-like, 
seated, ravishing sirens, each waving her hand-mirror. . . .
Again, the poet emphasizes the unreality of this city when she images its centralized
power as made up of figures of mythic and epic allure. In spite of the smoothly melodic
m's, r ’s, s’s, and open vowels that make up these lines, there is no need to stop the ears
because these “mermaid-like . .. sirens” make no sound. They sing no forbidden
knowledge. It is the appearance that is hypnotically “ravishing.” The lure they appear
to wave, as seen through the rain, is mirror-like, a wavering reflection of the in-looker.
Bishop has chosen as the focus of the driver’s quest a building which, in itself, 
signifies vanity. On the one hand, it touts the advanced technology that enabled 
construction of a building that, at the time, stood as the tallest building in the world. On 
the other hand, its reach skyward can be seen as signifying the human, prideful quest to 
know. In addition, the Empire State Building, seen on a rainy night with its windows 
glowing from inside light and reflecting objects and light from outside, incorporates the 
artificial glitter of the city and the vanity it encourages. Hand mirrors give back only 
the face or image before it. One surface is reflecting only another surface. As Elizabeth
Bishop images these enigmatic surfaces, the tension and variety of her tones urge 
readers to discover her meaning by close attention to her visual and sound imagery.
A night photograph of the skyline of New York City provides ample evidence for 
Bishop’s imagining that the heart and brain of the city reside in the Empire State 
Building. She heightens the effectiveness of her analogy by setting the journey into the 
city on a wet night when the view is blurred by the veil of rain. Envisioning the lighted 
top as made up of golden and alluring mythical figures expresses the enchantment one 
can experience on seeing this “crown” of the city. The pointed top that rises above it is 
dim in darkness and effectively stresses negative associations with the brain as actually 
being that of a dunce, and not of a clown, who is most often a bright person of intelli­
gent wit. Moreover, the clown is known to wear a painted smile as he lures his audi­
ence into laughter and forgetfulness, while the white paint on his face and his extrava­
gant clothes mask the actual sad turn of his mouth and the pain in his eyes. Therefore, 
the clown’s entertainment can have a positive and curative effect only if those who find 
the performance fascinating remain aware of the illusion of joy he is evoking. A sad­
dened person, he masks his true feelings by his comic antics. Thus, the poem invites 
penetration to the reason Bishop chose to depict the city on a rainy night as a Harle­
quin—a figure whose tears can not be distinguished easily in the rain—that is, until the 
rain has erased the illusion the paint had provided. Through Bishop’s skillful meshing 
of sound and site in this poem, we are made aware of the seriousness of her pronounce­
ment on the city.
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She was quite young to perceive the negative side of the city that was considered 
then to be the cultural center of the nation—the place one must experience if one hoped 
to succeed as an artist in any of the fine arts. That Bishop was frustrated in her personal 
experiences there would necessarily feed into her observations. In her letter to Moore, 
enclosed with the poem, she hopes it will not seem a “limp” example; and she is careful 
to explain the vision of the wires overhead on a rainy night as looking like birds flying 
sidewise.
In the nineteenth line of the poem, suddenly in mid-sentence, the tone takes a 
surprising turn away from reflection back to sight, to a reality of the moment. As we 
are now driving on the turnpike where the headlights of the car are showing a different 
sight, we are surpised by “slight disturbances” in the wires that carry voices. But that 
vision is momentary; the image changes from the imagination’s seeing to an illusory 
hearing:
and we start at 
series of slight disturbances up in the telephone wires 
on the turnpike.
Flocks of short, shining wires seem to be flying sidewise.
Are they birds?
They flash again. No. They are vibrations of the tuning-fork 
you hold and strike 
against the mirror-frames, then draw for miles, your dreams, 
out countrywards.
Synaesthetic at first, this image blends technology and nature as the wires seem to be 
vibrating in tune with the falling rain and apparently flickering light from the car.
Relieved from the varicolored, nonsensical glitter of the city, yet still enchanted by the 
crowned head of lights, the speaker translates the visually imagined into an audible
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tuning fork’s retained pitch. This clinging sound encloses the dreams that are found 
within the city. Now transportable, they can be drawn for miles “countrywards” within 
the auditory imagination—“We bring a message from the long black length of body”— 
voiced neither when driving into the city, nor when we were contemplating the “heart 
and head,” but now voiced is a lingering plea to the color-covered, glittering city/body, 
from the long, dark legs of land that hold it enthralled. The sound echoes after the final 
line is heard:
“Subside,” it begs and begs.
Bishop mirrors self-consciousness and vanity at the “heart and head” guiding the 
trickery of this tall, but forever seated clown. Her metaphorical description of New 
York City posits a place constrained by the “league boots,” too large for normal 
movement, and “harlequin’s trousers [that are] tights,” too constricting for natural 
adjustments.
Having seen the “best of all his / shows and sights,” the driver turns the car to 
sweep outward, trailing a warning line echoing after them. Thus Bishop imaged her 
simultaneous fascination and revulsion for the place. She would continue to experience 
this dual reaction to New York City throughout her life. Framed within a cartogra­
pher’s reality is this fantasy of “a country mouse” discovering the scribbled language of 
signs that signify only nonsense. But the spoken message from the long island of body 
begs sensibly in one word for calm and order: “Subside.”
This poem has been given little critical attention, perhaps because other writers 
have agreed with Thomas Travisano, who considers it, in Elizabeth Bishop’s Artistic
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Development, one of several that suggest interesting ideas but “are not quite fully 
realized” (18). In agreement with his position, Bonnie Costello, in Questions of 
Mastery, utilizes this one poem briefly as evidence for her judgment that Bishop’s was 
“observational poetry” in which “point of view and perspective are fundamental as­
pects.” She defines “From the Country to the City” as a “simple perspectival” study 
that offers “thematic possibilities: a highway . . . imagined at night as a demonic 
clown” (41).
Bishop herself wondered if the poem might seem limply flamboyant to Marianne 
Moore, whose comments she was still relying on at that time. In a note to her in De­
cember before this poem was published, she asks “if, as I feel, it may possibly be an 
example of ‘rainsoaked foppishness.’ ” She is repeating a phrase from Moore’s own 
critical remarks about contemporary poetry in general. Particularly concerned that the 
image of the telephone wires would be understood, she draws her mentor’s attention to 
those lines by explaining the real experience from which she conceived the image: “In 
the last part, I am referring to the peculiar effect of the headlights on the telephone 
wires ahead, driving at night” (Let 49). Moore did understand, for she used that line as 
an example of Bishop’s “verisimilitude that avoids embarrassingly direct descriptive­
ness” (407).
Lorrie Goldensohn also paid attention to that last image. She points out that 
Bishop’s close observation here “brings a visual effect into philosophical contact with 
time and motion.” She hears the poem asking what happens “in our visual field to the 
line down the center of the road when we are driving?” and “What do we really see
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when the telephone wires appear to streak past us?” Goldensohn suggests that Bishop 
is testing “the High Romantic themes of vision and imagination pragmatically. Keeping 
. . .  the prosaic in relation to the sublime. . . . ” Assuming that the later “Night City” has 
essentially the same message “to deliver,” Goldensohn judges “From the Country to the 
City” superior to that later one “with both a better grace and a better clarity” (114, 251).
This poem is representative of Bishop’s early uses of complementary visual and 
aural elements to achieve the effects of simultaneous physical, emotional, and cognitive 
action. With her choice of the inclusive “we,” she pulls her reader into a participatory 
role even before reaching the image of “seated, ravishing sirens” that form a part of the 
“brain” and allure of the place she is entering.
Driving toward the city, the persona speaks first a melodic, loosely lazy commen­
tary that soon becomes tense as she notices that the stripes of highway are lines—not on 
loose trousers, but on tights. “The lines / that we drive on” are tightly confining the city 
within strict boundaries. Here begins an elusive tonal quality of excitement and 
amazement paired with frustration and irony. The poet’s subtle sonic structuring builds 
a tension which proves to be prophetic of Bishop’s lifelong ambivalence toward New 
York City.
After graduating from Vassar in May, 1934, she had moved to that city with an 
idealistic expectation common to graduates embarking on what they perceive to be, 
finally, the real activities of living. She knew that she was bright and could write; 
several essays, stories, and poems had been printed in Vassar College journals and 
magazines. Although her primary plan was to practice diligently toward becoming a
professional writer, she felt guilty that she was not a part of the work force in that time 
of economic depression. Therefore, Elizabeth Bishop decided to “take a job.” She 
wrote, but did not publish, an essay in which she describes the job she “accepted” at the 
U. S. A. School of Writing, a fraudulent correspondence “school.” (Col Pr 35-49). 
Dismayed and disillusioned by the letters and samples of writing she received and was 
forced to answer falsely, Bishop learned how easily dishonesty could be masked in this 
city with its reputation as the cultural fountain of the nation. Not only had she been 
“used” by the president of that school, but the naive correspondents who longed for 
comments that would magically turn them into writers were also being deluded. Her 
integrity and discomfort in that false position meant that she had to leave that work and 
try other ways to make it in New York City. “But the real business of her life as she 
saw it, making her way in literary New York, was a constant torture,” Brett Millier 
readily sees in perusing Bishop’s notebooks and letters written at the time (74). “One 
would so much rather starve than do some of the things people do, or the things one 
apparently has to do to get a job,” Bishop wrote to her friend, Frani Blough. It made 
her nervous, scared, and literally ill to approach “someone to let me review poems for 
them,” she told her friend (Let 28-29). These experiences inaugurated the anxiety and 
tension that continued to characterize Bishop’s relationship with the city. Years later, 
after she had been living in Brazil for two years, she wrote to her friend, the painter, Ilse 
Barker, who was experiencing difficulty because, Bishop told her, she was not “pushy” 
enough to succeed in selling her work. “It is one reason I am content to leave New
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York for good,” she wrote, “Everybody is so intent on using everybody else that there is 
no room or time for friendship any more” (Let 276).
Bishop characterizes that city in this poem as attractive to the self-conscious and 
vain, where Harlequin is the “wickedest clown” whose “tall dunce-cap” is not easily 
noticed in the shadows and whose brain is made up of enchanting, “mermaid-like . . . 
ravishing sirens.”
To examine this poem with its “clean articulation of parts” as heard through the 
speaker’s tones of voice, is to notice Bishop’s early working toward accuracy and 
control in the use of figurative imagery, as well as the musical and grammatical attrib­
utes of language. The climax of that long, first sentence is: “best of all his / shows and 
sights, / his brain appears, throned in ‘fantastic triumph,”’ or a fantasy of triumph; it 
“shines through his hat”—“his shadowy, tall dunce-cap”. Here are clear examples of 
two ways by which Bishop dramatizes her speaking tones of “dark and bright.” The 
first is by contextually embedding the denotative meaning of the adjective, “fantastic” 
(existing only in the fancy; unreal), within the connotative, informal, exclamatory sense 
of the word (wonderful, superb, remarkable). Lines ten to thirteen illustrate a second 
way: the brain of the clown “shines through his hat”— a “tall dunce-cap” (1. 8 ital 
mine). From some distance, this “brain” appears delicately woven of “jeweled works at 
work . . . lame with lights” (a melodic combination of sounds with simultaneous con­
veyance of dark/bright—a weave of lights over the dark sky looks like delicately woven 
metallic cloth/lame. The word lame also signifies crippled, unable to move, painful and 
rigid). However, seen more closely, this brain turns out to be a “glittering arrangement”
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(liquid consonants madfc sonically tense by the t ’s) of mythical temptresses luring one’s 
gaze into unreality—a mirror gives back only the reflection of oneself. These describe 
her dichotomic perception of the city of New York.
Turning to another major city as site, Elizabeth Bishop presents in “Paris, 7 
A.M.” a contrast in treatment, both in form and focus. Her persona speaks a different 
duality of tones from that one who carried us into and away from New York. “Paris 7, 
A.M.” was published first in the July, 1937, issue of Poetry three pages before “From 
the Country to the City.” She had probably written it earlier than the New York poem, 
for she enclosed a “slightly corrected copy” in a letter to Marianne Moore, dated 
September 29, 1936, whereas her enclosure with question to Moore concerning “From 
the Country to the City” was sent December 5, 1936 (Let 46, 49; MacMahon 143-44).
Although set in the city of Paris, Elizabeth Bishop’s poem that she titled “Paris, 7 
A.M.” is not a revelation of her sense of that city, as “From the Country to the City” is a 
revelation of her sense of New York. The titles of the two poems, both in sound and 
sense, propose opposite projects and clearly contrast their space/time presentations. On 
the one hand, “From the Country to the City” presents a cinematic image of car and 
passengers moving in a broad sweep into the center of a city and back out to open high­
way in a relatively short space of time. On the other hand, “Paris, 7 A.M.” names but 
presents no place, and the moving is within the mind, imagination, and memory of the 
persona’s dramatic “I.” A much longer length of time is considered, for the subject is 
not the city. Rather, this poem is a quest into the nature of Time, especially into that 
facet of time that encloses memory. Thus, the entire speculatory reverie that makes up
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the poem occurs within a confined space of halted time. Here, there is no reader par­
ticipation in action; rather, the reader observes only through the “I” of the speaker, who 
offers images, not descriptions of appearances. But her attitudes are ambivalent; thus, 
her images convey both whimsical speculation and fearful query of realities. The poem 
is formed of three stanzas, the first is made up of nine lines; the last is ten lines. They 
frame the central one stanza of fourteen lines, which sonnet-like turns, but exactly mid­
way, with its eighth line, a turn the poet emphasizes by beginning that line with a dash, 
a Dickinsonian technique. The first stanza presents three images of time:
I make a trip to each clock in the apartment: 
some hands point histrionically one way 
and some point others, from the ignorant faces.
In the first line, the persona speaks as a practiced traveler; she does not just look at the 
clocks, nor does she wander fr om room to room checking the time on different clocks. 
Instead of seeming disoriented at this early hour, as Bonnie Costello argues, the persona 
here speaks purposefully, asking questions about time. “I make a trip to each clock”
(ital mine) the poet writes in single-syllable words made up of strong plosives. Accus­
tomed to asking directions from strangers, she sees these hands as pointing dramatically 
in different ways, each amusingly assured, as though exclaiming the time but showing 
no certain direction for her quest. The faces of these clocks, like strange faces along the 
streets and on the stairs, appear blankly unconcerned, neither knowing nor caring for 
her wonder about time. Thus, she is frustrated, and the images reflect their darkening 
effect on her quest.
Apparently, Marianne Moore had suggested using a word other than “apartment” 
in the first line because, in the letter referred to earlier, Bishop defended her choice as 
strategic: “To me, the word suggests so strongly the structure of the houses, later 
referred to, and suggests a ‘cut-ofFmode of existence so well—that I don’t want to 
change i t . . (Let 46). Thus, she dramatizes the setting in which her persona may 
define Time, not by describing appearance, but through presenting the atmosphere of 
this present place. It is within the “a-part-ment” that her early-morning reverie occurs.
However, the persona names the second image of Time in a brighter tone; it is an 
image central to the city of Paris, as the Empire State Building has been to the city of 
New York. “Time is an Etoile” is a statement with at least a pentangular connotation. 
First, it is a figure that, like the circle it is based on, has no recognizable beginning or 
end. Second, a lightening image, this star-like design both encloses and expands out­
ward from the Arc de Triomphe, constructed under orders of Napoleon I. This “star” 
thus encircles and emphasizes an historical time of political and military power. It is a 
time commemorated with prideful patriotism; and an “eternal” flame bums there in 
memory of France’s unknown soldier of a later military power in the first World War.
Here, the persona, in a darker tone, queries the transitory nature of time and the 
vanity of human constructions, a question reminiscent of Shelly’s “Ozymandias”—a 
third suggestion of time as mirror of vanitas.
A fourth reminder embedded in the metaphor of Time as Etoile is the reality of a 
star in the night sky as opposed to the illusion of a constant shining, twinkling light seen 
by human vision. A star is made up of gases burned away in a series of nuclear reactions
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over time, so that eventually, the star must die. This image that yokes time with star 
emphasizes the elusive and transitory nature of humanly conceived and measured Time.
Furthermore, the Etoile surrounding the Arc de Triomphe in Paris forms a design 
that directs the movement of people within and around the city, a center that determines 
and shapes the movement of people and vehicles. The persona dramatizes what hap­
pens when “the hours diverge.” Time cannot be confined within the design; instead it 
directs all movement. Hours separate and spread outward as streets. Groups of hours 
break off and form days that repeat themselves in circles around the suburbs of the city. 
Those suburbs are linked to a center by hours of time that people spend driving in 
separate vehicles into and out of the city which encircles the star of time, the hub of a 
design for human movement.
The brighter voice begins this second analogy whimsically; but alternately, darker
ironies are heard in the tones of “surrounding,” “overlapping circles”:
Time is an Etoile; the hours diverge
so much that days are journeys round the suburbs,
circles surrounding stars, overlapping circles.
Bonnie Costello argues that those lines are symptomatic of ennui, and that the 
following fines extend the sense of ennui (178-79). I am suggesting that, contrary to 
presenting a passive ennui, the first six fines of stanza one display a mind actively 
seeking a way to grasp Time through images that confine and hold that most elusive 
phenomenon. By theorizing time as pentangular, and enclosed in circles that overlap, 
the mind of the speaking “I” seems to have discovered a geometric way to understand time.
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However, at that moment, her eye looks skyward, her tone changes, and her rhythms 
slow. Her discovered concept of time as confinable within measurable boundaries col­
lapses under the brooding shadows of winter time, a time of mottled gray skies and damp 
“weathers” (feathers). In these last three lines of the stanza, she speaks the synesthetic 
image (aural, visual, tactile) in a darker tone:
The short, half-tone scale of winter weathers 
is a spread pigeon’s wing.
Winter lives under a pigeon’s wing, a dead wing with damp feathers.
This third image is unlike the first one, of separated ignorant keepers of time—clock faces,
/
each displaying different times. It is unlike the second that envisions time as set designs 
within lines that incorporate differing quantities of time spent or enclosed. Increasingly 
darker tones finish the beginning stanza with a realistic image from that place—a dead 
pigeon’s spread wing. The hyperbolic comment of the last sentence is nasal and heavy 
with consonant resonance: “Winter lives [only in the dark] under a pigeon’s wing, a dead 
wing with damp / feathers.” The ceasura effects emphasis and is an example of Marianne 
Moore’s complimentary remark about another poem in her review of North & South (in 
which the poems discussed in this chapter were later collected): Moore recognized 
“Among [Bishop’s] many musicianly strategies is an expert disposition of pauses”
(Com Pr 407). The first two lines of the second stanza also bear this out.
The second stanza begins in the imperative as the ‘T ’/eye looks downward,
drawing attention to the “hollow square” that is the courtyard, confined by houses that
seem to be sheltering a “cut-off mode of existence” in the same way that apartments do.
Look down into the courtyard. All the houses 
are built that way, with ornamental urns
set on the mansard roof-tops where the pigeons 
take their walks. It is like introspection 
to stare inside, or retrospection, 
a star inside a rectangle, a recollection: 
this hollow square could easily have been there.
In the first three and one-half lines, the speaker images a real place in present 
time, identifying but not describing what her eyes see. The pause, following the direc­
tion to look down, effectively points to what she wants noticed: “All the houses are 
built that way”—what way? Information withheld but pointed to increases tension/ 
attention while acknowledging the presence of the reader as a companion in an adven­
ture the poet is offering. This recalls W. J. Ong’s discussion of the strategy: “The 
writer needs only to point, for what [she] wants to tell you about is not the scene at all 
but [her] feelings . . . Not presentation, but recall” (Interfaces 63). Bishop will continue 
to refine by practicing both pauses and pointing through intonations within her texts.
She constructs images to fill in information; she wants us to “see” in order to “know” 
the place, hence, her feelings: mansard roof-tops where ornamental urns are set and 
where the pigeons walk ritualistically. The houses, all being alike, are not interesting. 
The eye/I detaches from them and is caught within the frame of that hollow square, the 
confined courtyard.
The poem has now reached the point of emphasis, with Time focused backward 
and lodging in the only way we may repeat time—through memory, which recalls 
experience that has been caught and preserved in a framed “square” of time. Bishop’s 
analysis of the facets of the Etoile of time now turns inward at the center. The eye/I 
begins a move backward and downward in time. Introspection has become retrospection,
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looking at’a space of framed time, “a star inside a rectangle.” A special time is framed
as “recollection,” for the one who is speaking now, a time of bright action, a time
longed for. Reading those three words (introspection, retrospection, recollection) as
they finish each of three lines is dizzying, catching a reader as well as the persona in a
spiraling backward where one is caught on the edge of “there.” “This hollow square
could easily have been there”:
—The childish snow-forts, built in flashier winters 
could have reached these proportions and been houses; 
the mighty snow-forts, four, five stories high, 
withstanding spring as sand-forts do the tide, 
their walls, their shape, could not dissolve and die, 
only be overlapping in a strong chain, turned to stone, 
and grayed and yellowed now like these.
The persona speaks, from one side, of the heavy presence of time confined. From 
the brighter side, she idealizes a past time of excitement and assurance that only a child 
knows—“flashier winters” filled with life and action, not immobilized under a dark 
cloud dripping rain (like “a dead wing with damp feathers”).
That place in memory is Time idealized, longed for—a time of building “mighty 
snow-forts, four, five, stories high.” This string of open vowels, with a spondee mid- 
line, brightens, then sounds out emphatically through the fricative/ ’s, rhyme of mighty/ 
high, and comma-enforced pauses. But the subjunctive mode in the second stanza 
weaves in a tone of muted desperation—“could easily have been,” “could have 
reached,” “could not dissolve.” Heard in this darkening tension is the longing for a 
home, a loved house built in joy, as snow-forts and sand-forts are built with the childish 
certainty that neither a change in weather nor rolling tides could dissolve “their walls,
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their shape ” If they could “be overlapping in a strong chain” instead of separated in 
time and space, if they could be “turned to stone” and last through time, “grayed and 
yellowed now like these” real houses with their mansard roofs—but they “couldnot.” 
Another definition of Time is mutability. They do “dissolve and die”; these seven lines 
that hold the memory are spoken as one sentence, all in the conditional mode. The 
memory ends with the period. Bishop’s characteristic turn follows, but it is not a 
sudden one as later becomes usual in her strategy.
Instead, the persona speaks a question that forms the transition to present time and
opens the final stanza of the poem:
Where is the ammunition, the piled up balls 
with the star-splintered hearts of ice?
Within the context, this is a rhetorical question. It is the nature of snow balls to be
splintered by time. Then too, people must aim the ammunition, the “piled-up balls.”
People may also have “star-splintered,” time-fragmented and icy hearts. The question
with its tonal implications released the memory back into past time. The persona’s eye
turns upward again, and the “I” darkens to image once more the dead, pigeon-gray sky;
it is not the sky of a carrier pigeon, active flying warrior, untangled from the daily web
of timeless repeated walks:
The sky is no carrier-warrior-pigeon 
escaping endless intersecting circles.
It is a dead one, or the sky from which a dead one fell.
The urns have caught his ashes or his feathers.
What happened to that past time? Did it fall like a dead pigeon and drop his 
feathers in the urn on the roof? Or did the star fall to ashes? Can time tell?
When did the star dissolve, or was it captured
By the sequence of squares and squares and circles, circles?
Can the clocks say; is it there below, 
about to tumble in snow?
Does time melt away just as the snow-forts and sand-forts inevitably must, or will time
always be made up of the dull repetition of actions constrained within geometrical
designs? The series of questions repeats the images and analogies of the introductory
stanza, and leads back to the circumscribed clock faces with a limply spoken rhetorical
question. In the beginning lines of the poem, the clocks could not agree about time; “is
it there below”? Memory is always there below the surface, as ungraspable as the
water which is the element of snow. Her memory will dissolve as snow does into the
element that changes form and is passed repeatedly through the cycle of time.
A multi-faceted image of Time has been offered, for as inevitably as the phenom­
enon exists, Time will not be captured and presented within boundaries, not even those 
of a pentangle.
Bonnie Costello interprets the focus of this poem to be memory, not time; there­
fore, she understands those clock faces in the first lines to be called ignorant “because 
their gestures contain no meaningful, timeless reference.” Costello sees their hands’ 
histrionic pointing as evidence that “they gesture to time itself, to the irrecoverable past, 
without focusing any moment in the present.” She believes the poet is using memories 
of childhood as a means of attaining “liberation from time and space” (178).
A different perception of this poem is shown when Lorrie Goldensohn senses a 
“submerged subject” of “evaded consciousness or dangerous feelings held at bay” (109). 
She thinks it “stalls almost frighteningly in its manipulation of geometric figures,” and
she detects bitterness in the play of “metaphors of infinite regress.” She hears the tone 
as bitter. When the speaker looks down into the courtyard, Goldensohn believes that 
“Thought jams, unable or unwilling to tell forward from backward.” She thinks the 
snow-forts, if they could be solid and old, would be like teeth or bone and would look 
“more like mausoleum than house or monument” (110-11). Costello sees the same 
equation Goldensohn suggests: time past is time dead; and the snow-forts are the 
images of cemeteries she thinks, because although “(built against time, perhaps) [they] 
have no ammunition; there are no stars [no time] inside the ice” (180).
I think that Elizabeth Bishop explores this fundamental human question of the 
nature of time through the metaphor of a star which once was thought to be timeless; 
but which she images as a shape-shifter. Mary Kinzie says that reverie always entails a 
quest—a search of memory for meaning. Elizabeth Bishop presents her private reverie 
—from introspection, to retrospection, to recollection—as an image of the one way we 
are enabled, briefly, to hold in stasis moments from time past. In addition, I believe this 
poem is an important one in Bishop’s early work because it incorporates “memorized” 
activities in a remembered place and touches on her longing for home, a sense of place, 
and the innocent hopefulness of childhood. It is the only poem in her first collection 
that so completely bares, through tone and imagery, her own longing and loneliness. It 
represents a movement that she drew back from until she had moved to Brazil and 
began to unwrap her memories and present them in narratives spoken by little girls 
through a directing interior voice. Her quest in this poem is to define time in its 
different aspects.
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Bishop’s traveling at the time also masked her longing for place and home. Her 
interest in new places and experiences was voiced in periodic letters to Marianne Moore 
and other friends. About the time of her writing the poem set in Paris, Bishop com­
mented, in a letter to her long-time friend, Frani Blough, written near the end of her 
long recuperation from the emergency mastoid operation: “Paris has a really sinister 
winter-weather—a sort of hushed, frozen ash-heap, death-bed atmosphere, but it is very 
beautiful all the same” (14 Feb 1936; Millier 95). Here is Bishop writing in her own 
voice to a close friend; she is expressing dark and grim reactions in tandem with the 
brighter view of the same place and situation, a tendency that is integral to the voice 
tones of her dramatized speakers.
Marianne Moore encouraged Bishop’s care in originating her own tonal patterns; 
she identified a “rational, considering quality” as the strength of Bishop’s early work. 
Introducing her protege’s poems in the 1934 anthology, Trial Balances. Moore cites 
Bishop’s “debt to Donne and Gerard Hopkins,” and compliments her originality in 
“coming back again to the same word [as an] equivalence for rhyme,” as well as “her 
methodically oblique, intent way of working.” In the early years of their acquaintance, 
Bishop asked for and heeded much of Moore’s advice, including her conviction that 
“technique must be cold, sober, [and] conscious of self-justifying ability” (Com Pr 328- 
29; Bishop/Moore correspondence, esp. 1935-43, in Rosenbach Museum and Library, 
Philadelphia, Pa.).
In Moore’s review of North & South a decade later, she noted Bishop’s “verisim­
ilitude” and praised her “mechanics of presentation,” because she builds the poems with
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her “adornments [such as] alliteration, contrast, and the reiterated word as a substitute 
for rhyme” fCom Pr 406-07).
Thirty years later, Robert Pinsky argues for the same commitment on the part of a 
poet when he writes that “a sane work of ar t . . .  is one which accomplishes its meaning 
consciously. Otherwise, the meaning is the reader’s creation, the art a symptom.”
Pinsky compliments Bishop’s concerns when he emphasizes the role of tonality, and 
affirms that “sanity in writing is the tonal adjustment that changes confession into 
character-making” (119).
Even if Bishop’s own natural reticence had not prevented her from overt “confes­
sion” through her early poems, Moore’s admonitions that the poet “should not induce 
you to be interested in what is restrictedly private” (328) would probably have made her 
“vigilant” against assuming a confessional tone. Years after her student-mentor rela­
tionship with Moore had turned into friendship, she made it clear in a letter to Anne 
Stevenson that she did not care for public exposure of personal feelings: “It may 
amount to a kind o f ‘good manners’, [sic] I’m not sure,” she wrote, “The good artist 
assumes a certain amount of sensitivity in his audience and doesn’t attempt to flay 
himself to get sympathy or understanding” (January 8, 1964, in Olin Library, Washing­
ton University, St. Louis, Mo. Elizabeth Bishop never did join the feminist outcry 
against the general use of the masculine pronoun).
An early poem that illustrates Bishop’s adjusting tonal intensity to prevent a 
surrealistic sequence of action from becoming confession is “Chemin de Fer.” Printed 
in the New Yorker (Apr 1946, ’95),4 while publication of her first collection of poems
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was pending, this poem’s dramatized persona projects a darkly comic dream-like
tension in five ballad stanzas; it begins:
Alone on the railroad track 
I walked with pounding heart.
The ties were too close together 
or maybe too far apart.
In the first of two sentences that make up this beginning stanza, a subjective
persona presents an immediacy of place and dramatic action. In spite of the potential
danger of losing her balance at a crucial moment in front of an oncoming train, the
speaker’s description of her uneven stepping is phrased through the regularity of a
ballad metric. In addition, the frustration of the speaker is spoken in a determined tone;
therefore, setting, action, and tone are incongruous, creating a darkly comic situation.
The first word spoken—“Alone”—emphasizes her private risk with a sense of pride.
The tone is created by the three open vowels: “Alone, railroad, in conjunction with a
smooth l / r  combination, and the definite plosives: d, t, and k. In addition, the syntax,
by delaying to speak the subject, causes a focus on “I walked.” However, a darker
voice dramatically emphasizes sound as the sentence finishes: “withpounding heart.”
Tension is thus dramatized out of abstraction into physical sensation, which becomes
heightened in the third and fourth lines as the metrical feet stress stepping on each of
the “ties. . .  too close together / o r . . .  too far apart.”
Moore quotes this stanza as an example of Bishop’s skill in recreating a sensation
which she says is “more difficult to capture than appearance,” but here “is objectified
mysteriously well” (Com Pr 407; ital mine). The mystery seems to lie in the choice of
simple language and the dramatization of a speaker’s natural intonations. The naturalness
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of his language is what Bishop values in George Herbert’s poems and is one of her goals 
for her own work.
Robert Frost wrote in a letter to his protege, Sidney Cox, about using natural, con­
versational language familiar to the ears of readers. He believed that “the living part of 
a poem is the intonation,” which he says is not determined by vowels and syllables, but 
by “the accents, the stresses, the delays . . . that are shifted at will with the sense. 
Intonation [is] entangled somehow in the syntax, idiom, and meaning of a sentence”
(Jan 19, 1914, Wm. R. Evans, ed. R. Frost.. . 34-5; ital mine).
In his usual critical surety of tone, Frost is making the valid point that tone is 
understood through the weave of phonic and syntactical elements, with meaning gained 
by effective sounding of language in context. Probably the most telling word that Frost 
uses here is “somehow,” which is akin to Moore’s word, “mysteriously.” Both words 
suggest an inherent enigmatic quality in language that has been made into poems. Yet, 
that elusive quality elicits more attentive listening to the whole poem.
In “Chemin de Fer,” a remembered place may be Bishop’s source for this 
presentation of fantasy or dream. The persona speaks of walking alone, frustrated by 
trying to step quickly enough—or slowly enough to touch every tie between the iron 
tracks. The second and third stanzas project the setting and introduce a second charac­
ter. Aurality is sublimated to the focus on visual imagery in stanza two. Yet, tonal 
tension is maintained through an irritating whine of n’s from the darker side of the 
mask:
The scenery was impoverished: 
scrub-pine and oak; beyond
its mi»gled gray-gree// foliage 
I saw the little po/id
where the dirty hermit lives, 
lie like m  old tear 
holding o«to its injuries 
lucidly year after year.
In this third stanza, the persona dramatizes both setting and sound, thus leading 
the reader to questions while moving toward a more intense conflict. Her “F’/eye has 
seen this place of impoverished scenery before; apparently, she knows the dirty hermit 
and knows where he lives. While lines in this third stanza are fluid with “liquid” /’s and 
f  s, the pattern of heavy ^ consonance—dirty, did, holding, lucidly—is darkly sugges­
tive. Does the little pond “lie”?—like “an old tear” might lie within the memory? The 
pond is mirror-like, clear, but presented synesthetically as it reflects a darker side 
“lucidly” holding onto injuries. Whose injuries?
The place seems eerily quiet. The rhythmically pounding heart that has formed a
background pattern of sound is here/hear! suddenly countered by unexpected action and
a noise—abrupt, loud, but temporary:
The hermit shot off his shot-gun 
and the tree by his cabin shook.
Over the pond went a ripple.
The pet hen went chook-chook.
This sudden reverberating blast from his shot-gun is emphasized by the simplicity of
the words and the natural basic sentence structure of the first two lines. The persona
reveals no fear. But in the momentary silence, a gap like a gasp of surprise, introduces
a chain of reactions. The aural imagery has evoked a shocked brief sense of horror
coupled with the uncertain laughter that accompanies relief. Reverberations from the
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gun shot are dramatically imaged by setting off a space of quiet during which the tree 
shakes, a ripple passes over the pond, and the hen utters its innocuous, monotoned 
“chook-chook.” Momentarily, the effect is hilariously ironic—then suddenly, and with 
perfect timing, a scream explodes off the page with greater shock than the shot-gun shot 
had caused:
“Love should be put into action!” 
screamed the old hermit.
Effectively incongruous, the scream has ruined the regular rhythm of the speaker’s
pounding heart. Should action contain love? Or if one loves, should one act to make it
apparent? Or is the screamed imperative nonsensical in this place? Does the “poetic
tone” suggest laughter at this farce? Again, the poet manages a crucial pause.
There is a fourth reaction to the hermit’s noise, this time to his scream. Reverber­
ating in the place momentarily emptied of sound is a third voice, the low-toned echo 
“trying and trying” to re-sound and reenforce his words:
Across the pond an echo 
tried and tried to confirm it.
The final aural effects of this short poem are created by phonological components 
that weave through the poem as alternating dark and bright intonations. The first line is 
linked to the final two-line statement that leaves a space for wonder. The A of “Across” 
recalls the A of “Alone,” but this time it is followed by whispering ss, which can signify 
relaxed silence following the sharp sound, or suggest a hiss of impending danger. The 
sound of pond reverberates with the earlier spoken pounding heart, thus recalling the 
rhythmic sound that signifies life—a brighter realization. The final word of the line,
echo, recalls the long o of “Alone” and links the speaker of the poem, the “I” who 
walked the railroad ties alone, with the voice of echo. Thus is resolved the identity of 
echo, the third voice in the poem. Finally, the speaker reenforces that “I” through the 
pronunciation and repetition of I  in sounding out: “tried and tried to confirm it.”
What seems to be the final sound of the poem? Is it the shun of “action” that 
hangs in the air as the opposite of the hermit’s cry so that we hear a blend that sounds 
like an inverted imperative—“acts shutf—as the blending at the end of Bishop’s later 
poem, “Filling Station,” sounds the echoing: “Esso-esso-sos” as its final sound. Or 
possibly it is action rhyming obliquely with alone/one that echoes after the poem is 
over. Does the poem end with a shadowed longing or with dark laughter—or both?
Elizabeth Bishop has manifested in this early poem the dramatic braid of voice 
and her careful control of rhythmic timing, the other crucial characteristic of her work. 
The surrealistic experience of this poem casts a serio-comic spell, while it has effec­
tively imaged the process of a poem’s development toward its effects.
Bishop raises further questions by the form in which she has chosen to cast this 
surrealistic experience. What she has done by projecting both bright and dark is to 
suggest a frightening potential involvement with someone through the darker tones of 
voice, in juxtaposition with a brighter and briefer thoughtless laughter. Yet, she has 
chosen the traditional ballad structure as if the narrative were an objective presentation 
of a specific event.
The surrealistic technique is identified by its illusion of unreasoning construction 
as intimated by a lack of logical transitions. Although Bishop had found Andre Breton’
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1924 “manifesto” for the surrealists thought provoking, and at first had been fascinated 
by Max Ernst’s technique of rubbing textured surfaces to “find” subjects and forms, she 
soon rejected any work that was not the result of an artist’s thoughtful control. Thus 
she chose to counterpoint the poem’s surrealistic experience by casting it in a traditional 
form. Contrapuntal voices heighten the reader’s reactions to the situation presented in the 
poem as well as to the poet’s skill in constructing an experience for the imaginative ear.
Bishop’s image of a railroad track seems appropriate, not only because it is frus- 
tratingly difficult to walk railroad ties but also because it is a tie that she must choose 
with each step. It is the choice of “human tie” that is the game of chance; and as in the 
game of “baccarat,” also known as “chemin de fer,” one is dealt only two hands with 
which to bet against the dealer. While any number of players may bet, the rules for 
winning dictate that a winning hand is the one that comes closer to but does not exceed 
a count of nine on two or three cards. When related to human relationships or walking 
the ties of a railroad track, the implication is the same: one comes close to, but does not 
exceed / overstep known boundaries.
In addition, Chemin de Fer not only names the railroad; literally translated into 
English, it is “the way of iron.” Bishop’s choice of title serves as a subtext for the 
dichotomy she expresses in this poem: life is both a challenging game of chance and a 
difficult way of iron. The hermit’s scream does not seem an appropriate voice to per­
suade for putting love into action—except as it is the explosion of frustration into 
darkly comic laughter. Characteristically, Bishop takes advantage of the transparency 
of language in her choice of this tri-faceted title.
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The three poems discussed in this first chapter are illustrative of Bishop’s techni­
cal virtuosity in her early work. Her early experiences of loneliness which led to read­
ing for company and entertainment, as well as her intelligent curiosity, aided her abil­
ities in manipulating language. In addition, she was fascinated by and studied the arts 
of painting and music. These interests encouraged her keen eye for surface detail and 
her sensitive ear for voice tonalities. These heightened sensitivities naturallly result in 
phonological cohesion with visual images and content in her poems.
When critical voices speak of her work as elusive, they are suggesting an enig­
matic quality that is difficult to identify exactly. However, a way to move closer to a 
reason for that mysteriousness is to listen for the tonalities of the personae that she 
dramatizes as speakers of her texts, both prose and poems. Her manuscripts evidence 
thoughtful notations and careful rewriting to achieve the sound effects she wants. 
Moreover, her correspondence with friends, and especially with fellow poets like 
Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell, show her both questioning and defending her 
work.
In addition, Elizabeth Bishop’s perceptions are usually dichotomic. That is, she 
usually senses both a bright and a dark side in what she observes and experiences. A 
variety of personal problems encouraged melancholy shadowing of much of her life; 
nevertheless, she spoke about the necessity for keeping a sense of humor.
Therefore, Bishop provides personae who speak according to the direction of her 
singular responses. She dramatizes her speakers so that they play their roles as partici­
pants in the activities of the poems, whether those are inward or outward moving. Her
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personae are of primary importance, then, utilizing all the qualities of language that 
compose voice. These characters who speak are interesting in themselves, as well as 
the way into the enigma of Elizabeth Bishop’s language. Her precise descriptive 
surfaces weave a visual curtain that lightly veils a meaning the poet makes insistent 
through the tones of her personae.
NOTES
!The adverse reviews that she was alluding to were written by Marguerite Young 
for Harper’s Bazaar and Edward Weeks in The Atlantic Monthly. To Arthur Mizener, 
she spoke of her pleasure in reading his review which he had sent to her before it was 
published in Furioso: but he admits that it is difficult to say what is so intriguing about 
her work. Although she wrote her first of many letters to Robert Lowell telling him 
how pleased she was with his perceptive reading of the poems as a whole, he does focus 
on her careful descriptive work in the first review he wrote and published in Sewanee 
Review LV (Summer 1947): 493-503. Later, he sees a crucial element, her skill in 
timing. See Letters. 141, 144, 146; also, Robert Lowell, Col Pro 76-80.
2Bishop’s choice of the clown as metaphor for the city also suggests her memory 
articulated in a prose piece which she did not publish: “The Country Mouse.” There, 
she describes vividly her “too tall” grandfather, wall-eyed, with thick silver hair and 
beard that “glittered.” His boots on the floor and his coat, vest, and necktie on a hanger 
were “jiggling” as they spent the night traveling on the train from Nova Scotia to 
Worcester, Massachusetts. Unsuccessful in sleeping on the top berth, “he descended, 
god-like and swearing, swept Grandma out of the way, and wedged himself into the 
lower berth” (Col Pr 13). The grandparents had come to Great Village and “rescued” 
the only child of their oldest son from the barefoot, free life they thought primitive. 
Bishop’s asthma and allergies began not in the Bulmer household with all its sad frus­
trations with her sick mother, but in the “finer” house of her Bishop grandparents.
There, she felt herself about as important to them as their bulldog, Beppo; and she 
writes that she learned to understand their conversations as he did, by listening to their 
voice tones (23). Apparently, she was writing this long after she wrote the poem under 
discussion. After remembering that her Bishop grandmother had given some old 
dresses to the dressmaker to make dresses for Elizabeth, she remarks parenthetically: 
“(Forty-three years later I can scarcely bear to think of those dresses.)” (29).
3Her letters to various friends display her pleasure in adventure, interest in differ­
ences, and mostly happy experiences with people. In a letter to Moore, written Febru­
ary 6, from Paris, however, she reports that she has spent over a month in the American 
Hospital where she had a mastoid operation. The healing process has been “a very slow
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affair, but really very interesting, involving all the physics of sound and balance, such 
funny bones, and tuning forks” she writes. After some discussion of her reading and 
plans for going on to Spain, she adds in the last paragraph: “There is nothing like a 
hospital for making one despair of health and energy, etc. .. .” (Let 38-39).
4Brett Millier thinks that the hermit’s cry that “love should be put into action” is a 
revelation of Elizabeth Bishop’s “struggle to accept her homosexuality” (178). See 
Millier (161) for a reasonable identification of the donne for “Chemin de Fer.” During 
Bishop’s extended visit with the Russells in a small town in the Appalachian mountains 
(Brevard, North Carolina, 1940), she visited a woman who lived alone in the mountains. 
Thought to be “crazy” because she chose to be a hermit and had posted a warning to 
would-be prowlers on her land, Elizabeth found her industriously clean and probably 
happy to have legitimate visitors. Millier reports that her notebook contains a sketch of 
the cabin and a copy of the sign.
See also three letters to Marianne Moore and one to Frani Blough Muser (dated 
Sept. 1,11, and 20, 1940) written in Brevard. Her tones indicate that she finds this 
place and the people interestingly different from other experiences. For Frani, she 
describes the visit to the hermit woman named Cordie Heiss, whom she says, “refers to 
herself as ‘Poor Cordie’.” She tells Frani she may send her “a sort of imitation hillbilly 
song” about “Poor Cordie” (Let 92-95).
Two additional letters from there to Moore, written September and October the 
following year, reflect how much Bishop likes being in that place, her sensitivity to the 
people, their impoverished living conditions, and their resourcefulness. Importantly, 
these letters also display her sensitive listening to their talk and her ability to write their 
dialectical speech (Let 103-104).
CHAPTER TWO
UNCERTAINTIES AND DISCOVERIES:
THE LITTLE GIRL AS PERSONA
In the gallery of Elizabeth Bishop’s personae are several small girls, each one a 
curious and clear-eyed observer of the world around her. Each one questions much that 
she sees and eagerly translates voice tones into meaning when the words overheard are 
not clear to her. These innocent but curious children speak as primary voices in some 
of Elizabeth Bishop’s best known works. Two short stories, “In the Village” and 
“Gwendolyn,” and two poems, “First Death in Nova Scotia” and “Manners,” are set in 
her Nova Scotian village and countryside.
Influenced by Robert Lowell’s impressive uses of family and past history, 
especially in poems he included in Lord Wearv’s Castle. Bishop searched her family 
experiences to uncover subjects for her own writing. However, she had no desire to 
write poems that sounded like Lowell’s or anyone’s other than herself. She admired 
what she sensed to be “naturalness of tone” in George Herbert’s poems. Although she 
did not articulate exactly what she meant by that description of the sound of Herbert’s 
verses, that she knew what she meant is made apparent in what she wrote. It seems to 
have been about the same as Robert Frost’s “sound of sense” that Seamus Heaney 
refers to and then elaborates thus: “It is as if the poem is a single walker, stepping into
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the procession of language, falling naturally into step with its common pace and massed, 
unforced footfall” (Gov 148).
In order to write natural rhythms and tones, Elizabeth Bishop sometimes assumed 
the mask of a child and projected the perceptions of a sensitive and brightly curious 
little girl. The naive voices of these childlike persona enliven their texts and evoke a 
sense of the moment in the way they describe events.
In order to make use of her past in terms that speak beyond one singular person, 
Elizabeth Bishop revisions her childhood interactions with the people and in the places 
she had known in her early years. As she presents the reactions of the child she once 
was, she explores the woman she has become—without thrusting that woman forward 
to bare herself publicly. She could use the same kind of family material, but not to the 
same purpose as her contemporaries—Robert Lowell, John Berryman, and then Anne 
Sexton and Adrienne Rich—were beginning to do. Neither accumulated knowledge 
that both bums and freezes—as she presented it in “At the Fishhouses”—nor adult fear 
and guilt, cynicism or artificiality could be woven into the tonalities of an innocent little 
girl. Instead, the child, portrayed realistically, would see and hear only within the con­
text of her own experiences; thus, the poet could convey the illusion of the child making 
discoveries even as she was directing the voice that related them. This is one way she 
retains her privacy while opening her memories. She subsumes her own voice, and 
brings up the childhood voice to speak; thus, these dramatic presentations objectify 
experience for the director as well as for the audience. In addition, she seemed to want 
to honor her early remembered place and its striking beauty.
Several years before she decided to practice dramatizing the voices of little girls,
she had returned to her childhood home for a visit. In early July, 1946, while her first
book of poems, North & South, was still in press, Elizabeth Bishop traveled to Nova
Scotia with plans to stay at least two months. Although she suddenly had to return to
New York in mid-August, she had savored her first visit in fifteen years to Great
Village and the places that provided the setting for significant works in which she
dramatized voices of little girls in moments of curiosity and discovery.1
Bishop had returned to the scenes and voices of her early childhood, the place she
had visited during summer vacations from boarding school. Why had she stayed away
from this place, traveling to Europe twice, and living in Florida for seven years? She
describes the farm area where her Aunt Grace lives on the Bay of Fundy:
its tides . . . that go out for a hundred miles or so and then come in with a 
rise of 80 feet. The soil is all dark terra cotta color, and the bay, when it’s 
in, on a bright day, is a real pink; then the fields are very pale lime greens 
and yellows and in back of them trees start, dark blue-green. It’s the rich­
est, saddest, simplest landscape in the world. I hadn’t been there for so long 
I’d forgotten how beautiful it all is—and the magnificent elm trees.
(Aug 29, 1946; 139)
The Bay is about three miles from the home of her Bulmer grandparents in Great Village, 
Nova Scotia; it is the geography she feels closest to as a “home place.”2
Her notebook entries of July and August, 1946, are evidence of Elizabeth Bishop’s 
sensitivity to that terrain and tenderness for those who people the memories of her 
earliest years. That place—geography, atmosphere, and people remembered—consti­
tutes the setting and characterizations for poems and stories that she worked on during 
the following years. Brett Millier writes that the summer’s experience “gave Elizabeth
back her childhood as artistic material”; the visit was probably “both deeply disturbing 
and deeply significant for her” (181-83).
However, it was not only her visits to Nova Scotia, first in 1946 and again in 
1947, that motivated her to find in her memory subjects for stories and poems. She did 
not begin to work that material into forms for publication until she had found a new life 
in Brazil which began in late November, 1951. There, she relaxed and began to work in 
a way she said she had not been able to for the past ten years. “It is funny to come to 
Brazil to experience total recall about Nova Scotia—geography must be more mysteri­
ous than we realize, even,” Bishop wrote in a letter to friends, Kit and Use Barker (Oct 
12, 1952, Let 249).3
In addition to these memories that surfaced after her visits to that childhood 
landscape, Elizabeth Bishop encountered during her study of Portuguese the diary of a 
Brazilian girl. Published in Portuguese in 1942, it records three years of daily experi­
ences of a “girl aged 13-16 [years]—brought up in a big & very Brazilian family in a 
very backwards diamond-mining town,” she wrote to friends, “completely authentic and 
terribly funny,” qualities she valued in writing. It depicts “a marvelous picture of the 
life of the time.” In this enthusiastic tone, Bishop is asking for suggestions of a pub­
lisher who might be interested in a book in which “real” experiences had been recorded 
in natural tones (Sept 17, 1952, Let 248). She realized that she could further her under­
standing of the Portuguese language through the work of translating it into English. 
Additionally, she saw her translation of their language as a way to capture a sense of the 
Brazilian people even though the diary displays a “vanished” lifestyle (Let 269).
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Lome Goldensohn thinks that Bishop’s immersion in the life of this girl who kept 
the diary as well as her work with poems about childhood by Brazilian writers were im­
portant motivators for her to open her own childhood memories: “Fiction and translation 
both were dropping her deep inside childhood and folk consciousness,” she writes (174-75).
Further, the Brazilian freedom to touch and show emotion, symbolized by the 
ritualistic embrace as greeting, recalled the contrasting “physical reserve in her own up­
bringing” (174). Goldensohn finds support for this in the first story that Bishop wrote 
in Brazil. It is “Gwendolyn,” told out of the memory of a persona whose voice is heard 
only occasionally. The voice of a little girl about seven years old emerges to narrate 
important action and to report her own interior responses to events and people. Eliza­
beth Bishop never names herself, but it is her story; it is herself she characterizes as she 
tells about Gwendolyn.
During her first year of comfort in being herself and living in the midst of a busy 
domestic life, Elizabeth Bishop began writing for publication the stories and poems that 
drew on her memories of early childhood experiences in Great Village, Nova Scotia.
The stories are woven of incidents and dramatized portraits of her playmates, her 
Bulmer grandparents, her aunts, and an alcoholic uncle. In October, 1952, she wrote to 
her friends, the Barkers, that she had finished three stories—the first in ten years. In 
accordance with her contract, she had submitted them first to the New Yorker. By 
February 10, they had bought “Gwendolyn”—which, she commented, “isn’t very good” 
(Let 255).4 She called it “very short,” “really . . . not much of anything,” and said “I’m
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not proud of it” (Let 249, 254, 259, 271); but when the story came out that summer, she
decided it had been important to her work. In July, she wrote:
I have a story in the June 27th New Yorker, but it is the slightest and poor­
est I’ve been doing. I did it one rainy day, the first thing I ever wrote right 
off on the typewriter, and I ’m grateful to it because it started me o ff on 
what I  think are the better ones. (Let 266, ital mine)
In spite of the author’s disclaimers, “Gwendolyn” shows careful plotting and 
direction from Elizabeth Bishop’s characteristic interior poetic tone. Here this tone 
takes the part of a directing memory. Speaking out is the little girl with her ambivalent 
attitude: comfortably secure and matter of fact on the one hand; curious and uncertain, 
on the other. The syntax is not, for the most part, that of a little girl; the whole tale is 
told through indirect speech, and past tenses are used throughout. Nevertheless, this 
child’s perceptions and tones predominate, and much of the diction is appropriate to a 
precocious seven-year-old girl. As persona, she does not name herself; she talks about 
her relationship with her grandparents, her cousin Billy, and with her friend and play­
mate, Gwendolyn. It is noteworthy that she speaks of her playmate in tones of delight 
when the friends are allowed a day to play together; but her voice is always shadowed 
by her wonder when her friend cannot play with the same freedom that she is given, and 
by her curiosity about the extravagant way Gwendolyn’s parents pet her, as well as the 
word, “diabetes,” used in refemce to her.
Elizabeth Bishop makes use of the traditional “frame” in order to confine and em­
phasize the subject of the story, which is only ostensibly Gwendolyn. As in a dramatic 
monologue, it soon becomes apparent that the voice we hear speaking belongs to the 
real subject of the story; the speaker reveals herself while describing others. She is
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comparing herself to the fairy-tale-princess type of little girl, Gwendolyn, whom this 
child who tells the story thinks is the way a little girl should be. And she knows she is 
not at all like this delicate pink and blond child. She seems to puzzle over this image of 
femininity. Her most constant playmate is Billy, her cousin who lives across the street; 
it tells her nothing of her femininity to see herself in relation to him. She interacts with 
adults most of the time. Observing her grandmother and her aunt, Billy’s mother, is a 
way of watching the feminine way of responding to everyday living. However, a little 
girl does not usually believe that the grown ups around her represent what she will be 
like in the future.
However, this little girl is puzzled because she does not see the image Gwendolyn 
presents as a reflection of herself, and yet she is also “a little girl.” As she tells the 
story, she defines herself, as well as her family, by the differences rather than the sim­
ilarities she notices between herself and her erstwhile playmate as well as the ways they 
are nurtured and disciplined by their families. This story-teller emerges as a curious, 
forthright, and independent little girl—characteristics of the little girl “In the Waiting 
Room,” whom Elizabeth Bishop later portrayed as only a few years older than this one.
The story is told by the dramatized voice of a little girl who is fascinated by 
Gwendolyn, about a year older than herself, who lives “away out . . .  on a lonely farm 
among the fir trees”; she has five or six brothers much older than her eight years. The 
first side of the “frame,” a significant “preliminary” section, displays the sense of 
warmth and security the little speaker feels in the household of her grandparents with 
whom she lives. That having been accomplished, she introduces Gwendolyn as an
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angelic, doll-like diabetic, whose parents coddle and make a fuss over her (hardly the
same mannerisms as her own grandparents’ subdued, matter-of-fact ways of providing,
protecting, and disciplining her). Describing the extravagant affection shown by
Gwendolyn’s parents, the little speaker says:
I watched these exciting scenes with envy until Mr. and Mrs. Appletree 
drove away, with Gwendolyn standing between them in her white dress, her 
pale-gold hair blowing, still being kissed from either side. Although I 
received many demonstrations of affection from my grandparents, they were 
nothing like this. (ComPr217)
This child narrator divides her central story into three episodes “in which Gwen­
dolyn played the role of a beautiful heroine—the role that grew and grew until finally it 
had grown far beyond the slight but convincing talents she had for acting it.” The 
setting of the first episode is an outdoor, summer, church picnic, which Gwendolyn 
attends only in the final half hour or so because she has had a severe diabetic reaction. 
The second is at the home of the speaker, where Gwendolyn is left to play and spend 
the night; and the third is the day of Gwendolyn’s funeral, which occurs inside the 
church across the street from the speaker’s home. Each of these events is designed to 
show the attraction Gwendolyn has for the little girl who tells about their relationship. 
The final scene, the other side of the “frame,” is the little narrator’s description of a 
dramatic replication of Gwendolyn’s funeral that she and her little cousin, Billy, per­
form, wherein a doll represents the dead playmate.
Very little critical attention has been given to this story, which Bishop titled 
simply, “Gwendolyn,” thus deflecting attention from the primary question it raises, and 
framing a portrait of a beautiful and fragile little girl who wears the glow of one who is
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not of this world. Thus, she exhibits very little personality, and hovers on the edge of 
reality—as if she were only an imaginary fairy tale friend of the little girl through 
whose eyes and ears we see and hear Gwendolyn. This little girl’s ambivalent feelings 
about her delicate playmate are clarified when she relates: “Gwendolyn and I, although 
we didn’t see each other very often, were friends, and to me she stood for everything 
that the slightly repellent but fascinating words ‘little girl’ should mean” (216). As 
their relationship is further revealed, we see that the speaker takes risks in playing—she 
swims in the river, jumps in the bam, and traps bumblebees in the foxgloves—activities 
her grandmother forbids when Gwendolyn is visiting. The grandmother is not reported 
as saying these are not games a “little girl” should play; but the implication is that the 
one who speaks finds such supposed delicacy in girls “slightly repellent”—even if 
fascinating in the difference from her own adventuresome nature.
Relating more than she knows about her friend’s health, she says matter-of-factly: 
“Every once in a while, she would have a mysterious attack of some sort, ‘convulsions’ 
or a ‘coma,’ but a day or two later I would see her driving with her father to the store 
. . . looking the same as ever and waving to me” (Coll Pr 216). In part, her playmate's 
death signifies the little narrator's release from the idealized little girl that she believes 
her grandmother might prefer her to be; and, although she is fearful in her imagining 
during the funeral, it appears to be fear of what she imagines happens to one who dies, 
with little sadness for the loss of her friend (221-22).
The reader questions the reality of the persona's playmate and friend, just as the 
little girl persona questions what it means to be a “real” little girl, to be feminine like
Gwendolyn, like her own grandmother. It is a question relative to Elizabeth Bishop's 
life choices and especially to the serious and joyful decisions she was making at the 
time she was working on this and other stories and poems made from materials that had 
been confined in her memory. She is here experimenting with presenting her query in 
the wrapping of narrative fiction.
The opening six paragraphs of this story, “Gwendolyn,” seem to have no relation­
ship to the title character. Instead, attention is given to the seven-year-old narrator, her 
intrigue with a doll she has never seen before, and her relationship with her Grand­
mother during a prolonged illness. She identifies the setting for the story in terms of 
time of year and general geographical location when she relates: “That winter I had 
been sick with bronchitis for a long time,” and a little later: “When it grew dark—and 
this, of course, was very early—” (Col Pr 213,215). Through the assumptions built 
into this way of speaking, she is giving what Walter Ong refers to as the “implicit 
signal” that invites her listener/reader into the role of a companion who will listen to the 
tale she wants to tell (62-64). She has spent a lonely winter in bed, but she makes it 
clear that her grandmother “was very nice to me when I was sick.” It is important to 
notice in this opening section of the story that she speaks in these conversational and 
matter-of-fact tones, assuring her listeners that her grandmother takes good care of her 
and pays attention to her through little kindnesses, but she apparently does not talk with 
her much, nor does she hug and kiss her. Nevertheless, their relationship suggests 
security. There are no detectable tones of whining or longing that would give an im­
pression that she had felt neglected during the long illness. In fact, the opposite is true:
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her grandmother had brought her big “squashed” button basket containing innumerable 
fasteners she could examine. Then she had let the little girl look through her scrap bag 
where she “could find pieces of my grandmother's house dresses that she was wearing 
right then, and pieces of my grandfather's Sunday shirts.”
In addition, her grandmother would put the special crazy quilt over her bed “in 
the afternoons”; it was “the best entertainment.” At this point, she identifies the specific 
place where the story is happening: her grandmother had made that quilt of pieces she 
had collected of silk or velvet “long before, when such quilts had been a fad in the little 
Nova Scotia village where we lived.’'’ The pieces that made up the crazy quilt had each 
been autographed by her grandmother’s friends, with “sometimes a date or word or two 
as well,” and then the grandmother had very carefully stitched over their words in 
colored silk thread. Each piece had a story. “I could read well enough to make out the 
names of people I knew, and then my grandmother would sometimes tell me that that 
particular piece of silk came from Mrs. So-and-So’s ‘going-away’ dress, forty years 
ago, or ”
This early entertainment for the bedridden little girl seems to be a reenactment of 
Bishop’s own experiences during her wintertime illnesses. What she looked forward to 
each morning was the afternoon time with the fascinating quilt, a quilt that was her 
grandmother’s creative work. It had been created not from memories only, but from 
material pieces of the maker’s past, for each quilt piece held the name of the person that 
piece had belonged to. More significantly, each name had been written by the man or 
woman who had given her grandmother the piece from some garment worn for a
meaningful event in that person’s life. She knew the significance of each piece. She 
had rewritten her friends’ names and words by carefully stitching over their writing in 
colorful, silk thread; she had then linked their lives by sewing the pieces together to 
form the top of a crazy quilt. Each piece was not only uniquely autographed, but was 
different in color, design, and shape—that is why it is called a “crazy quilt.” The little 
girl found joy and distraction in examining this artifact. In curious, surprising shapes 
and colors, it represented a unification of strange, unexpected events within her own 
social community, and illustrated the unique experience of each individual as well.
The child did not yet understand the reasons for her fascination with the object 
itself and with the words that name people her grandmother can identify and tell her 
about. However, the poet is here retrospectively stitching over the words of her days 
and the experiences that had originally written them. She is capturing the child in the 
process of discovering what it means to be a little girl, a female, and a human being 
—caught in the constant mutability of time. She is linking the pieces of her early 
learning, stitching the words together into a meaningful text, the better to understand 
what she finds both fascinating and repellent: the words and experiences that define 
female human being.
Through this child-persona, she continues to describe her wintertime sickness and 
care, evoking the rhythms as she describes her grandmother’s actions in the darkening 
evenings: “she would take me out of bed, wrap me in a blanket, and, holding me on her 
knees, rock me vigorously in the rocking chair.” The warmth and security they thus 
enjoyed together each evening resulted from her grandmother’s thus replicating the
rhythms and warmth of pre-birth time when she had not been estranged from her 
mother’s love. Of her grandmother, the little girl says, “I think she enjoyed this exer­
cise as much as I did, because she would sing me hymns. .. .” (215). When the after­
noon came to an end as the light turned into darkness, both grandmother and child 
found security in reenacting their past. The grandmother played the part of mother, 
holding and rocking the child in the warmth of the womb-like blanket. Together they 
became one. Here the story-teller blends them into a single image of movement and 
sound. She does not see in memory what the listener visualizes; for she remembers the 
warmth of close contact, the “vigorous” rocking, and her grandmother’s voice, singing 
hymns.
It is implied that as the little girl’s bronchitis continued through the long winter 
months, the grandmother searched for diversions for the child. Her youngest daughter 
who was away, “training to be a nurse,” had carefully put away, in pink tissue paper, in 
her bottom bureau drawer, “her best doll” for whom she had made “a large wardrobe.” 
The little girl is delighted: “My grandmother finally produced it for me to play with, to 
my amazement and delight. . . .  It was a girl doll, but my grandmother had forgotten 
her name.”
The tones in which she describes the doll’s “exciting” wardrobe are a weave of 
opposites, just as the items described are. She details what was “best of all. . . the 
skating costume,” red velvet, but the turban and muff are of “moth-eaten brown fur.” 
And the aunt has “loosely attached” with “coarse white thread” “a pair of too small, 
dull-edged, but very shiny skates” to the “almost unbearably thrilling” fancy white kid
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boots. Realistically, the little girl would happily give the doll a name of her own 
choosing even if she knows it would be only temporarily assigned, but she does not. 
Significantly, references to the doll’s face and hair are missing. Instead, she says the 
doll’s personality matches the “looseness of the skates.” And this delicate doll is a 
great deal different from her own “rugged and childish” dolls, who do have names or 
epithets. The “stocky ‘baby doll’ always holding out his arms to be picked up” signifi­
cantly contrasts with the aunt’s delicate one whose head falls to one side when she is 
held up, and whose “outstretched hand would rest on yours for a moment and then slip 
wearily off.”
These contrasts between the dolls illuminate the second layer of the story that she 
is yet to begin. Elizabeth Bishop may have, as she said, typed this off in one day; but 
her strategies are masterful in attracting the reader to listen to the little girl when she 
begins to develop the story inside the frame.
It is important to notice the intonations of this little girl as she narrates these early 
paragraphs of the story. She reveals her own personality not by focusing on herself, but 
through voicing her reaction to the practical kindness of her grandmother who helped 
bring her back to health. She further characterizes herself as she voices her delight with 
the doll that is so different from any of hers. Both the head and the hands of her aunt’s 
doll are limply unresponsive, whereas her own dolls show they have withstood active 
playing; and the baby doll is always responsive to affection. These contrasts are emble­
matic of the two little girls in the story proper, which will also be told by this little girl 
persona, who sounds bright, curious, and talkative, even when she is not feeling well.
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Thus, Bishop has created the backdrop for the dramatization to follow—the “real” 
story within the frame. Critical voices that do speak about “Gwendolyn” point out that 
it was, as Bishop herself wrote, instrumental in realizing the possibilities of opening her 
memories for subject matter in her work. Comments have focused on the child’s 
experiences with loss through death, with some suggestion that this story acts as a kind 
of prelude to the poem, “First Death in Nova Scotia” (e.g., Goldensohn 193; Harrison 
137; Millier 252; Travisano 167-68). This way of reading the story considers the loss 
of the playmate as a painful experience for the little girl who tells the story, and sug­
gests that it dramatizes Bishop’s sense of the loss of her father, and of her mother, 
especially. Critics seem to consider it important only because it introduces a theme that 
Bishop replays in the above elegiac poem, and in other later works that culminate in one 
of her best known lyrical poems, the villanelle, “One Art.” There, the poet enumerates 
explicitly and beautifully a series of losses, including “my mother’s watch”
“In the Village,” the other story that she wrote and mailed to the New Yorker at 
the same time as “Gwendolyn,” portrays a child’s ambivalent feelings about her 
mother’s presence in their household, and her unexpected turns in behavior. However, 
the speaker of the story of “Gwendolyn” places it nearer in subject to Bishop’s poem,
“In the Waiting Room,” in which the little girl questions her own human nature, and 
what it means to be a female human, as well as her own individuality, as represented by 
her name. There, she is surprised into the realization of herself and feels: “you are an I,
/ you are an Elizabeth, / you are one of them. / Why should you be one too?”
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Furthermore, Bishop wrote an autobiographical essay which, although she never 
published it, is dated 1961, nine years after she had finished “Gwendolyn.” In the last 
paragraph of that essay, titled “The Country Mouse,” she speaks the same feelings that 
later are given voice and form in the poem, “In the Waiting Room,” which was finished 
and published ten years later (1971). At the end of the essay, she questions growing up 
to be a woman, smiling falsely as she believes the woman who is smiling at her from 
across the room is false. “I felt I, I, I . . . .  You are you, something said. . . . You are 
not Beppo [the dog], or the chestnut tree, or Emma . . . .  Why was I a human being?” 
(Col Pr 32-33).
In Bishop’s story, the child-persona’s perception of being female, little girl and 
woman, derives from the way she perceives her grandmother, Gwendolyn’s mother, and 
Gwendolyn in relation to herself. None of these is determinedly individualistic as she 
shows herself to be. As the child narrator of “Gwendolyn,” she exhibits characteristics 
of speech and reaction that indicate more experience and thought than the little girl “In 
the Village” shows. If we are to understand the two stories as characterizing the child’s 
progressive realization of her identity, then we look at the women who are in her life; 
for it is in them that she sees the female she will become. “In the Village,” her percep­
tions derive from her mother, her grandmother, and the younger sisters of her mother, as 
well as the women she encounters in her little village community.
Internal evidence shows that the story, ostensibly about Gwendolyn, is an earlier 
probing of the same question in the voice of the same child persona of nearly seven 
years old, as is the voice in the essay, “The Country Mouse,” and in the poem of
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discovery, “In the Waiting Room” Support for this argument is found specifically in 
the “preliminary” paragraphs, although it is spoken in what is said and left unsaid 
throughout this story that Bishop titled “Gwendolyn.” For example, there is a notewor­
thy emphasis on names, which signify individual identity: the aunt’s doll is a girl doll, 
but she has no known name; the little story-teller’s dolls all have names or individual 
identifying epithets; the crazy quilt her grandmother had sewn is made up of individu­
ally handwritten names, written by “all her lady and gentlemen friends.”
In addition, and most significantly, in the introduction to the story itself, she 
lingers over the “beautiful name” of her friend, Gwendolyn. “Its dactyl trisyllables 
could have gone on forever as far as I was concerned,” she declares. If this statement 
were spoken in tones of mourning or sadness, it could be said to express the longing she 
feels at the time she is telling about the little friend who died. If her declaration had 
ended on the word, “forever,” those “liquid” tones would have echoed. Instead, the 
conditional mode as well as the finishing tag, “as far as I was concerned,” sounds an 
opposite forthright end to the little girl whom she has just identified as one who “stood 
for everything that the slightly repellent but fascinating words ‘little girl’ should mean.” 
Lorrie Goldensohn remarks that this identification of Gwendolyn in the tones of her 
little persona is a surfacing of the “cloven truths” of Bishop’s attitude toward the 
feminine (46). However, she does not elaborate her point.
“Gwendolyn” is not only a beautiful word to say, it is the name of a playmate who 
appears to come from fairy tale. She is small, blond, pink, and white, with a “pure- 
tinted complexion” like a doll that would remain the same forever. Yet, here a darker,
rather perverse, thought is voiced by the little narrator: Gwendolyn’s delicacy is due to 
“too much sugar” making her “even more attractive, as if she would prove to be solid 
candy if you bit her.” The little girl’s definite tone suddenly intimates that is exactly 
what she would like to try. Biting Gwendolyn would mar her perfect complexion; it 
would taste sweet; and i f  Gwendolyn could be eaten up, she would become a part of 
oneself to be kept forever—and to be out of sight forever, as well. In that case, she 
would no longer be standing there, her name with her image reminding one of what 
those “slightly repellent but fascinating words ‘little girl’ should mean” (216).
Moreover, the little girl leaves Gwendolyn’s big, much older brothers unnamed; 
but Billy, the persona’s cousin and most constant playmate, is named each time she 
speaks of their playing together.
The last time that the importance of a name is emphasized occurs in the play of 
the narrator and Billy. In the final side of the frame that confined the story of the 
“perfect” but diabetic little Gwendolyn, “a month or so after [her] funeral,” the little girl 
tells about the day that she is left with Billy and his mother. In the afternoon, the two 
children become bored; and the girl “went in the house and upstairs to my Aunt Mary’s 
bedroom and brought down the tissue-paper-wrapped, retired doll.” She and Billy 
“handle her carefully” as they undress her and examine her underclothes, then her 
anatomy, and pretend to operate on her stomach. Next, “we made a wreath for the 
nameless doll.” When they have lain her out in the garden path and “adorned” her with 
flowers, “she looked perfectly beautiful.” Suddenly, they discover together “with wild 
joy” that she now has an identity: “the doll’s real name, all this time, was Gwendolyn.”
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That little girl, now confined in her white coffin, had not seemed like a “real” 
little girl. She had appeared doll-like and angelic, slightly repellent with her too-pink 
cheeks, and her “too delicate” body to play the games familiar to the little girl who 
speaks. But she was also fascinating in her unreality—“blond, and pink, and white, 
exactly like a blossoming apple tree”; and “she had diabetes . . . too much sugar . . .  as 
if she would prove to be solid candy if you bit her . . .  would taste exactly like the icing- 
sugar Easter eggs or birthday-candle holders.”
However, in the second of the three episodes that the little girl narrates, she had 
made the discovery that Gwendolyn was a “real” little girl, like herself, after all—“Her 
drawers had lace around the legs [like those on her aunt’s doll], but they were very 
dirty.” She had learned this because she had been so shocked by what this “little girl,” 
who seemed to be everything that was meant by those words, had told her: “I am going 
to die.” With her heart pounding, she had lain each item of her friend’s clothes care­
fully on a chair. Her discovery that Gwendolyn is a real little girl just like herself 
releases her from shock to a shower of questions—but Gwendolyn will say only: “I’m 
asleep.”
If this little girl is going to die, what does this mean for her own identity as a girl? 
Her grandmother’s reaction to the games which she induced Gwendolyn to play with 
her that day suggests she has been told that her games are not those “a real little girl” 
ought to play. Those words have assured her that she is a real little girl, even if she is 
not what one ought to be. Therefore, her discovery that Gwendolyn may only appear 
too angelic and sweet to be real causes a dichotomic reaction. After this puzzling, she
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is secure enough to get in bed beside her friend and fearful enough to question how this 
death can be. But the questions are not given voice yet. When the grandmother turns 
out the light, both girls talk together—neither can fall asleep immediately.
Her question is revelatory of the realistic imagination of a child. She reveals her 
most important questions without voicing them outright. In the final episode of the 
“framed story”—Gwendolyn’s funeral—the little narrator tells about watching the 
closed front door of the church across the street from a window in the parlor of her 
grandparents’ home. Since only her grandfather goes to the Presbyterian funeral (they 
are Baptists, and they probably believe the experience would be too frightening for her), 
she sneaks into the parlor to watch through the lace-patterned curtains. What she does 
not see is more frightening to her than what she probably would have seen had she been 
allowed to attend the funeral. What she does see is so curious that she hardly believes 
it. After the familiar bell ringing followed by a time of frightening quiet, two men in 
black carry a small white coffin outside the church, put it down on the grass, leaning a 
little against the church wall, and disappear inside the church, leaving “Gwendolyn shut 
invisibly inside it forever, there, completely alone on the grass by the church door.”
After staring a minute, she runs “howling to the back door,” oblivious to her grand­
mother who surely will discover her disobedience.
After a significant pause in the narrative, accentuated by a white gap on the page, 
the speaker revisits the “exact sensation of that moment,” revealing that it had not been 
the first time she had experienced that feeling of inexpressible estrangement. She then 
relates an experience that metaphorically reveals what she imagined would happen to
Gwendolyn, now that she was no longer living. She tells about a gift of a basket of clay 
marbles that she had forgotten on a bottom shelf for several months. When she had 
suddenly remembered them, she had pulled the basket out, taken it into the light, and 
looked in at them in dismay. Their color was faded, they were dusty and dirty, and 
mixed in with them were cobwebs, bits of string, nails, and “old horse chestnuts, blue 
with mildew, their polish gone.” The unvoiced curiosity about what happens to a little 
girl inside that box when it is left alone or forgotten had been answered in her imagi­
nation—and she had had the real experience of seeing for herself when she rescued the 
basket of marbles and looked at them.
This story is the little persona’s story. It is her question, and she offers an answer 
to her question about what it means to be an individual person—a little girl, a woman, a 
human being—alone. For herself, she has no name, no identity yet—except that which 
she creates as she speaks. The final event that she describes occurs outside the framed 
story. In the dramatic replication of laying out and adorning the doll, she and Billy play 
the roles of adults, trying on those responsibilities that must be taken care of when a 
death occurs. In so doing, they overcome some of the awe and fear created by the death 
of the fairy princess child. They give the doll a name, easily deciding to call her Gwen­
dolyn and proclaiming that had been her name all along. Through this ritual, they 
acknowledge the fact of death; hence, they feel a little more mature, more “in control.” 
Thus, “Gwendolyn” can remain as the “fascinating” doll in each sounding of her name; but 
when they speak of the “real” Gwendolyn, there is a “slightly repellent” edge to the tone.
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Throughout the story, this kind of dichotomy is evident. At times the dark and the 
bright have shown separately. At significant moments, the two are juxtaposed, and the 
voice telling the last scene is such an example. During a summer “long, sunny after­
noon,” she and Billy “play” around the edges of the shadow of death—which is to say, 
from the other side, around the lightness of life. The grandmother rescues the doll, now 
called Gwendolyn, and replaces her in the tissue paper, forever to stay beautiful in the 
drawer. The children inverted the reality of Gwendolyn’s death, converted it to the 
artificiality of the doll’s life—which had been her own.
In writing “Gwendolyn,” Elizabeth Bishop worked out an effective way of 
dramatizing her persona as a little girl who speaks out of memory, with an interior tone 
that directs the voice into the form of fiction. She refined her persona for a different 
presentation in the other story that she wrote at the time, “In the Village.” She told 
friends repeatedly that it is better, as well as longer, than “Gwendolyn.”
Whereas “Gwendolyn” has received little attention from critics, their discussions 
often include “In the Village.” They implicitly echo Bishop’s own expressed judg­
ment.5 However, she could not convince editors at the New Yorker to publish “In the 
Village” as she had written it. They found it “mysterious” and too elusive for their 
readers to understand easily. While she agreed with some weaknesses they pointed 
out, she refused to make technical changes that would explicitly identify speakers and 
setting. She began to think it was “prose-poetry,” and then that she was not really a 
story writer after all (Let 272, 289).
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Why was Elizabeth Bishop determined that “In the Village” should be published? 
She left numerous poems and stories unfinished or unpublished. Was it because she 
believed “In the Village” to be a better example of what she was capable of doing than 
was “Gwendolyn”? What did she discover in the process of writing that story that had 
shown her what she could do in others?
Apparently, she discovered how authentic a little girl persona speaking out of 
her own memory could sound. She would deliver her impressions of what she heard, 
observed, and perceived in natural-sounding tones of naive curiosity. It would sound 
realistic and be apparent that the bright child speaks as she thinks her way toward 
discoveries, or to more uncertainties. She would be “speaking her mind” in-process. 
Thus, the child persona could effectively accomplish one of Bishop’s stylistic goals. In 
addition, the dichotomic reaction would be apparent in the little girl’s tones of innocent 
puzzlement. Moreover, Bishop decided that it is unnecessary, in fact less effective in a 
story, as in a poem, to write a forthright speaker who tells all her thoughts as well as 
what she sees, as she does in “Gwendolyn.”
The child who speaks about her life “In the Village” is two years younger than 
the little girl who tells about her friend whose name has a beautiful sound. Yet, what is 
presented is this precocious and curious child’s impressions of the voices that talk 
around her and above her head, as well as of what her eye/I sees and interprets. Just as 
in the story told by Gwendolyn’s friend, the directing interior tone of the poet-author 
here has its source in her own memory. Seldom does the older voice remembering
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intrude into the experiences that are being related, however. Instead, Bishop utilizes her 
own auditory imagination in capturing the tones of the little girl she once had been.
The story begins inside her grandmother’s house where she, her younger aunt, 
and her grandparents live in a small village in Nova Scotia. Her older aunt and her 
mother, who is mentally ill, have recently returned from Boston, where her mother has 
been hospitalized. The family is trying once more to help her mother live in her girl­
hood home with her parents and her little girl. Hospitalization has not helped, and all 
the available money has been spent. Most of her clothes and good “things” from her 
three years of marriage in Worcester, Massachusetts, had been sent here and been 
unpacked earlier.
In the first scene of the story, the child’s mother is being fitted for a new purple 
dress. Her grandmother, her two aunts, and the dressmaker all believe the dress will be 
pretty for the mother after four and one-half years of wearing only the black and white 
of mourning.6 But the mother cannot give up her mourning clothes, and she cannot like 
the dress that is being made. She screams, and the little girl slips away to her place of 
refuge, Nate’s blacksmith shop at the end of the garden.
There, she feels comfortable and secure, for it is dark, warm, and full of activity. 
Nate laughs and lets her try to help him sometimes. She is fascinated by the huge 
horses and has made friends with the big dog that lives there. The dressmaker goes 
home; and the grandmother, mother, and two aunts “sit in the shade on the back porch, 
sipping sour diluted ruby: raspberry vinegar” (Col Pr 253).
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Most of the time, the little girl is kept happily occupied, running errands, combing 
and “doing up” her grandmother’s hair, and “directing” Nelly, the cow, through the 
town and up to the hillside pasture every morning. But when she is in the suspenseful 
atmosphere of the house, she is preparing herself to hear her mother scream again. She 
never does.
The second dress fitting had to be postponed, but there is a third attempt to con­
vince her mother to wear a new purple dress. Again, they all sit in attendance at the 
fitting; but the mother rejects it “desperately”; she cannot release her material tie to the 
past. She does not scream, however, but turns to her little girl and asks her to go to the 
store and buy her some special candy. The child is happily relieved: “To be sent on an 
errand! Everything is all right.”
However, one night, the household is awakened by the fire bell calling the men in 
the village to come and help extinguish a fire. Everyone is talking, and questioning, 
and her grandfather leaves to help. The fire bell keeps ringing and ringing. Her 
younger aunt gets in bed with her and speaks to her softly, telling her what is happen­
ing. The house becomes quiet again.
Suddenly, the little girl awakens to soft sounds of crying and whispers of half­
sentences—but the scream is not “given” again. The next morning, she eats oatmeal 
with her grandfather, who “tells me about the fire very cheerfully.” Although they 
listen, there are no sounds from her mother’s room upstairs. She then leaves to take 
Nelly, the cow, to the pasture.
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Her mother leaves, this time forever. Every week, her grandmother prepares a 
package of small treats; and every Monday afternoon, the little girl walks to the post 
office, with it under her arm so the address won’t show, and mails it to her mother. She 
says that she still goes to Nate’s blacksmith shop to watch and listen.
The child’s intonations reveal her habitation in two distinct worlds simulta­
neously. On one level is the world of the grown-ups, always above her, physically and 
authoritatively. That world holds a great mysterious tension inside the house where she 
lives with her grandparents and her younger aunt. Therefore, her tones communicate 
her sensitivity to a dramatic milieu that she only partly comprehends. On another level 
is her own small world. It is the world of her family and the village where shopkeepers 
and neighbors know one another, and her, very well—and where they respect the 
privacy of families. With two exceptions which she mentions, they are compassionate 
and kind to her. She has learned to be polite in her exchanges with them; but she must 
usually look up in order to speak to them. Within the child’s world, everyone who 
plays a role, except herself, is BIG. The animals that fill the space, where playmates 
might be, are also big, or old—large, brown dray horses, a Newfoundland dog who tries 
to make friends with the horse in Nate’s blacksmith shop, McLean’s old shepherd dog 
(twice as old as she is, and deaf), and Nelly, the Jersey cow she takes to pasture every 
day—these are “friends” with whom she feels secure.
Significantly and “mysteriously” missing in her world are other children, people 
who are physically about her size and who have no authority over her—but this little 
girl has no playmates. There are no laughing or quarreling children playing games; she
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has no community of peers. Yet, her tones are not those of longing or loneliness; she is 
self-sufficient and finds activities that give her pleasure and her imagination free play. 
Because she is precociously thoughtful and very curious, with a child’s literal imagina­
tion, her imagistic impressions are especially dramatic.
“In the Village” begins with a striking, memorable, synesthetic image: the sound 
of a scream that stains the deep blue sky over a small village in Nova Scotia. Announc­
ing that scream with its darkening and long-range effects is a voice of memory, neither 
exclamatory nor nostalgic, but calm and matter-of-fact:
A scream, the echo of a scream, hangs over that Nova Scotian village. No 
one hears it; it hangs there forever, a slight stain in those pure blue skies. . . . 
The scream hangs like that, unheard, in memory—in the past, in the present, 
and those years between. It was not even loud to begin with, perhaps. It 
just came there to live, forever—not loud, just alive forever. Its pitch would 
be the pitch of my village. (Col Pr 251  ^ital mine)
This is a first person narrative; the opening serves as a prologue and is spoken 
from the interior, the memory of the adult woman who was once the little girl, whose 
voice soon emerges to tell her story. When the climactic event occurs, it is shrouded in 
silence. The child continues speaking through the denouement. Then “speaking up,” 
the woman remembering creates an epilogue to close the frame. It is a version of the 
formal lament, derivative of the type spoken by women in Shakespeare’s Chronicle 
plays.7
After her introduction of the scream in the opening prologue, the voice of mem­
ory continues to look backward as if caught in the tangle of that sound and the image of 
“she who gave the scream.” This voice of memory now presents that same “she”
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photographically—framed between the sloping white and gold stripped walls of the 
front bedroom in the grandparents’ house—she has not yet given the scream.
Bishop has designed this story as a kind of icon—a triptych with spaces between 
the panels. On each of the three panels can be seen two events. Each one happens, with 
a variation, two times; and each one almost happens a third time. She seems to have 
carried those experiences with her as an iconic reminder of her personal sublime. This 
story is her exceptionally vivid, yet subtly veiled confessional move.
One event relates to the fitting of a purple dress for the woman who screams once, 
and may scream again anytime. She is the mystery the house holds. She smiles and 
cries unpredictably and clings to the black and white garments of mourning. She is the 
mother of the little girl whose voice mingles with the voice of memory, and then 
emerges to tell most of the story herself. But the word “mother” is never used.
The other “event” is related during the five-year-old speaker’s visits to the black­
smith’s shop at the end of the garden. More mythical than mysterious, the shop is filled 
with shadows, “glistening” black dust, and red hot horse shoes sailing “through the 
dark” and hissing as they “drown” in “night-black water.” Nate, the blacksmith, is in 
constant control of the drama in his shop—the horses that visit to be shod, the men who 
watch, and the bellows that creak as he works with both hands. Nate strikes the anvil 
with a secure, and “pure” rhythmical “Clang,” a “beautiful” and dependable sound the 
child loves to hear. This child persona reveals that the two people who are central to 
these two events are emblematic of the two poles of her existence.
For her, whispers and suspense create a darkly shrouded mystery in the white 
house where she also knows love and feels welcome to the activities of the family.
When her two aunts and grandmother are unpacking the “trunks, and barrels, and 
boxes” of her mother’s “things,” she is present, looking and listening. When she finds a 
bottle of perfume that has leaked, she speaks outright the duality there, for it had made 
“awful dark brown stains,” yet, it has a “marvelous scent from somewhere else!” She 
also discovers a bundle of postcards, with messages written in different ink colors; but 
best are those cards where “metallic crystals . . . silver, gold, red, and green . . . outline 
the buildings in a way buildings never are outlined but should be. . . . Postcards come 
from another world, the world o f . . . sad brown perfume and morning” (257, 255). She 
does not know the word, mourning, and thinks her mother’s all-black and all-white 
clothes are the ones she wears for morning. Here, again, is an outstanding example of a 
dichotomy in these two words—mourning/morning—so naturally confused by a child.
It is a duality that she senses, but cannot name: morning implies brightness and a new 
chance to begin; mourning poignantly denotes darkness and the time when there are no 
more choices in relation to one who has been cared for and is gone forever. As she tells 
about these experiences and the exciting find of the post cards which she spreads out 
and studies, she shows herself to be bright and curious, but confused by strange, “aw­
ful” words like “vault,” and sudden secretive actions such as quickly turning over a 
silver-framed photograph.
Her retreats from the shadows at home to visit the mythical shop where there is 
darkness and fire give her Nate’s singing and laughter, and a ring still hot from the
forge. Matching the appearance of his shop, Nate is “wearing a long black leather 
apron over his trousers and bare chest, sweating hard, a black leather cap on top of dry, 
thick, black-and-gray curls, a black sooty face; iron filings, whiskers, and gold teeth, all 
together.” She hears the men “say pleasant things” to an “enormous” horse, whose 
“rump is like a brown glossy globe of the whole brown world,” and whose “ears are 
secret entrances to the underworld.” Her exaggerated analogies suggest that part of the 
intrigue of this place is its quality of the unknown, emphasized in a dark that is darker 
because of the brightness of the fire and the red of the hot metal from the forge. How­
ever, in this dramatically “warm” place, she notices that the men, the horse, and she, 
herself, all feel “perfectly at home.”
The little girl is secure and comfortable with them. At the same time, she stands 
in awe of their size, of the space they fill, and the control they have. She sees Nate not 
as an artistic Hephaistos, crippled and gullible blacksmith who could create a shield of 
intricate design, but as the Roman Vulcan, a blacksmith for gods of military conquest, 
creating wheel rims and horse shoes—as well as immediate rings for a child. The big 
brown horse who is “the real guest” wears medals and other less formal decorations, as 
does the big battered fish in her poem “The Fish” which she searches but whose eyes do 
not acknowledge her gaze. He is a cold, though honorable creature who has survived 
thus far; therefore, she lets him go free. But the horse is different; his eyes are lively 
and his warmth is comforting. “His trophies hang around him, and the cloud of his odor 
is a chariot in itself. . . .  At the end, all four feet are brushed with tar, and shine, and he 
expresses his satisfaction, rolling it from his nostrils like noisy smoke, as he backs into
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the shafts of his wagon” (258). Again, her opposite sensations are apparent as the real­
istic observations of the little girl are juxtaposed with her imaginative thinking. The 
blacksmith shop is a place of dramatic characters and actions where each role is played 
according to a dependable script every time she attends a “performance.” Ringing 
rhythmically throughout her story is a “pure” and “beautiful clang” that originates with 
Nate and throws out a life line of sound for the little girl.
Unlike that of the blacksmith, the mother’s image is condensed to an intense, 
nervously moving figure whose smile is a surprise; the focus is on her thin white hands 
clutching the purple material pinned around her as a potential dress. One rare morning, 
a fleeting incident vividly expresses the sensitive hesitancy of the little girl in the pres­
ence of the woman she never names as “mother.” This scene illustrates the juxtaposi­
tion of pleasure and fear the child feels in the touch of those “thin white hands.” It is a 
“brilliant and cool” morning:
My grandmother and I are alone again in the kitchen. We are talking. . ..
[she is anxious to get outside to her “march” through the village with Nelly, 
the cow, but she must finish her breakfast first], “You finish your porridge.” 
“I think I’ve had enough now. . . .”
“Hurry up and finish that porridge.” There is talking on the stairs. “No, 
now wait,” my grandmother says to me. “Wait a minute.” My two aunts 
come into the kitchen. She is with them. . . . She comes and feeds me the 
rest of the porridge herself, smiling at me.
“Stand up now and let’s see how tall you are,” she tells me.
“Almost to your elbow,” they say. “See how much she’s grown.”
“It’s her hair.”
Hands are on my head, pushing me down, I slide out from under them.
Nelly is waiting for me in the yard. (Col Pr 260-61, ital mine)
The child’s telling sounds the suspense in the grandmother’s tones as she first 
wants the child to leave the kitchen before “she” comes in; yet, the grandmother does
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not want the child to be leaving just as her mother arrives. But it is a happy encounter, 
after all; the mother is smiling and acting like a mother. Yet the hands are tingling with 
a tension that is felt by the little girl who is always on the alert for changes in her mother’s 
reactions to her.
She takes her stick which “waits against the door frame, clad in bark.” She will 
march Nelly through the village like a sheepdog, her occasional whacks on Nelly’s hip 
bone substituting for the barks and nudges of the usual guiding dog. She passes 
familiar shops in the village on the way up the hill to Chisolom’s pasture. Her imagina­
tion freely plays with bits of stories she has been told, as she discovers extravagant 
metaphors and verbs to describe the comfortable everyday event.
Direction from the interior poetic tone of the poet-author assures ambiguity in 
many of the child’s expressionistic images. Her intonations sound out the duality of a 
child’s immediate impressions, which echo the two sounds that she hears: the first, the 
scream given once by her mother, and the second, a clang given repeatedly by the 
blacksmith.
Thus, under the direction of the author’s interior tone of reverie, the child’s voice 
speaks the dichotomy of her two worlds. Mary Kinzie, who believes reverie is always 
query, theorizes the way in which the child’s voice can be so imagined and then pro­
jected. In this case, Bishop’s “suspenseful concentration” focuses on a “patch” in her 
childhood “attempting to remember what a nonadult consciousness felt like” (Kinzie 
98). As her auditory imagination comes into play, she is enabled to recreate certain
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sounds and scenes that evoke the puzzlement and tension as well as times of delight and 
security in the little girl of five.
Bishop has written “In the Village” as a condensed and powerful portrayal of her 
own early memories. It tells the actions, thoughts, and imaginings of a little girl whose 
responses identify her as more detached and less comprehending, hence younger, than 
the seven-year-old who told the story of herself and “Gwendolyn.” In fact, the last 
paragraphs tell what actually happened in Elizabeth Bishop’s life when she was five 
years old, for she avowed to friends in February after it was published in December,
1953, that it is “completely autobiographical.”8
In spite of her various disclaimers, Elizabeth Bishop knew that this piece re­
flected her skill and ability to evoke vivid sensations through the combination of 
memory and direction of the voice of the child. She was determined to see it published 
as she had written it. Convinced of its literary value, she must have felt confident that 
critical acclaim would follow its publication. It was her habit to tell her friends a piece 
was not really very good because she wanted their response, and she would hope that it 
would be favorable (see n. 5 again).
It is no wonder that critics who have spoken about “In the Village” have found it 
intriguing, written in “prose of stunning poetic intensity” (Travisano 168-73, esp. 169), 
containing a “lyric and nostalgic tenderness” (Goldensohn 171). It presents much more 
than a “radiant primal world” in a story “open to ecstasy,” as David Kalstone strangely 
reads it fSch & Es 17; Five Tern 32). In fact, the world of the little persona is one of 
“potent” mystery and “palpable” turmoil (Kinsie 93). “In the Village” represents a
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special technical achievement, both in Bishop’s utilization of persona and in its com­
plexly overlaid structure.
The third story that Elizabeth Bishop seems to have been referring to in letters 
written in the year after she had settled in Brazil is “Memories of Uncle Neddy.” He 
was the father of little Arthur, the dead baby in “First Death in Nova Scotia,” and his 
name was Arthur, whom she referred to as Uncle Artie. (Her Uncle Neddy was actually 
the younger brother of her father; he was still living at home when she was taken to 
Worcester, Massachusetts, to live with those grandparents.) She had never been 
satisfied with her piece about “Uncle Neddy,” and since it was not complimentary to 
those relatives and touches on sensitive relations between her grandmother and that son 
as well, she did not publish it at the time as she had “Gwendolyn” and “In the Village.” 
When Robert Lowell took the liberty of appropriating the subject matter of “In 
the Village” to make a poem that he titled “The Scream,” she had objected to the 
negative emphasis he had given to the figure of the mother. (It was natural to Lowell’s 
problems that he would read the impact of the mother negatively.) Lowell sent her a 
typescript of his new book of poems, For the Union Dead, which impressed her, 
especially with his freedom to choose from a broad range of subject matter. She 
responded to the poems in his manuscript in a letter dated April 4, 1962. “I don’t know 
why I bother to write ‘Uncle Artie,’ really,” she wrote in a bantering tone. “I should 
just send you my first notes and you can turn him into a wonderful poem. He is even 
more your style than the ‘Village’ story was” (Let 406. 408). Lorrie Goldensohn quotes 
another letter to Lowell (178) in which Bishop speaks her hesitation about the significance
of her story: “I feel I could write in as much detail about my Uncle Artie, say—but 
what would be the significance?” In fact, it was not until her last decade that she 
finished and mailed her story to the Southern Review, at the Louisiana State University, 
for publication. Here, she returns to the little girl as an effective voice in a significant 
exchange during her “memories.” The story was published two years before she died 
(Southern Review. 13 [Fall 1977]: 786-803; Col Pr 227-50). The speaker of most of the 
story about “Uncle Neddy” again arises from the adult memory and is told in the voice 
of the adult remembering. She begins while looking at two paintings. They have been 
sent from the cold of Nova Scotia to the heat and mildew-producing humidity of Brazil, 
and portray her mother and her mother’s brother when they were young and filled with 
happy possibilities. She describes them as she looks from one to the other. Why does 
she not tell a story about her mother? She was an accomplished ice skater and a school 
teacher when she was quite young. Instead, the painting that elicits the story is that of 
the young boy, sensitive and adventuresome, running the risk of frostbitten ears by 
refusing to wear a warm hat to school in the midst of winter. He became a man skilled 
in fly fishing and in tying the flies, as well as in making practical and fascinating 
objects frdm tin. Advancing with the times, he bought an automobile and turned his 
shop into a store; but he also became a partner in an unhappy marriage and an alcoholic 
who embarrassed his mother periodically. Loving and worrying, the grandmother often 
remembers and laments Neddy’s going “wild.”
The granddaughter expresses concerned affection for her grandmother. In a state 
of wondering speculation, the little girl speaks an intense question outright, but her
grandmother laughs gently and shoos her away in response. The little girl watches her 
grandmother “set the rocking chair rocking” over and over “as if it were a memory 
machine” (243). The grandmother rocks and remembers, uttering that “mysterious 
remark that was a sort of chorus in our lives: ‘Nobody knows’ . . . ‘nobody knows. . . .’ 
‘ What do you know, Gammie, that we don’t know? Why don’t you tell us? Tell me!”’ 
(“Mem. of U. Neddy” 241-42). The child is both observer and actor in the ritual scene 
that is “set” going when the grandmother “set the rocking chair rocking,” thus activat­
ing the “memory machine.” That the child speaks the question in her own natural tones 
of urgency and puzzlement emphasizes the fact that it erupts from deep in the poet’s 
unconscious memory and sounds out a timeless human frustration in the face of “awful” 
and unexplainable behavior and events. The construction of the scene calls attention to 
its profundity: What do you know that we don’t know? The grandmother’s voice 
echoes the ancient Greek dramatic chorus in her remark that also became the tone of the 
woman’s formal lament in Renaissance drama: “Nobody knows—nobody knows” Her 
intonations are illustrative of Eavan Boland’s insightful point, noted in my introductory 
chapter, that Bishop’s formal unifying element is “almost always tonal,” and her tones 
make it clear that she touches on a depth of human suffering.
In addition, the story-teller characteristically displays her seriously comic stance 
when, in response to the child’s desperate question, the grandmother “only laughed, 
dabbing at her tears. She laughed as easily as she cried, and one very often turned into 
the other (a trait her children and grandchildren inherited). Then ‘Go on with you!’ she 
said” to her granddaughter (Col Pr 241-43). That change in her tone from groan to
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quick laughter at the child’s seriousness suddenly dramatizes the grandmother as a 
universal mother, passing on the trait that Elizabeth Bishop’s “interior poetic tone” 
directs be intoned by all her speakers, a perception of the simultaneity of the “dark” and 
the “bright” in human experience. They are Bishop’s own chosen final words: “Awful, 
but cheerful” (see Millier 550).
The little girl who is given lines to speak in that story is perhaps the same age as
the child who dramatizes her relationship with “Gwendolyn,” about seven years old, the
same age as the central speaker in the poem, “Manners: For a child of 1918.” In that
poem, a more formally subdued child’s voice reports the way her grandfather taught
their simple cultural values at the same time that he illustrated them through his own
actions. Although she mimics his actions with seriousness, her tones suggest not only a
sense of the value of such behavior, but a definite irony in the juxtaposition of the last
two stanzas. Here are the first three stanzas:
My grandfather said to me 
as we sat on the wagon seat,
“Be sure to remember to always 
speak to everyone you meet.”
We met a stranger on foot.
My grandfather’s whip tapped his hat.
“Good day, sir. Good day. A fine day.”
And I said it and bowed where I sat.
Then we overtook a boy we knew 
with his big pet crow on his shoulder.
“Always offer everyone a ride;
don’t forget that when you get older. . . .”
The boy, Willy, climbed up on the buggy with them while the crow flew from 
post to post. “I was worried. / How would he know where to go?” But the crow
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answers Willy when he whistles. “A fine bird,” my grandfather said, / . . .  . “and he’s 
well brought up. See, he answers / nicely when he’s spoken to.” However, in the 
seventh of the eight stanzas, she relates the two ironies she senses. First, when automo­
biles drive by, the dust covers the people’s faces; but they, in their buggy, shout out “at 
the top of our voices,” “Fine day!” In addition, in the last stanza, she shows another 
instance of what seems to be carrying those good manners a little too far:
When we came to Hustler Hill 
he said that the mare was tired, 
so we all got down and walked, 
as our good manners required.
This final stanza repeats Bishop’s habits of an unexpected turn in the action, and a 
quietly understated fact. In this case, as in others mentioned earlier, there is no excla­
mation mark where another poet might place one. Yet, the fact that the sign is omitted 
emphasizes the quiet exclamation one hears there, even in the mannerly child’s voice.
This silent exclamation is noticeable in a well-known and often discussed lyrical 
poem, “First Death in Nova Scotia,” published in the New Yorker in March, 1962, nine 
years after the story of “Gwendolyn.” The speaker in the poem is, again, a child— 
assumed to be a little girl—but here, the presentation is the questioning. This little girl 
is younger and smaller than the primary speaker in the short stories. Unlike that 
speaker’s grandparents, who obstruct her vision of her dead playmate by keeping her 
away from the funeral ceremony, this little girl’s mother holds her up to look at the dead 
baby at close range. She is also put in a position to touch the cold hand of the dead 
baby cousin, and thus to feel the physical cold of the dead as well as the sensation of 
cold in the room.
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However, she understands less than the older child who tells her story of “Gwen­
dolyn” and the poem, “Manners”; thus, her query hovers unvoiced beneath the images 
her eyes seek. She depends on icons of security: the emblematic royal family and the 
song for her nation. She reaches for reasons in stories of Jack Frost, who brings the 
cold winter with regularity. Her realistic questions are voiced without shame.
The little girl’s curiosity in “Gwendolyn” is voiced through her same double 
commitment—to fantasy and to reality—and more specifically through her quest into 
the nature of what it means to be a little girl, to be feminine. It is a quest that Elizabeth 
Bishop elaborates in the confinement of another of her very well known poems, “In the 
Waiting Room,” which she did not finally complete for publication until 1971.
As the child persona of “Gwendolyn” speaks of her friend, she idealizes her out 
of the reality she is. Gwendolyn’s characterization develops out of the way her little 
girl friend perceives her; Gwendolyn says very little (even in grammatically indirect 
speech), and her illness allows her very little action. Her believability as a real little girl 
is established two days before her death, which reconfirms her reality. However the 
“real” dichotomy heard in the tones of the little girl persona is subtly complex as she 
questions the nature of her own childish femininity. On the one hand, if her perception 
of Gwendolyn is truly what a real little girl should be, then she is the opposite. On the 
other hand, Gwendolyn and her parents are presented in such extravagant modes of 
action and inaction that their reality is almost unbelievable. The little narrator is excited 
and joyful after the final action. Gwendolyn will be kept as a doll forever, to be treated 
gently and confined in her pink tissue paper. Gwendolyn, the delicate playmate, is
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dead, to be confined in her white box “alone, there forever.” The quest in the story is 
not into the nature of death, but into the nature of the feminine. The question of the 
story is answered appropriately, if temporarily, for the “little girl” whose dichotomic 
voice has been heard. Thus, the focus differs from that in the poem.
In Bishop’s “First Death in Nova Scotia,” the strangeness of death presents an 
unanswerable question for the child who is the persona. It begins with a questioning 
“o” and finishes with that same “o” entrapped in cold snow. Helen Vendler identifies it 
as “a curious poem, frail and steely at once”—a notable combination of opposites that 
the voice of the child speaker communicates. Vendler further states, “it is written out of 
a sensibility in shock,” and guesses that it deals implicitly with the death of Bishop’s 
father (296, 287).9 She sees the poem as structured to follow the eyes of the child as 
they move “crazily” in bewilderment from one item to another that surrounds little 
cousin Arthur in his frosted cake-like coffin. She is “trying to put together all her 
information—sense data, stories of an afterlife, and the rituals of mourning—[it] is a 
picture of the mind at work” (296), writes Vendler.
Thomas Travisano suggests that this “dramatizing the mind in action” creates the 
tension throughout Bishop’s work. In discussing the story, “In the Village,” he says 
what applies to this poem as well: “by renouncing narrative privilege, Bishop can here 
reveal the wonder and frustration of a child’s experience. The reader is made to feel the 
limits of the child’s understanding.” The forceful aspect of her technique lies in the 
voice that speaks the experience—a dramatized voice, in this case, the voice of a little 
girl. In speaking specifically of this poem, Travisano hears the tone as “detached.” He
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argues: “to face the reality of death is simply too much for her, and that certifies how 
intense the pain really is. It must be kept at a distance” (173,171).10
Is it a tone of detachment that is heard here? And is deep pain the underlying 
factor causing this tone? The child who speaks is quite small because she is lifted up to 
see little Arthur. Nevertheless, she senses the coldness, and begins and ends her ex­
perience with an emphasis on that feeling. Here are the first two of the five, ten-line, 
stanzas:
In the cold, cold parlor 
My mother laid out Arthur 
beneath the chromographs:
Edward, Prince of Wales,
with Princess Alexandra,
and King George with Queen Mary.
Below them on the table 
stood a stuffed loon 
shot and stuffed by Uncle 
Arthur, Arthur’s father.
Since Uncle Arthur fired 
a bullet into him, 
he hadn’t said a word.
He kept his own counsel 
on his white, frozen lake, 
the marble-topped table.11 
His breast was deep and white, 
cold and caressable; 
his eyes were red glass, 
much to be desired.
In these opening stanzas, the pattern is set: ten trimeter lines in iambic and ana- 
pestic feet. Line endings are rhymed by oblique feminine rhyme, by consonant sounds 
on the ends of words, and by interior vowel similarities. In the first stanza, the per­
sona’s perspective is low, for she is seeing from the floor where she stands. Vendler
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believes the “chromographs of the royal family . . .  the grotesque stuffed loon with red 
glass eyes,” even “the lily in little Arthur’s hand” (which the child’s mother gave her to 
place there to signify her “good-bye”)—all are but “irrelevant perceptual ‘noise’” that 
interferes with the little girl’s attempt to comprehend this strange addition in the parlor 
(The Music 296). Perhaps she, instead, looks carefully and names the things that are 
most comforting or most mysterious to her. Or does she look at the objects only to 
avoid looking at little Arthur’s coffin?
Consider the pace of the voice and the sounds of the little girl’s words in the first 
seven lines. It seems to me that, after her first surprise at the cold feeling and atmo­
sphere, she sounds innocently calm, thoughtful and carefully explanatory. The two long 
o’s of cold, naturally stressed and then repeated, in the first line suggest not only the 
chill the little girl senses, but sound out her first response to that room in this formally 
strange situation: “cold, cold”—oh, oh.
Elizabeth Bishop is often admired for her conversational tones, her propensity for 
understatement, and her reticence (esp. Paz 15-16). In this poem, her powerful subtle­
ties of intonation are especially noticeable. Published in 1962 when she was fifty-one 
years old and still comfortable, and happy with herself most of the time, in Brazil, it 
shows more than a child’s desperate attempts to come to terms with the fact of death. It 
displays her refinements of the dual-toned speaking voices of her poems. She had 
explained, nine years earlier, that writing the short story, “Gwendolyn,” had shown her 
a mode and method that promised to help her in the way she wanted to work. A 
comparison of the vocal braid in that story with the vocal effects in “First Death in
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Nova Scotia” reveals that her practice with fiction had given her more skill in control­
ling tone color and intonations. She did not want to write poems that would be as 
overtly self-revelatory as was increasingly becoming the trend in American poetry.
In her article titled simply “Poets,” published in Time magazine, she denigrated 
the tendency to show too much of the personal: “You would just think they would 
keep some of that to themselves,” she wrote (June 2, 1967, 34-42; Sch & Es 303; see 
also Millier 361, 462). Elizabeth Bishop did not think the trend toward extreme 
subjectivity (such as in the work of John Berryman and Anne Sexton) was good for 
poetry (however, she believed Lowell’s early “confessionals” kept the craft intact). 
Goldensohn remarks that Bishop was “wary of post-romantic subjectivity” (60); and 
James McCorkle says “her poetry unsettles any autobiographic portrayal while also 
refusing the confessional use of I. The voice or gesture of a particular self is there, but 
as a gesture or showing of the process o f seeing and poem-making’ (10-11, ital mine).
“It may amount to a kind o f ‘good manners’, I’m not sure,” wrote Bishop. “The good 
artist assumes a certain amount of sensitivity in his audience and doesn’t attempt to flay 
himself to get sympathy or understanding” (letter to Anne Stevenson, Jan. 8, 1964).
Her use of the little girl persona, in itself, could aid in assuring a certain amount 
of sympathy and understanding; however, Bishop’s choices seem to have been deter­
mined by the amount and kind of sensibility she wanted a poem to demonstrate. It 
seems safe to say that no other dramatized speaker could have conveyed the sense of the 
situation portrayed in “First Death in Nova Scotia” as effectively as this naive child’s 
voice has done.
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The child speaks first of the “chromographspatriotic icons that are displayed in 
this formal room in the house. They hang in a place of honor, and she knows who they 
are, grouping them rhythmically and naturally as a child would. First, she names the 
younger ones—the “children,” Prince and Princess (often the primary characters in faiiy 
tales). The lines are melodic, and their names and titles are pleasant to pronounce. She 
speaks slowly, devoting a line to each one: “Edward, Prince of Wales, / with Princess 
Alexandra.” The older parents, King and Queen, are named more quickly together in 
one line because the photographic image is not complete. Being very short and looking 
upward, she sees “Below them on the table” in the same photographic perspective. But 
there is something between the chromographs of Britain’s royal family and the table top 
which she significantly does not speak about yet.
Rather, the oh in “Below,” although not as relaxed in sound, recalls the o of 
“cold, cold” in the first line, and in so doing indicates her puzzlement about what she 
knows is there. Lines eight and nine with four pronounced intensives: stood, stuffed, 
shot, stuffed sound out her increasing tension, which relaxes again through the liquidity 
of “Unc le / Arthur, Arthur's father.” Repetition of those sounds in the first line of the 
following stanza further releases the tension, for she is able to explain the silence of the 
loon. Unlike that coffin, strange and surprising in this parlor, the loon is familiar, 
standing here eyeing it, silently, because “Uncle Arthur fired / a bullet into him.. . .  He 
kept his own counsel [as does she] / on his white frozen lake.” Again the repeated o 
recalls the original cold strangeness and tension: “o—I—o” sounds suggestively:
“oh—eye / 1 [wonder]—oh.” Yet, a sense of relaxation returns because only in a cold
place could there be a frozen /ake, and only a nwb/e-topped tab/e could look like a 
frozen lake. This implies the logical relationships of the searching child’s literal imag­
ination that releases her into a fixation on the cold that is touchable, the deep, wh/te 
cold of the loon’s breast is “caressab/e.” And the bright red glass eyes are “much to be 
desz'red.” To see this scene through red eyes could render it quite differently: for the 
child—brightly colorful; for the adults—darkly sad; they understand, thus, their eyes 
are red. The child’s tones speak questions and confusion, alternating between plosive 
and liquid consonant sounds. Her tones have not sounded out pain, nor do they imply 
pain in the three stanzas that follow. Instead, awe and curiosity are in her tones. As she 
regards the red-eyed loon, her mother intrudes into her reverie:
“Come,” said my mother,
“Come and say good-bye 
to your little cousin Arthur.”
I was lifted up and given 
one lily of the valley 
to put in Arthur’s hand.
Arthur’s coffin was 
a little frosted cake, 
and the red-eyed loon eyed it 
from his white, frozen lake.
Arthur was very small.
He was all white, like a doll 
that hadn’t been painted yet.
Jack Frost had started to paint him 
the way he always painted 
the Maple Leaf (Forever).
He had just begun on his hair, 
a few red strokes, and then 
Jack Frost had dropped the brush 
and left him white, forever.
The mother’s voice is gentle, not tearful; the lines are comfortable with zw’s. Now 
the little girl is nearer and higher; thus she is able to see the coffin (there is no tenseness
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of tone that would suggest she was forced to look; she remains curious, but does not 
speak in tones of pain and loss. Instead, she is given the “lily of the valley” to put into 
the baby’s hand, appropriate for a “very small” child. He is her “little” cousin, smaller 
and younger than she is—probably too young to have been a playmate.
The conundrum of death is the subject of the poem; it is that first and fundamental 
question that the evolving human pursued into a religious beliefs. However, Elizabeth 
Bishop does not have that answer to offer; rather, she images two points of attention for 
resolution of the puzzle. They represent a childish balance between what she is certain 
of and what she does not know, but imagines to be true. This is shown through the 
child’s choices of emblems of socio/political security and the remembered fantasy of 
Jack Frost to center and accomodate her position in the room and before the fact of her 
cold, motionless cousin. Bishop has chosen an effective way to voice our still-constant 
question through the little girl who must be lifted up to see a small example of the effect 
of death. Significantly, she omits speaking the action of putting the lily into his hand; 
however, she says, in the final stanza, that he is “clutching his tiny lily.” What sense of 
tone is implied by that omission in her narrative? She chooses to make the coffin 
acceptable as a “little frosted cake” that is watched over—“eyed” from a safe distance 
by the loon, which is also cold but seems to be on-looking with curiosity. Is it fear or a 
sense of awe that prevents her from giving voice to her touching the baby’s cold hand to 
place the lily therein? There lies Arthur—quiet, small, and white, like a doll that Jack 
Frost failed to finish painting. The little speaker needs an explanation for the feel of 
Arthur’s hand. Her turn to Jack Frost as the bringer of cold in winter offers an explanation
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for her of the reason baby Arthur is so still and white and cold; thus the “gap” is filled, 
for she must touch his hand and feel that cold in order to make the whimsical associa­
tion with stories of Jack Frost. She then links that figure she knows about with the 
patriotic song, “The Maple Leaf Forever,” which she knows.
The little girl then associates these two secure icons with what she has been told 
about where Arthur will be going. He has been invited “to be the smallest page at 
court.” However, her curiosity has not abated; she sees that the royal family in the 
chromographs are “warm in red and ermine”; their feet are wrapped warmly “in the 
ladies’ ermine trains.” She knows how cold the snow is. Therefore, she closes the 
scene and the experience with a question that makes up the final four lines of the final 
stanza:
The gracious royal couples 
were warm in red and ermine; 
their feet were well wrapped up 
in the ladies’ ermine trains.
They invited Arthur to be 
the smallest page at court.
But how could Arthur go, 
clutching his tiny lily, 
with his eyes shut up so tight 
and the roads deep in snow?
The question is both profound and whimsical. Her last query here ends the poem as it
begins—with 0 0  (oh!oh!) roads in snow—do. “I don’t like heaviness,” Elizabeth
Bishop wrote to Stevenson, in the same letter quoted earlier. “I think one can be
cheerful AND profound! - or, how to be grim without groaning - ” (the last phrase is
added in pen). Following this, she typed, separately as a paragraph: “Hopkins terrible’
[sic] sonnets are terrible - but he kept them short, and in form.”
When Elizabeth Bishop dramatizes the voice of the little girl who dwells within 
herself and speaks as directed out of her memory, she displays a precocious, imagina­
tive, and especially curious little girl. The stories and poems that she wrote or began in 
her first decade in Brazil have as primary personae a little girl, varying in age from 
about four years (“First Death in Nova Scotia”; five years old, “In the Village,”) to 
about seven years old (“Gwendolyn” and “Manners”). While they may all derive 
directly from her own life’s experiences, one would not need to know that to find them 
entertaining and significant.
These little girls live exciting, imaginary lives as well as undergo natural, realistic 
experiences. Unique to these pieces is Bishop’s characteristic ability to present di­
chotomic reactions as they are “happening” in the mind of each little girl persona. Both 
Thomas Travisano and Helen Vendler have noted this fact in relation to the poem about 
a child’s first experience of the fact of death—the death of a tiny baby. However, what 
Elizabeth Bishop manages to convey through the voices of her speakers in most of the 
poems, she communicates clearly through the sensitive tones of little girls in her stories.
She allows the little girls to characterize themselves as they speak. Each one is 
full of wonder. Every situation offers up a puzzle for a very young child. Some of 
these are common for children; some others are special to the experience of these 
children. These are not experiences that are limited to little girls; little boys have the 
same wonder and imaginative power. However, the child’s caring attachment to her 
grandmother, her aunts’ particular protection of her, and especially, the poignancy of
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her contacts with “she” who is shown to be her mother all build the probability of the 
feminine child.
When a very small girl comes face to'face with the image of death in a tiny baby 
cousin, and a little older girl searches for the appearance of her dead playmate, she 
discovers not only the fact of death without understanding it, but also she discovers 
something of herself without knowing it. At the same time, her mind and emotional 
responses move her toward maturity. The child does not appear to try to detach herself 
from these events and others that are presented in the works discussed in this chapter. 
Instead, she appears to internalize them, even though she does not know exactly how to 
handle what she must. She sometimes looks around her for momentary diversion or 
within herself for imaginative escape from the reality, but her primary reactions are 
consistent. She is curious, learning, and excited, while she is hurting, lonely, and 
fearful. She is naive but gaining knowledge of herself and the world. In another poem 
begun at this time, her experiences “In the Waiting Room” focus her thoughts on herself 
as female in a world, yet unknown. It was two decades later when Bishop refined and 
published this poem, which I will discuss with other especially significant ones in a 
later chapter.
What Elizabeth Bishop said of Gerard Manley Hopkins’ “terrible” sonnets, may 
be said of her work, and especially of her work with the little girl as persona. Sometimes 
the poems are dark, but she keeps them “in form” by careful structuring and careful 
choice of tonalities through which her little girl personae voice their dichotomic reactions.
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NOTES
Elizabeth Bishop corresponded with editors at Houghton Mifflin Publishing 
Company from January 1945 until the fall of 1946. She sounds very certain in her 
preferences for type face, appearances of the cover and dust jacket, blurbs to be printed 
on the dust jacket, and reviewers to whom she wants the book sent when it is finally 
published. Letters written during the Spring of 1946 indicate the publication date was 
indefinite. At first, she expected it would be in June. Near the end of May, she found 
in Publishers Weekly an announcement that it would be out in August. In early June, 
she wrote to Ferris Greenslet at Houghton Mifflin that she would be leaving New York 
“in about ten days.” On the eighth of July, she writes from Halifax, Nova Scotia, that 
she has heard publication has been postponed until September. Instead, the first copies 
of North & South were sent to her in mid-July.
By August 29, she was back in New York City writing a letter to Marianne 
Moore. She had to return to the city “two weeks earlier than I had planned,” she told 
Ferris Greenslet in her note to him on September 8. She had been called back to sign 
the deed to the house in Key West, Florida, that she and Maijorie Stevens were selling.
2When she was six and one-half years old, her Bishop grandparents had come to 
Great Village and taken her back to Worcester, Massachusetts, to live with them in a 
house much the same in style but much larger than the one in Great Village. She writes 
about the experience, the long trip on the train and their stop-over in Boston where her 
grandmother took her for new clothes (the coat, boots—everything—brown, and she 
disliked them extremely). “I had been brought back against my wishes to the house my 
father had been born in, to be saved from a life of poverty and provincialism, bare feet, 
suet puddings, unsanitary school slates, perhaps even from the inverted f  s of my 
mother’s family. . . . There was something ominous, threatening, lowering in the air” 
(“The Country Mouse” 17; Col Pro 13-33). Bishop had “worked over and reworked” 
this prose piece, but she had never published it. Robert Giroux, editor of her Collected 
Prose, supposes the answer is “her highly developed sense of privacy” or perhaps she 
just wanted to make it better, he says (Intro xix).
3In spite of being the recipient of several awards in the years between summer, 
1946 and fall, 1951, Elizabeth Bishop had felt mostly unsettled and unhappy. Besides 
the Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship Award for her first book of poetry, she had 
received a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1947, been appointed Consultant in Poetry at the 
Library of Congress for 1949-1950, and been elected to the American Academy of Arts 
and Letters. During this time, Bishop had lived in New York, in Key West, Florida, and 
in Washington, D. C.
Her personal physical problems and her emotional relationships had been com­
plex and uncertain. She suffered from asthma attacks over and over, and she was often 
embarrassed and frustrated by her addiction to alcohol. She was also a lesbian with 
ambivalent feelings about that; and the close friendships with men that she enjoyed 
were thus complicated. The most significant of those was with Robert Lowell, who
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remained a close and supportive friend. They corresponded, and visited periodically, 
until his death two years prior to her own. See her poem, “North Haven—In Memor- 
iam: Robert Lowell”; see Goldensohn 162-91; especially pertinent here: 162-63; 167; 
169; 184. See also Millier 202-05 where she quotes Ian Hamilton’s biography of 
Lowell, 135, and his “loon letter” to Bishop (Aug 1957) in which he tells her of his plan 
to propose to her in 1949, as well as a poem that he sent in draft to her (“Water” 
Selected Poems 1976, 99-100).
In 1951, Bryn Mawr College awarded Bishop the first Lucy Martin Donnelly 
Fellowship, for which she was especially appreciative. It entailed few duties, and the 
financial boost allowed her to begin the cruise around South America that she had been 
planning for some time (see letter thanking Katherine McBride for writing her about 
Poetry magazine’s giving her the Shelley Memorial Award for 1952: “I am still 
amazed every time I think what changes the Lucy Martin Donnelly Fellowship made in 
my life” [Jan 28, 1953 Let 254]). She had disembarked in Santos in order to go to Rio 
de Janerio for a visit with friends, Lota Soares and Mary Morse. Most of the ensuing 
fifteen years she spent in Brazil.
Knowing all this is helpful in understanding the contrast of the life Bishop found 
with Lota, her friends, and her adopted son and grandchildren in Rio de Janeiro and 
Samambia, where Lota was building a house. She offered to build a separate studio 
just for Elizabeth. By January, Bishop is writing that she is happier than she has ever 
been; and this theme continues in letters to numerous friends. For example, in Septem­
ber, 1952, she tells U. T. and Joseph Summers, “I like living here more and more.
Maybe it’s just age, but it is so much easier to live exactly as one wants to here” (Let 
247). She was able to express her love, and passion, for Lota and to enjoy having those 
emotions returned; in addition, Lota saw to it that she did not drink too much, for which 
she was grateful (Let 248).
4The sudden quiet represented visually by the white space is designed to allow 
time for a reader to sense the impact of what the little girl imagined she would see i f  she 
could see inside Gwendolyn’s coffin. It also signifies a turn, in this case a turn to ex­
planation by example. In an attempt to articulate that feeling of angst, the voice from 
the grown-up memory offers a specific experience when this same sensation of existen­
tial loneliness-in-a-void had come over her. One winter evening the family were seated 
together, each one engrossed in a different activity. She had suddenly remembered a gift 
she had forgotten about and went to retrieve it from the bottom of a kitchen cabinet. It 
was a basket of marbles, new clay ones; an especially attractive one, to her, was large 
and glazed “like crockery.” When she brought them into the lighted room and looked 
into the basket, she could not understand the change in those marbles—now covered 
with dirt and dust, with strings and nails, cobwebs, and a mildewed horse chestnut all 
mixed together. Her dismay and disbelief at their change in appearance caused her to put 
her head down and cry—and no one in her family group could explain that change to her, 
nor did anyone appear to comprehend the depth of her reaction at the time (Col Pr 224).
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5By July 9, 1952, she knew that publication of “Gwendolyn” was pending (Let 
240); however, she had to spend time on a series of changes in order to convince the 
New Yorker to accept “In the Village.” In an addition (dated July 19) to that same 
letter which she had begun to Pearl Kazin on July 8, she writes that she is mailing it 
back again to that magazine, “although they probably still won’t like it” (Let 242).
They still had not been satisfied, as is shown in a later letter to Kazin (February 10, 
1953): “I wish you were here so I could show you my story [‘In the Village’] and the 
correspondence it now trails behind it—it is fantastic. . . . However, I may try The New 
Yorker once more.” She refuses to write direct speech with tags and sentences identi­
fying specific details of setting as they want; “they find fault over and over with the 
story’s being ‘mysterious’—while giving a perfectly lucid synopsis of it, so somebody 
around there must have understood it all right—” (Let 254). On Good Friday, 1953, 
Bishop is still “having trouble with The New Yorker about [it]—they don’t follow it or 
something.” She complains that they had bought and paid a nice amount for “Gwen­
dolyn,” which “I’m not proud of—and it is very short—. . . . It’s quite crazy” (Let 
259). Two months after “Gwendolyn” came out, she is writing to the Barkers that “The 
New Yorker finally took a very long story, ‘In the Village’ ” (Let Aug 29, 1953, 271). 
They published it a week before Christmas, in the December 19 issue. A little over a 
week earlier, she had written to Marianne Moore asking for her opinion of it: “At first I 
thought it was my best so far—now I have doubts. . .” (Let 280). Was this just her way 
of telling Moore that she had sent the story “after the fact”—and letting her friend know 
that she still valued her opinion of her work?
6The story does not mention the child’s father, who died of Bright’s disease eight 
months after Bishop was bom. They had lived in Worcester, Massachusetts; and his 
family was well-to-do. Bishop tells about them in “The Country Mouse.” Her mother 
had come from Great Village, Nova Scotia; she was pretty, and a “talented ice skater.” 
Both Victoria Harrison and Brett Millier utilize quotations from Bishop’s earlier 
notebooks with informative drafts of attempts at stories and poems that reveal experi­
ences with her mother (Harrison esp. 13, 1-37; Millier 3-7, 10, 12-13).
7See, for example, Shakespeare’s King John (Constance: IH.iv.23-25, 82-89, esp. 
93-105), pp. 703-04; Richard III (Queen Margaret, Queen Elizabeth, Duchess of York: 
IV.iv.9-134), pp. 667-69.
8The February after it came out, she brought it up in two letters to the Barkers and 
one to Pearl Kazin, three of her closest correspondents (Feb 5, 22, 25-26). She ex­
presses concern that they have not written their response to “In the Village”; and she 
denigrates her abilities as a story writer, declaring she is going back to poetry. “Writing 
stories is just much better for one, when one can’t write poems, than dissipation, say.” 
Noteworthy is the second one to the Barkers: “I know I’m not a story writer, really 
—this is just poetic prose. And completely autobiographical (although not in the 
usual New Yorker manner). I’ve just stuck a few years together. Fortunately the aunt 
most involved in it all—my only nice relative—likes it very much and even corrected
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some names, and reminded me of this and that. We have equally literal imaginations” 
(Let 285, 289, 291; ital mine). In October, 1967, she reiterated this to Joseph Summers: 
“In the Village” is entirely, not partly, autobiographical. I’ve just compressed the time 
a little and perhaps put two summers together, or put things a bit out of sequence—but 
it’s all straight fact” (Let 477). Is it possible to be “straight fact,” and “a. story,” and 
“prose-poetry”/ “poetic prose”? The value of the piece is not damaged by Bishop’s 
somewhat inconsistent comments.
9Here, Vendler writes strangely: “In Nova Scotia, after Bishop’s father had died, 
her mother went insane; Bishop lived there with her grandparents from the age of three 
to the age of six. She then left to be raised by an aunt in Massachusetts” (287). Ven­
dler implies that the father and mother lived in Nova Scotia when the baby girl was 
born; he died, and the mother went insane. Actually all of this happened in Worcester, 
Mass. where the family lived. In addition, Bishop only went to live with Aunt Maude 
in Boston after the Bishop grandparents had “captured” her and carried her away to a 
frightfully new and boring place, their home in Worcester; her discomfort in their home 
led to lifelong problems. After a time, they gave up on trying to keep her in their home 
in Worcester and paid her aunt to take care of her (see “The Country Mouse”; see also 
Millier 19, 28). However, Vendler’s book (1988) pre-dates Millier’s study by five 
years.
10He notes that the child is “slightly younger, since the mother is present”—a 
notation which assumes the little girl speaking is the same as the one in the story, “In 
the Village.” Although a concern with autobiography is not of primary interest for this 
study, the second line of the poem belies a belief that it portrays Elizabeth Bishop with 
her mother. Given what is known of her earliest years and her mother’s condition, it 
would seem unlikely that her mother would have been the one to lay out the dead baby. 
Whether her insanity was due to the death of her husband that left her with an eight- 
month-old baby girl, or to post-partum syndrome, or a combination of the two, her 
mother and sisters would not have allowed it, even if Bishop and her mother had been 
in Nova Scotia together when Bishop was around three or four years old. (See the 
shielding of the mother that the child relates in the story, “In the Village.”)
11 Here, in this one phrase, is found a “microcosmic” example of her balancing a 
dichotomy of sound: “marble-topped table.” In marble, the liquidity of ar le with the 
short plosive b prevents limp pronunciation, yet has the sense of ease that links with ble 
of table—both gentled by the feminine ending of the words. These two frame quickly 
sounded plosives—t-pp-d t—of topped table.
CHAPTER THREE
DELUSION, ILLUSION, AND MEMORY:
THE MALE PERSONA
When she was nineteen years old, Elizabeth Bishop chose a male persona to tell 
her short story, “The Thumb.” The narrator-protagonist is a young man who has fallen 
in love with Sabrina, a beautiful woman who has one flaw—a rough man’s thumb on 
her right hand. As he tells his somewhat sensational experience, his tones convey the 
same dark/bright dichotomy that Bishop expresses in much of her work. For example, 
after his discovery of the “horrible thumb,” he says, “I would sit and brood, as if bound 
fast in some black prison, my eyes half turned away from her right hand.” When he 
goes to see her for the last time, she is wearing a “golden dress, and I’d truly never seen 
anyone look so beautiful as she did”; nevertheless, “making desperate efforts to keep 
hold of myself. . .  I could feel a dark, choking rush o f . .. rage” (Gettysburg Review 
30-31).
Another example of Bishop’s early plan to use the mask of the masculine con­
sciousness is found in notebooks of 1934-35 in which she is working on scenes for a 
novel about her mother, who died insane in May, 1934. There we see that the narrator- 
protagonist is a boy named Lucius, who periodically comes with his mother to his 
grandparents’ home. Of the mother, he says: “In the night she began to cry very gently 
and complainingly.. . .  I sat up & pulled my boots on & took the stick from under the
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window & shut that, then I sat on the edge of the bed waiting for Aunt Grace” (Millier 
7). The sonic design of those two sentences—his shadowed tones of awakening, his 
quick and purposeful rhythms of response, and then the pause—show that Bishop was 
working then toward effective rhythms that included pronounced silences, as well as 
characterizations of narrators that express her own ambivalent feelings about relation­
ships. Her interior tone emerges as a strand woven into Lucius’ narration, as it is for 
the much younger little girl, who almost twenty years later is substituted as persona for 
“In the Village,” a more opaque and poetic presentation of the same autobiographical 
story that Lucius tells in her notes.
Elizabeth Bishop had not been ready to write the story of her childhood relation­
ship with her mother, even through the mask of a boy’s voice which could distance her 
a little from that very dark experience. However, in the brief excerpt above, we can see 
that not only is Lucius older than the little girl from whom we understand her autobio­
graphical “In the Village,” but also he could not be heard as naive and quizzical. As 
has been illustrated in the previous chapter, the little girl as central consciousness is 
able to provide a brightness through her independent actions and questions that prevents 
the story from being heavily overshadowed by dark pathos.
However, in an early poem, “The Unbeliever,” Bishop does dramatize male 
voices. The protagonist is afraid to open his eyes and look down from his position on 
the top of a mast. He says he knows what awaits him if he looks down—he will fall 
onto the hard, diamond-like surface of the sea. Thus, with his eyes closed, he clings to
his place astride the mast. The opening image gives the appearance of comic serenity,
but this is belied by an audible string of five long e sounds:
He sleeps on the top of a mast 
with his eyes fast closed.
The sails fall away below him 
like the sheets of his bed,
leaving out in the air of the night the sleeper’s head.
The second stanza further describes his position; and again, the tense e is heard,
but with an equalizing /':
Asleep he was transported there,
asleep he curled in a gilded ball on the mast’s top,
or clz'mbed ins/de
a gilded bird, or blindly seated himself astride.
He hears the voice of introspection in the third stanza, a cloud who is convinced
that his appearance is his reality:
“I am founded on marble pillars,” 
said a cloud. “I never move.
See the pillars there in the sea?”
Secure in introspection
he peers at the watery pillars of his reflection.
In the fourth stanza, a gull has been fooled into believing that he is a tower with wings
under his reflection:
A gull had wings under his
and remarked that the air
was “like marble.” He said: “Up here
I tower through the sky
for the marble wings on my tower-top fly.”
Each of these voices the protagonist hears inside his world of dream. The cloud
announces his security and power through a preponderance of melodic l ’s\ marble
pillars. . . .  pillars. . . .  watery pillars. . . .  reflection. Narcissus-like, the cloud sees
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himself as an unmoving entity, “founded” on pillars. “See . ..  sea?” he points—and
peers at his reflection in the water. But the dreamer cannot see; his “eyes [are] closed
tight”; however, the warning e sounds in “secure,” “he,” “reflection” could pierce his
illusion. In the sounds of his own words, the cloud denies what he says; he is a shape-
shifter who only appears to be stilled on the top of the water. How can the dreamer
believe the illusions of such introspection? How can he be deluded by the “gu ll. . .
[who] remarked. . .  air . .  . 'like marble ’. . . .  ‘here . . . tower. . . marble wings on my
tower’ ” ? Although the dreamer does not see the gull, he hears the stresses on I  in
"like. . .  I .  .. sky. ,  .fly”:
But he sleeps on the top of his mast 
with his eyes closed tight.
The gull inquired into his dream, 
which was, “I must not fall.
The spangled sea below wants me to fall.
It is hard as diamonds; it wants to destroy us all.”
Thus the dreamer voices the ancient fear of falling as he repeats the gull’s sounds: 
of I: "eyes . . . t /ght. . . inquired . . . I  [with] “sea . . . me. . . . di.” The three male 
voices in this poem speak a darkly comic, clownish self-assurance. In placing them in 
this ludicrous context, Bishop can objectively deride herself for those habits of intro­
spection and delusion that keep her enthralled in fearful inaction, preventing her from 
doing what she would do.
In 1938, she published this poem, “The Unbeliever,” as well as a short story in 
which she also speaks through a male consciousness. The poem became a part of her 
first collection, North & South: and the story, “In Prison,” was published in Partisan 
Review 5 (Aug/ Sep 1938, 63). In the story, a man instructs a listener concerning his
desires for prison life. He wishes to live in a farmhouse with a stone courtyard and a 
window that faces the east. He longs to be imprisoned there so that he may compose 
work that “I should never know how to do outside, where the sources are so bewilder­
ing.” He has “very definite ideas” and has “already composed sentences and para­
graphs . . .  to inscribe on the walls” of his cell. Motivated by an already inscribed text 
“on that stained, smeared, scribbled-on wall,” he will add “works” that are “brief, 
suggestive, anguished, but full of the lights of revelation.” Furthermore, he finds joy in 
thinking of “the person coming after me—the legacy of thoughts I shall leave him, like 
an old bundle tossed carelessly into a comer!” (collected in Com Pr 188-89). In these 
tones we hear a bright certainty darkened by a tentative brashness.2
Bishop’s male protagonists differ significantly from one another, as does the 
setting and form of each of her works in which he is the focal figure. A second example 
is a poem that presents a persona who risks everything in his personal life for the magic 
that he wants to learn. It was written after Elizabeth Bishop had chosen to take a risk 
that was to be one of the most significant influences on her life and work, giving joy at 
first, and finally, a heavy sadness. This was her decision to stay in Brazil and live with 
Lota Soares.
Elizabeth Bishop’s first decade of living in Brazil was a personal and social 
adventure. Always curious, she was reading, asking questions, and learning about the 
place and the people. Almost immediately, she was studying Portuguese and translating 
the diary of a young girl, Helena Morley, which was published in the United States in 
1957. One book that she encountered was Amazon Town, by Charles Wagley. There,
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she found the story of “a man in a remote Amazonian village” who decided to become a 
witch doctor. That was her donnee for “The Riverman” (New Yorker 1960); she relates 
the account very briefly as her epigraph to the poem.
Published over twenty years after “The Unbeliever” and “In Prison,” this poem is 
told by a male persona who is delighted to be awakened from his sleep by a call to learn 
the “magic” he longs to know. He is a man who risks his home and his marriage 
because he believes absolutely in his wonderful invitation to become a sacaca, a witch 
doctor who works with water spirits. This man relates an ongoing adventure; his tones 
of delight are woven with his sense of discovery. As director of this masculine voice, 
the author beneath the vocal texture suggests that this “Riverman” inhabits a world of 
fantasy, or dream, just as does the “Unbeliever.” However, his reactions to the 
dreamed, or imagined, voices place “The Riverman” on the bright side of the “stage,” 
while “The Unbeliever” condemns himself to frustration and fear “staged” on the 
opposite side, in a passive, dark “little world.” The attraction of adventure and his 
willingness to risk belief in his own folk culture awaken this Riverman to a new life, 
and he begins immediately to relate his actions and thoughts on that night when the 
river dolphin first called to him.
Elizabeth Bishop called this “a  long long. . . poem” when she wrote to Anny 
Baumann that the New Yorker had called and said they were buying it (July 9, 1959).
She has constructed the Riverman’s tale of one hundred and fifty-eight lines into six 
stanzas, varying from thirteen to thirty-one lines with differing lengths but a trimeter 
rhythmic base.
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The emphasis in this poem, from the beginning, is on the speaker’s tonalities; his 
vitality and certainty are sustained throughout the poem. Bishop’s epigraph assures us 
that the speaker is the Riverman himself. He did not doubt that the voice he heard 
under his window one night was choosing him, and he did not hesitate to follow. In a 
series of active verbs, each introduced by I, he immediately divested himself of all 
cover and, naked and trusting, followed the Dolphin’s second call “from far outstream.” 
His tones identify his controlled excitement at the prospect of being taught the myster­
ies of the River spirits:
I got up in the night
for the Dolphin spoke to me.
He grunted beneath my window,
hid by the river mist,
but I glimpsed him—a man like myself.
I threw off my blanket, sweating;
I even tore off my shirt.
I got out of my hammock
and went through the window naked.
My wife slept and snored.
While he follows the Dolphin, he emphasizes the significant role of the alluring
feminine water spirit, Luandinha, who is the reflection of the moon on the water. She
appears “silvery.” The first stanza continues:
I heard the Dolphin sigh 
as he slid into the water.
I stood there listening
till he called from far outstream.
I waded into the river 
and suddenly a door 
in the water opened inward, 
groaning a little, with water 
bulging above the lintel.
I looked back at my house, 
white as a piece of washing
forgotten on the bank,
and I thought once of my wife,
but I knew what I was doing.
“The Unbeliever” had earlier related Elizabeth Bishop’s uncertainty, anxiety, and 
fear a few years after she had graduated from college and was impatient that she might 
never accomplish the goal she had set for herself. Her short story, “In Prison,” had 
posited success in writing text that would be lasting for those who came after him/her. 
However, letters show that she was sometimes depressed and lured toward retreats of 
passivity, from which she emerged feeling guilty. Nevertheless, almost twenty years 
later, in another setting and living more freely and happily, Elizabeth Bishop’s tone is 
near that of her male persona in “The Riverman.” It is she who has answered a dreamed 
“call,” and taken a risk. And at this point in her Brazilian experience, she is able to 
speak with almost the same confidence as her character. However, having learned to be 
cautious of joy through experiences that were fraught with unexpected turns in events 
and relationships, she removes herself from speaking this excited delight in a dream 
almost realized. She still fears speaking it publicly in her own voice; she goes further, 
and just as she had hesitated to bare her almost immobilizing fear in a female voice 
years before, so she steps back here from speaking with certainty; she again assigns 
those tones to a male persona.
Midway through the long (26 lines) second stanza, after the drinking and smoking
that fills the room “with gray-green smoke,”
. . .  a tall, beautiful serpent
in elegant white satin
with her big eyes green and gold
like the lights on the river steamers—
yes, Luandinha, none other— 
entered and greeted me.
She complimented me 
in a language I didn’t know; 
but when she blew cigar smoke 
into my ears and nostrils 
I understood, like a dog, 
although I can’t speak it yet.
He understands the tonal variations and thus the meaning of her words; but he must
learn to pronounce the sounds himself before he can use the language for the magic of a
water spirit. Here, the poet as interior director of this dramatized voice, seems to be
only thinly veiling her own risk-taking and learning, not only with her newly acquired
ability in the Portuguese language, but also with the stories and poems she is working
on at the time. The Riverman continues to tell of this first night’s adventure when he is
shown everything “from here to Belem / and back again in a minute.” There follows a
leap in time; and with the beginning of the third stanza, he changes from past tense to
present tense:
Three times now I’ve been there.
I don’t eat fish any more.
There is fine mud on my scalp 
and I know from smelling my comb 
that the river smells in my hair.
My hands and feet are cold.
I look yellow, my wife says, 
and she brews me stinking teas 
I throw out behind her back.
By telling her husband that he looks yellow, his wife suggests not only that he looks 
sick, but that he is being fooled/gulled (the root of both gull and yellow is ghel). Per­
haps, instead, he is just gradually becoming “fish-like.” But, he has more significant 
things to tell:
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Every moonlit night 
I’m to go back again.
I know some things already, 
but it will take years of study, 
it is all so difficult.
In these last three lines the voice of the poet-director agrees and interweaves with
that of the Riverman, who speaks seriously and realistically to show that he does know
what he is doing, and he is not following his calling without careful thought. He has
been given a mottled rattle, a pale green coral twig, and some special weeds like smoke.
In the next seven lines is a “report” that clearly sounds his own lyrical joy, framed by
the image of the moon on the river:
When the moon shines on the river, 
oh, faster than you can think it 
we travel upstream and downstream, 
we journey from here to there, 
under the floating canoes, 
right through the wicker traps, 
when the moon shines on the river 
and Luandinha gives a party.
Three times now I’ve attended.
Her rooms shine like silver 
with the light from overhead, 
a steady stream of light 
like at the cinema.
Luandinha, according to Bishop’s epigraph, is the true name of the “river spirit 
associated with the moon.” As the Riverman relates his magical meetings, it becomes 
apparent that they are all determined by the brightness of the moon on the river. The 
last four lines above create the third image that he finds to convey his impression of that 
conjunction of moon with river. These lines, with their five quiet, appropriately 
serpentine s sounds (which include the soft c of cinema), and the liquidity of r ’s with
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/’s, as well as the long open I  series, link with the twice-voiced framing line above: 
“When the moon shines on the river I . . . .  I Her rooms shine like silver / with the light 
from overhead, / a steady stream of light / like at the cinema.” This interwoven pattern 
of sounds attracts attention with that surprising simile in the last line, “like at the 
cinema,” because it is so flatly stated.
A reason for the poet’s choice of image may be found in the noticeably shorter
fourth stanza which follows it. Here are the first five lines of that thirteen-line stanza:
I need a virgin mirror 
no one’s ever looked at, 
that’s never looked back at anyone, 
to flash up the spirits’ eyes 
and help me recognize them.
According to mythical tradition, the moon, as reflector of the light of the sun, is 
signified as the goddess of chastity or purity, and is, therefore, a “virgin mirror.” This 
is the riddle the Riverman must learn first. The spirits’ eyes will “flash up” “when the 
moon shines on the river”; the effect will be similar to the moonlight on the sea that the 
Unbeliever sees as “hard as diamonds” and wanting “to destroy us all.” But the River­
man will not perceive the danger of the enchantment of Luandinha; perhaps he is being 
fooled as his wife seems to think as she brews the “stinking teas” that could break the 
spell if he would drink them. Possibly his enchantment is not unlike that of the girls 
who have seen at the cinema that “their mouths,” “their teeth and smiles” must be 
looked at and made to reflect what they see in the cinema as the “enchanting” mouth, 
one that draws a listener (or reader) into the enchantment of what she speaks. Here, we 
become more certain that this is Elizabeth Bishop’s attraction to the story of the magic
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sought by her Riverman. It is appropriate that she chooses to mask herself with the 
voice of a male persona. He knows, as does the poet, “it is all so difficult.” And he 
does not yet understand the words he has been repeating that speak the answer to his 
search for a “virgin mirror.” Instead, he searches in the wrong place; he goes to a store 
where he is given “a box of little mirrors,” but people’s faces are reflected in each one.
Since he cannot yet “find” the virgin mirror because he has not yet understood the 
connection between the moon and the river, he turns to a long rationalization of the 
importance of the river and his sincere desire to be “a serious sacaca”: “Look, it stands 
to reason / that everything we need / can be obtained from the river. . . .  I one just has to 
know how to find it.”
The final stanza recalls the line he had spoken while following the Dolphin that
first night. The analogy evoked a visual image:
I went down to the river 
and the moon was burning bright 
as the gasoline-lamp mantle 
with the flame turned up too high, 
just before it begins to scorch.
This final analogy is within an aural image, thus indicating that the Riverman is
learning to listen as well as to look at surfaces:
When the moon burns white 
and the river makes that sound 
like a primus pumped up high— 
that fast, high whispering 
like a hundred people at once—
I’ll be there below,
swerving as I swerve, 
following the veins, 
the river’s long, long veins,
to find the pure elixirs. 
Godfathers and cousins, 
your canoes are over my head; 
I hear your voices talking.
The Dolphin singled me out;
Luandinha seconded it.
The tones of the Riverman remain self-assured; he is certain that his risk and his 
study will reward him with the magic of the river so that he will be a “serious sacaca” 
and work magic for his family and friends. It is not a fairy tale, but a story from his folk 
culture that contains the enchantment of a fairy tale.
The enchantment of the fairy tale is suggested in Bishop’s work from her early 
stories, such as “The Farmer’s Children,” and poems, like “Sleeping Standing Up” to 
one of her last poems, “The End of March.” In the first two, the story of Hansel and 
Gretel leaving traces behind to help them find their way back home from the dark 
woods is remembered for its dark conclusion. In the last one, the crumbs have been 
changed to paw prints, and the “cottage” is never discovered, but the way of return is 
known. In the end, the sun sends a few last bright rays—just long enough for the stones 
to cast shadows of the evening to come.
When Elizabeth Bishop wrote this long poem about the enchantment when the 
moon touches the river, she had not yet seen the Amazon, but she had been enchanted 
with the idea of that great river for a long time. Brett Millier suggests that Bishop was 
worried about her poem because it was “inauthentic.” However, she reports that after 
Robert Lowell had read “The Riverman,” he told Bishop “what an effective fairy tale it 
was” (304). In Bishop’s letter to Anny Baumann, referred to earlier, she had written:
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“it’s about the Amazon. I’ve never seen the Amazon, but never mind!” In her letter to 
Lowell, two weeks after the poem was published, Bishop tells him: “You don’t have to 
like the ‘Riverman’ poem. Lota hates it, and I don’t approve of it myself, but once it 
was written I couldn’t seem to get rid of it. Now I am doing an authentic, post-Amazon 
one that I trust will be better” [probably “Brazil, January 1, 1502”].
Soon after finishing “The Riverman,” she did make a three-week trip down the 
Amazon and found the experience fascinating. In the same letter to Lowell, she tells 
him that she wants to go back to the Amazon. “I dream dreams every night—I don’t 
know quite why I found it so affecting” (383). That Elizabeth Bishop would sense a 
kinship with this exotic river that wanders through territory unknown to her is not 
surprising.
Thomas Travisano calls this poem “Bishop’s version of magical realism.” Lorrie 
Goldensohn does not seem to hear Bishop’s own excitement in the voice of “the River­
man.” She writes that it is “Bishop’s first person exercise in the voice of an Amazonian 
ribeirinho [that] transfers her absorption with childhood away from her own pastness, 
and into a magically other time and place ruled by a sense of the past that we call 
primitive” (193-94).
However, this dramatization of wondering and excited tones that characterize her 
male persona in “The Riverman” recalls Bishop’s childlike joy in reporting new adven­
tures in letters to friends. His speech also reflects her own periodic longing for the 
excitement and challenge of new places, interesting people, and different things to do as 
borne out in her traveling, periodic extended stays in exotic places, and moving her
belongings from place to place. In short, this masculine voice speaks for her the losses 
and gains in undertaking a new study with new “people,” and the hard task it is to work 
to learn and speak the strange language of magic he so desires to control. Her recurrent 
dreams of the Amazon River, which she tells Lowell puzzle her, are realistic for a 
woman who is like the great river, a wanderer, made so in part by her childhood 
experiences, but continued in her adulthood largely by choice. Although she speaks her 
longing for a constant dwelling place o vertly through an enumeration of her losses in 
“One Art,” for example, and in veiled words such as she speaks through Jeronimo, 
something happens in her personal relationships that causes her to spring loose after 
associations have continued for a period of time (Re: negative turn in Brazil experience, 
for ex., see Let, late 1965 through Fall 1967). She is not a passive person, and it is, 
therefore, reasonable to speculate that these break-aways from people and places are not 
entirely caused by other people. Her own letters and her friends’ memories of her, as 
well as other biographical information all seem to support this speculation (see, for ex., 
Fountain and Brazeau, passim). “The Riverman” speaks both the darker unknown and 
the brighter attraction integral to the interior tone that directs his speaking.
Goldensohn considers this poem an important work for Bishop; in her lengthy 
discussion, she refers to its origins in the Wagley text as offering the poet a “careful 
balance between responsiveness and credulity.” She reads the poem as an important 
turn toward Bishop’s ability to penetrate “the remote class of the Other” as she came to 
a “more human fusion. . .  of the common dream ground between herself and primitive 
peoples.” In this broadening of her understanding, the poet merges the Riverman’s
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dream or longing “with her own dream of herself as a far-diving and faithful tribal scriv­
ener, aswim in the waters of consciousness of an animate universe.” Thus, Goldensohn 
hears in the voice of the Riverman “a tone of naive humility [and] longing, finally, that 
moves recursively, expressively, to shade the voice of an Elizabeth Bishop speaking her 
self-imposed barbarian lines” (210-11).
This change that Bishop was managing in 1959 and 1960, after eight years in 
Brazil, happens long after her earlier attempts at capturing the voices and imaginations 
of Others—transient Cubans living in Key West, Florida. Here, I am going backward 
chronologically because the masculine voice in this next poem seems to be an early 
intoning of the same feeling encouraged by imagination as is heard in the last poem I 
will discuss in this chapter, “Crusoe in England.”
In February, 1940, while Elizabeth Bishop was still living in Key West, Florida, 
she enclosed in a letter to Marianne Moore a typescript of a poem titled “Jeronimo’s 
House” (originally called “Jose’s House”). “I thought something jiggledy would suit 
the Cuban houses,” she wrote, telling Moore that they pay a weekly rent of one to two 
dollars and must “move every month or so.” In a later letter, she mentions the poem 
again, sorry that she had not completed “so many plans for things I want to say about 
Key West and have scarcely hinted at in ‘Jose’s House’ for example” (May 21, 1940,
Let 88, 90). It was published along with “Seascape” and “Cootchie,” making a “tript- 
ich” of poems about Key West (Partisan Review. 8 (Sept/Oct 1941). Both “Cootchie” 
and “Jeronimo’s House” show Bishop presenting the lives of her speakers through small, 
everyday, but revealing details. Cootchie, Lula’s Black servant, dies after thirty-five
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years of living with the same woman: “Her life was spent / in caring for Miss Lula, 
who is deaf, / eating her dinner off the kitchen sink / while Lula ate hers off the kitchen 
table” (Com Poe 46). Cootchie is honored by the poet’s natural tones and clear simplicity.
However, Jeronimo speaks for himself, telling about his house in a light,
“jiggledy” rhythm. Built of eight stanzas, each made of eight mostly enjambed lines, 
Jeronimo characterizes his life style and identifies his values as he points out his 
possessions that change the building into his home, albeit briefly. Although it is neither 
a substantial nor an enduring house, Jeronimo makes it sound endearing to him. His 
tone in the final stanza signifies that he takes the transient nature of this home for 
granted; he moves the things he values with him from house to house. Only lightly 
does Jeronimo’s male voice mask Elizabeth Bishop’s own as he speaks with pride about 
what he knows is incomplete and only temporarily his.
The first stanza is one sentence spoken in a deceptively straightforward tone. The
two metaphors “my fairy palace” and “my gray wasps’ nest,” frame the explicit word—
“perishable”—that signifies the temporary nature of the building itself and suggests the
underlying tone is more than factual:
My house, my fairy 
palace, is 
of perishable
clapboards with 
three rooms in all,
my gray wasps’ nest 
of chewed-up paper
glued with spit.
The following four stanzas make up two sentences in which Jeronimo indicates, 
without explicitly saying so, that he has a family, presumably a wife, and at least two
small children. His tone changes noticeably as he talks about attributes that turn this
transitory house into an illusory home:
My home, my love-nest, 
is endowed 
with a veranda
of wooden lace, 
adorned with ferns
planted in sponges, 
and the front room
with red and green 
left-over Christmas 
decorations 
looped from the comers 
to the middle 
above my little
center table 
of woven wicker,
painted blue, 
and four blue chairs 
and an affair 
for the smallest baby 
with a tray 
with ten big beads.
Then on the walls 
two palm-leaf fans
and a calendar 
and on the table
one fried fish 
spattered with burning 
scarlet sauce, 
a little dish
of hominy grits 
and four pink tissue- 
paper roses.
Jeronimo speaks slowly as he calls this house “My home, my love-nest.” Al­
though he begins with a cliche, his tone sounds genuine as he describes the “wooden 
lace” (not gingerbread trim) that lends the “veranda” delicacy. Jeronimo’s pride is
heard through words like “endowed” and “adorned.” He points out family images—
left-over decorations from Christmas, red and green paper ropes that tie the four comers 
of the “front room” together in the middle over his blue, wicker table. He turns our 
attention to the walls with their (potentially moving) fans, time as kept by the calendar; 
then, the table again—with only “one fried fish set off by spattered .. . burning / scarlet 
sauce, [and] a little dish / of hominy grits”; the friction in the sounds of words in these 
lines alerts his listener to notice the food that is not on the table, just as his pride in the 
blue table and chairs is made more obvious by the empty spaces where other “essential” 
furniture would be expected. And “four pink tissue paper roses” disguise the “hungry” 
look of the table. Following these darker intimations of Jeronimo’s poverty, Jeronimo 
tells, in a quickening rhythmic pace of staccato dimeter lines, about his only important 
possession:
Also I  have
hung on a hook, 
an old French hom
repainted with 
aluminum paint.
I play each year 
in the parade
for Jose Marti.
His most important object is named through a chain of quick breaths “have . . . hung . . .
hook. . .  hom” that imitate those he takes each time he blows the hom. In the last stanzas,
Jeronimo suggests a small mystery:
At night you’d think
my house abandoned.
Come closer. You
can see and hear 
the writing-paper
lines of light 
and the voices of 
my radio
singing flamencos 
in between 
the lottery numbers.
When I move 
I take these things,
not much more, from 
my shelter from
the hurricane.
The “jiggledy” lines create awkward lightness that almost dispels the shadows 
that hover behind “the writing paper / lines of light” and the only voices are these that 
come from the radio. Only silence fills the space where we expect some mention of the 
wife and “the smallest baby.” Is he, after all, alone? An elusive emptiness and quiet 
hover throughout the poem; the final emphasis has fallen on those words ending lines in 
the final stanza: “move,” “from,” “from”— words that speak isolation and loneliness. 
The feeling is so deep that it will not be spoken—except when masked by a voice from 
a different culture and another gender, as Elizabeth Bishop has done in this poem.
Elizabeth Bishop has dramatized three masculine voices through tonalities that 
develop their distinct characters. Yet, their differences do not cover a similar dichot­
omy in the intonations of all three speakers. On the one hand stands the Unbeliever, 
speaking intensely, and so caught up in his own subjectivity that he refuses even to look 
outside himself for fear he will tumble to his destruction. On the other hand stands the 
Amazonian man, speaking excitedly, and willing to risk everything to follow the call 
into a mysterious world where he may become well-known for giving magical help to 
his family and friends. Through those two personae, Bishop has dramatized not only 
two contrasting character types, but also her own dichotomic potentialities.
Here is also the figure of Jeronimo who does not speak out, but masks his longing 
and loneliness, as Bishop herself does—through his words. Jeronimo’s is but one of 
several “dream houses” that Elizabeth Bishop encloses in poems. In “A Miracle for 
Breakfast,” the persona is so hungry as she waits in an early morning bread line that she 
fantasizes a luxurious white house with a balcony. In “Sestina,” the child draws a 
“rigid house” with a flower bed in front; and then “another inscrutable house”; and in 
“One Art,” the speaker has lost “the last of three loved houses.” By “The End of March,” 
the house is a “proto-. . .  / crypto-dream-house,” green, crooked, and never seen.
Lorrie Goldensohn sees an interesting similarity between Jeronimo’s “fairy 
palace” and the “magical burrow” the Riverman enters when “a door in the water 
opened inward.” She adds that “this is the first of Bishop’s poems to adopt a first- 
person speaker apparently drawn from a man she knew.” She also senses “something a 
little spooky and marvelous to both house and owner, romantic mystery suffusing the 
penetration of its interior” (100).
Goldensohn does not pursue this aspect of her comment; however, the emphasis 
Bishop gains through interweaving, with the sounds of Jeronimo’s descriptions, a 
significant silence, suggests the origin of this sense of mystery. Susan McCabe argues 
that Bishop’s “dream is, ultimately, of impermanence—her homemade thrives on the 
inconclusive and the impossible.” In writing about the artichoke house in “The End of 
March,” she believes that Bishop’s houses exist only in “dream and desire,” and 
therefore, can be inhabited “only briefly” in her imagination (234). From another 
perspective, Thomas Travisano focuses on the pastoral nature of this and other poems
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that Bishop was writing about Key West, Florida. He points out that although Jeronimo 
“catalogues the possessions that the house contains, all the tiny house has, really, is the 
affection Jeronimo breathes into its few objects.” In addition, he too, affirms that 
Bishop’s persona “was based on a real person.” In fact, he claims that she would like to 
have been friends with the Cuban cigar makers, “yet because of differences in class, she 
was not able to be on intimate terms with this man. . . . One imagines Bishop leaning 
in, straining to pursue her acquaintance with Jeronimo, a man who answers poverty 
with bitterness and love” (82-83; see also Millier 144).5 Evidence in two of Bishop’s 
letters to Moore, written at this time, could support his claim (Let 68, 73-4).
The desire for a friend that Travisano speaks of is the focus in a poem that 
Elizabeth Bishop finished and published thirty years after she had dramatized the voice 
of Jeronimo. “Crusoe in England” is one of several poems that Bishop worked to ready 
for publication while she was planning to settle in a final home in Boston. First pub­
lished in the New Yorker. Nov 6, 1971, it is included in her final and revealing collec­
tion, Geography III.
The poet’s tone of nostalgia for things missed or lost and desired forms a darker 
tonal weave beneath Jeronimo’s seeming pleasure in presenting his house for inspec­
tion. Bishop’s same undertone of nostalgic longing is heard as the interior strand in the 
braid that weaves Crusoe’s otherwise quite different voice. Crusoe, who was rescued 
with his friend, Friday, from their island, has been living alone in his native country for 
over seventeen years. It is his voice that now masks the voice of the lonely poet as she
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refines her experience of many “islands” that she has been cast up on, feeling alone and 
fending for herself.
The living place Crusoe outlines is nothing like Jeronimo’s house; rather it is an 
island “peopled” by small volcanoes “with their heads blown off,” as well as goats, 
turtles, gulls, and high ocean rollers. Alone, bored, and lonely for a long time, Crusoe 
had no house on the island to describe.
Eleven stanzas of varying numbers of lines (the shortest is ten; the longest, 
twenty-nine) make up this poem. The first and the final two form a frame for the story 
Bishop tells through the braid of voice designated as Crusoe’s. He is the one who lived 
the experience as castaway on an island that is uninhabited by people; as he says, “none 
of the books has ever got it right.” It is Crusoe’s story to tell. He begins his dramatic 
monologue in a relaxed, conversational tone that sets the time as the immediate present. 
He looks up from his newspaper and comments on what he has just read. Associating 
that news with a recent report of the discovery and naming of a new island, he recalls 
his own “island,” now lost, “unrediscovered, unrenamable.”
David Kalstone surmised that Elizabeth Bishop’s challenge was working out a 
way to weave her detailed and precise descriptions into narratives that would be thus 
enlivened and made meaningful.6 Within “Crusoe in England,” Bishop presents a 
microcosm of her own life. Crusoe’s well-known adventure as lonely castaway, whose 
feelings of estrangement are balanced by wit, and resourcefulness, provides a character 
whom she can both admire and identify with. She can thus mythologize her adventuresome
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life with her own sense of estrangement and fear of eruptions in personal relationships. 
Although the volcanoes on Crusoe’s island are now dead, they have had “their heads 
blown off’ unexpectedly. Finally, Bishop is able both to mask, with the voice of 
Crusoe, and identify, through his remembered actions, her own characteristics of 
resourcefulness and ability to meet the challenges of adventure and uncertainty. She is 
also enabled to speak her longing for love and companionship. She selects sequences 
and details that tell, but do not overtly reveal, everything she would like to say.
Elizabeth Bishop discouraged critical attempts to unwind the thread that would 
lead the reader too far into her privacy; at the same time, it irritated her to be character­
ized as a purposefully elusive writer. Nevertheless, she had written, when she was still 
a young girl and reading Percy Shelley, that the only way to understand a poet’s work is 
to know something of the person and his life (Get Rev 11). Hence, with her characteris­
tic dichotomic attitude, she both reveals and veils her own bright and dark experiences 
and feelings through the mask of the already legendary man, Crusoe.
Crusoe’s dramatic monologue utilizes “scenery and costumes” from his memory
and interweaves them with mythical and literary allusions to fabricate a tapestry of
images, visual and aural. He speaks first in a conversational tone:
A new volcano has erupted,
the papers say, and last week I was reading
where some ship saw an island being bom:
at first a breath of steam, ten miles away;
and then a black fleck—basalt, probably—
rose in the mate’s binoculars
and caught on the horizon like a fly.
They named it. But my poor old island’s still
un-rediscovered, un-renamable.
None of the books has ever got it right.
A conjunction of volcano, island, and steam create an overview of the outstanding 
geographical characteristics of the place the poet is led to remember by the news 
articles. The specificity and immediacy in these first lines work strategically to empha­
size the pastness of the tale that will now be told. It was not “some ship” that saw the 
island being bom, but one specific mate who watched the island come into view 
through his binoculars. The island’s growth is seen through the powerful glasses as it 
rises moment by moment on the horizon. Plosive V  s signify strength as they link the 
act of being bom through “breath,” “black,” and “basalt,” to “binoculars.” Yet, the 
unreality of the narrative to come is suggested by Crusoe’s vivid but distorted reporting 
of the way it was seen. At only “ten miles away,” wouldn’t the island appear larger 
than fly-size through a sailor’s binoculars? He reads that this recently sighted island 
has been given credence: “They named it.” Three words make the statement which is 
emphasized by the caesura. The contrast with Crusoe’s desert island is signaled simply: 
“But my poor old island’s still un-rediscovered, un-renamable” (ital mine). It has never 
been found again, and, although it too once was named, no one will ever be able to 
name it again.
Crusoe begins his memory tale in a rather flat tone of voice that suggests a fiction 
if not a fairy tale:
Well, I had fifty-two 
miserable, small volcanoes I could climb 
with a few slithery strides— 
volcanoes dead as ash heaps.
I used to sit on the edge of the highest one
and count the others standing up,
naked and leaden, with their heads blown off.
These first seven lines of the stanza sound nothing like the memory tale the Riverman
tells. He had descended into a magical watery place of movement and life, whereas
Crusoe, although surrounded by water, is alone in a wasteland of small, dead volcanoes.
Their only activity had been to release pent up energy through violent eruption into hot
burning lava, but that was in the past. Like Gulliver, Crusoe was outsized for the place;
or else size is relative and nothing there was the right size for him. He would imagine
that the gulls, goats, and turtles were giant-size, just as he was like a giant on an island
of small volcanoes. The only real liveliness was in the water; Crusoe describes it in
continuous tense. He had watched it come over and over, right up to the island, but it
“never quite” touched. It glittered brightly, but the sky remained darkly overcast most
of the time. The water moved in “overlapping rollers”
—a glittering hexagon of rollers 
closing and closing in, but never quite, 
glittering and glittering, though the sky 
was mostly overcast.
In fact, Crusoe remembers that the island was “a sort of cloud-dump” for “left­
over clouds” that “arrived and hung [around] / above the craters.” He wonders if the 
explanation for so much rain lay in the contact of those clouds with the “parched 
throats’' of dead volcanoes, paradoxically so “hot to touch”:
Was that why it rained so much?
And why sometimes the whole place hissed?
The turtles lumbered by, high-domed, 
hissing like teakettles.
The folds of lava, running out to sea,
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would hiss. I ’d turn. And then they’d prove 
to be more turtles.
The beaches were all lava, variegated, 
black, red, and white, and gray; 
the marbled colors made a fine display.
The sounds of hissing would rise up in his imagination as he thought of home and
hissing teakettles that signal time for tea and companionship. Elizabeth Bishop’s
internal tonal strand surfaces as we are suddenly reading Crusoe’s words through the
poet’s earlier dark/bright memories of her grandmother’s kitchen where the teakettle
cried tears when she was sad (“Sestina”), although she felt warmth and security with her
grandmother—who prepared the tea, warmed the house, and read jokes to her out of the
almanac. However, on the island, Crusoe had no kettle, and the “folds of lava” had
long been solidified into a rocky beach of marbled colors that he names rhythmically in
a synesthetic image, the sound cohering with the layering: “black, red, and white, and
gray.”
He names another companion: “waterspouts . . . / far out / they’d come and go, 
advancing and retreating, / their heads in cloud, their feet in moving patches / of 
scuffed-up white.” Crusoe’s images link the dry desert island with a time and place of 
falling snow where “glass chimneys” on lamps are honored for the light they contain. 
They are “sacerdotal beings of glass”—thus, the waterspouts with water spiraling up in 
them “like smoke. / [appear] Beautiful, yes, but not much company.” In bursts of self- 
pity, Crusoe seems the ludicrous clown, sitting “with my legs dangling down familiarly 
/ over a crater’s edge” and questioning why he should be here alone and with little to do.
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Crusoe finds comfort in the boring dependability of sun and sea. He speaks in
rhythms reminiscent of lines near the end of Bishop’s early poem, “At the Fishhouses,”
where she speaks in a voice that could be her own: “I have seen it over and over, the
same sea, the same, / slightly, indifferently swinging above the stones . . . / above the
stones and then the world.” Here, Crusoe matches that tone in a masculine way,
speaking more succinctly and of a “little world”:
The sun set in the sea; the same odd sun 
rose from the sea,
and there was one of it and one of me.
In fact, he says, “The island had one kind of everything,” a bright violet-blue tree snail 
and a scrubby tree. Seeing the snail shells “at a distance, / you’d swear that they were 
beds of irises”; Crusoe tried to remember the lines about Wordsworth’s flashing daffo­
dils on the “inward eye,” but in this place, he could not remember what had been the 
reason for the “bliss.” Certainly this enforced solitude was not bliss for him. Instead he 
sought a forgetful bliss by making “home-brew” from the island’s only red berry:
I’d drink
the awful, fizzy, stinging stuff
that went straight to my head
and play my home-made flute
(I think it had the weirdest scale on earth)
and, dizzy, whoop and dance among the goats.
Home-made, home-made! But aren’t we all?
In the guise of Pan, the goatboy-poet with his flute, Crusoe raises the rhetorical ques­
tion. The primary “home-made” here is the poem itself which stands as an artifact 
given life by the power of language, formed into cadences by the poet, and spoken in a 
dramatized voice. In this poem, it is the dual-stranded voice of Crusoe, the castaway,
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brightly and happily making do by making a flute and home brew, and by dancing with 
his goat-companions. But on the dark side, it is the dance of death that the goat song 
introduces. The goat was the creature sacrificed in ancient Greek tradition. We are told 
that Greek tragedy grew out of the “goat song” that announced the honored one—the 
one chosen to be sacrificed, and thus to assume the guilt of all.
All the strategies of the poet give rise to the home-made object; and she, as all her 
readers/Crusoe’s “listeners,” has been made by her home—and by her lack of home.
She forms the voice of Crusoe in the process of re-making his home on that island while 
he intones his tale according to the weird scale of his flute. Unable to answer the 
question before him, he tells that his smallest island industry “was / a miserable philos­
ophy. / Because I didn’t know enough. . . . The books / I’d read were full of blanks.” 
More was left unsaid than was explained, and more is not remembered, kept submerged 
below the level of conscious thought and speech.
Crusoe says that “One of the first things that I did / when I got back was look it 
up”—that “bliss” William Wordsworth was talking about. Did he find it where he 
looked? Typical for Elizabeth Bishop, the question remains unanswered, which 
suggests that the brightness implied by bliss is subsumed by the darkness of the necessi­
ties he had to perform in order to survive with food and clothing. Alone and guiltily, 
Crusoe must sacrifice his only companions on the island. Thus, he evokes images of all 
the senses—the sight of so much whiteness and the smells of goats, guano, and gulls are 
soon subsumed by their voices bleating out their inarticulate fear:
Baa, baa, baa and shriek, shriek, shriek, 
baa . . .  shriek. . .  baa . . .  I still can’t shake
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them from my ears; they’re hurting now.
The questioning shrieks, the equivocal replies 
over a ground of hissing rain 
and hissing, ambulating turtles 
got on my nerves.
Crusoe’s voice has intensified as he remembers that he had to kill his goat companions
for the food and clothes he needed to survive. He will always hear their voices in his
ears—so insistently they questioned his dark motives. The “hissing rain” was the hot
blood spilling over the dry land of wasted volcanoes. Even the turtles were sacrificed to
his on-going life. Those hissing sounds also echo his own building frustration, and
some sounds made him homesick:
When all the gulls flew up at once, they sounded 
like a big tree in a strong wind, its leaves.
I’d shut my eyes and think about a tree, 
an oak, say, with real shade, somewhere.
One billy-goat was island-sick; he “would stand on the volcano. . . . / and bleat 
and bleat, and sniff the air. I’d grab his beard and look at him.” The scene is reminis­
cent of Bishop’s story, “In the Village,” when the little girl is close to frustration and 
despair. She grabs Nelly, the cow, by her horns and looks deep, deep into her eyes. 
Neither the eyes of the billy-goat, nor those of Nelly, the cow, express understanding of 
the frustrations inside the human creature who is looking into those eyes so straight. 
Crusoe tired of white; he “dyed a baby goat bright red [not with its own blood, but] / 
with my red berries, just to see / something a little different. / And then his mother 
wouldn’t recognize him.” In this line is again an embedded reference by the poet to her 
own mother’s failure to recognize her little girl, the child Bishop remembers she had 
been. She says it more explicitly later in “One Art”: “I lost my mother’s watch.”
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Crusoe begins to remember his dreams, which “were the worst” part of his 
experience. Some dreams were pleasant and bright, although filled with longing for 
food and for love. Others were dark and frightening: he dreamed of “slitting a baby’s 
throat, mistaking it / for a baby goat”; and he had a recurring dream “of islands, islands 
spawning islands . . . knowing that I had to live / on each and every one, eventually, / 
for ages.” In these lines, the strand of the poet’s tone erupts to join in a clear weave 
with the bright and dark strands of Crusoe’s tones. Each place that Elizabeth Bishop 
had lived turned eventually into an “island” of loneliness and uncertainty. The colorful 
activity, warm companionship, and love would cool down and eventually become 
deadened, just as the volcanic eruptions were at one time colorful, and hot lava had 
poured out; but now, on Crusoe’s island, they were silent and inactive. Their heads had 
been blown off, and they were dead and appeared starkly alone. Through Crusoe’s 
succinct lines, Bishop identifies the design of her life: traveling, visiting others, and 
moving from place to place. Her longest time in one place, the experience in Brazil 
with Lota, had been recently finally ended. By 1971, this pattern appears to be the one 
within which she will always be living. Crusoe has pronounced himself actively 
resourceful at times, and at others, passively looking and listening with increasing 
nervous frustration.
Finally, a turn and release is heard in the change of tone as he remembers the
most significant event of his time on the island:
Just when I thought I couldn’t stand it 
another minute longer, Friday came.
(Accounts of that have everything all wrong.)
Friday was nice.
Friday was nice, and we were friends.
He’d pet the baby goats sometimes,
and race with them, or carry one around.
—Pretty to watch; he had a pretty body.
With little articulated emotional reaction, the brighter images and lighter tones 
create a needed bit of comic relief just when the horrible frustration Crusoe is reliving 
becomes unbearably dark. Are Daniel Defoe’s “accounts” of Friday’s arrival and stay 
on the island “all wrong”? Crusoe’s understated comments about Friday’s appearance 
emphasize the new companion and his effect on the speaker.
Helen Vendler thinks that Crusoe is, in fact, “Speechless with joy” to have a 
companion at last. She notes that “Crusoe could describe . . .  the exact appearance of 
volcanoes, turtles, clouds, lava, goats, waterspouts and waves, but he is reduced to 
gesture and sketch before the reality of [a] domesticity” that the advent of Friday brings 
(in Bloom ed. 91-92).
Only through tones of detached objectivity is Crusoe able to speak at all from that 
most private part of his memory, just as Elizabeth Bishop must always mask her 
excitement by reticent shyness, spaces of silence, or a persona very different from 
herself—in this significant poem, it is the male persona.
After too brief a time of happy companionship, Crusoe’s one sentence, flatly 
intoned and set between white spaces reinforces and emphasizes his depth of disap­
pointment:
And then one day they came and took us off.
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The most painful part of the remembered experience having been spoken, Crusoe
must return to his present time. A return to the present tense of the opening stanza
signals a turn to close the memory. Suddenly, he is “here,” “Now [on] another island, /
that doesn’t seem like one, but who decides?” He implies that this will be his last
island: “that archipelago / has petered out. I’m old.” Bishop’s own tonalities are
barely submerged; rather, her tonal strand is clear in the braid of voice that continues
from Crusoe, now in present time. Bored, he looks around him at this unchallenging
place where he lives now. He points out companions of his past living that had both
saved and sacrificed him for life:
The knife there on the shelf— 
it reeked of meaning, like a crucifix.
It lived. How many years did I 
beg it, implore it, not to break?
I knew each nick and scratch by heart,
the bluish blade, the broken tip,
the lines of wood-grain on the handle . . .
Crusoe is able to speak feelingly of the object that was with him so long, in a way 
that he is unable to voice his feelings for the companion he had with him for so short a 
time. He knew the knife “by heart” as he knew the loved person. The b’s and p ’s 
explode in description of the knife—its strength and dependability—“bluish blade . . . 
broken tip”—while the “wood-grain” suggests the subjunctive mode—would—if only it 
would have not been used for killing to preserve his life. But “Now it won’t look at me 
at all. / The living soul has dribbled away. / My eyes rest on it and pass on.” Thus ends 
the next-to-last stanza in this microcosmic backward vision of a life.
Both the words of those three lines and the stanza that closes the poem sound the 
end of a life. Crusoe speaks of the knife as himself, who has done equivalent guilty 
deeds; the knife would have taken no lives if the hand that held it had not been in 
control. Thus, only the speaker is guilty, and the knife does not want to look at the one 
who chose his life over and over, and caused other creatures to die that he might live. Is 
that choice a guilty act? The poet raises the darkest questions; and neither she nor her 
speaker offer bright answers. Crusoe’s words are precisely the euphemisms of every­
day speech in relation to the dead: “soul. . .. rest. .. pass on.”
Nevertheless, the tones of the persona become more lively in the final stanza, 
although they sound the natural speech tones of a somewhat querulous and quizzical 
older person, not the poet, but Crusoe himself who has been used to the author’s 
advantage:
The local museum’s asked me to
leave everything to them'.
the flute, the knife, the shriveled shoes,
my shedding goatskin trousers
(moths have got in the fur),
the parasol that took me such a time
remembering the way the ribs should go.
It still will work but, folded up, 
looks like a plucked and skinny fowl.
How can anyone want such things?
The question hangs there waiting, while Crusoe introduces his problem in con­
structing a parasol, another thing that he was able finally to make. It is an object that 
represents his resourcefulness, his brightness, his skill in making do. But the materials 
from which it was made relate it to the knife. The ribs of the parasol and the covering 
stretched over them must have derived from those same goats on his island. After those
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dark sacrifices, all that is left is a no-longer-needed trinket, destined for a museum 
display. Without the necessary tools and skill, creating a parasol that “will work” is a 
quite delicate task. When the parasol is closed, however, its appearance is very differ­
ent from its purpose. In fact, it “looks like a . . . fowl” (a mistake? ugly, foul?) when it 
is “folded up,” it is of no use. “How can anyone want such things?”
Crusoe has fulfilled the dramatic role assigned to him by the directing poetic tone 
of the poet, Elizabeth Bishop. His voice has been convincing as an enactment of the 
memory of her life because his dual tones of bright and dark responses were interwoven 
with her own tone that suffers life’s demands and lonely estrangements. Crusoe 
remembered aloud selectively; Bishop created and directed her persona in the ways to 
speak as a “stand-in” for her. Crusoe was not “home-made” by the poet; he came 
“ready-made” by a man long dead, who would not rise up in revolt against her use of 
his persona as her scapegoat to be sacrificed to her narrative of guilt. “The knife,” 
Crusoe said, “reeked of meaning, like a crucifix.” The simile does not say it has the 
same meaning as a crucifix, yet the verb, “reeked,” suggests that it “smells” of blood. It 
has iconic meaning to Crusoe. However, the most significant “left-over” from the 
existential (island) experience is not an object, but the memory of his friend, Friday. In 
the final two lines of the poem, Crusoe’s near understatement almost silences his tones 
of tenderness and longing, made so especially by the insertion of an appositive phrase:
—And Friday, my dear Friday, died of measles 
seventeen years ago come March.
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The same catch-in-the-throat hesitation to speak a fact is heard here as it is in the 
closing line of “One Art,” which Elizabeth Bishop will finish five years later. Eavan 
Boland has noticed that a narrative voice speaking within narrative time can keep the 
lyric crescendo under control until it is time to be spoken (87). It will, that is, until it 
must erupt in the words of the final lines.
Those two lines speak longingly for what has been lost. Strategically placed to 
follow the short, querulous enumeration of objects that were not lost, these two lines 
draw off the emphasis from those. The radical tone change from light to shadow, 
sudden and surprising, has a staggering effect. The sediment from Crusoe’s experience 
as a castaway on his unknown, unnamed, unrediscoverable desert island might have 
been valued had “dear Friday” not been lost. Although his death was almost seventeen 
years ago, Friday is a living memory. The knife, however well it served its purpose, is 
now but a dead thing; its “soul has dribbled away.” Crusoe no longer feels companion­
ship with his knife, which never broke or became useless—until it was placed on the 
shelf. Ashamed for what it had to do to maintain Crusoe’s life, it sits, an iconic re­
minder. “How can anyone want such things?” Crusoe himself sits, a legendary 
reminder—useless except for the memory’s recollection.
Through his monologue of reverie and desire, Crusoe has dramatized both the 
brightness of activity with adventure, and the darkness of survival with loss. Remem­
bered experiences can be dilated to span most of a lifetime, yet they have been con­
tracted through memory and mythologizing to be enclosed in eleven stanzas of print on 
pages.7
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As Lorrie Goldensohn believes, it would be almost impossible not to read “Crusoe 
in England” (1971) as Elizabeth Bishop’s condensation of her own experiences, surviv­
ing and making do with what she had as she adventured in darker circumstances, 
sometimes deserted by human companionship (Goldensohn 68-69). In New York City, 
in a borrowed apartment, Lota had committed suicide. The stricken tone allowed in 
Crusoe’s last words sounds out what the imagination hears as the poet’s own.
Mary Kinzie writes that “Bishop’s Crusoe [has the ability] to tread the razor’s 
edge between archetypal manifestation and literal flatness.” She chooses as example of 
Bishop’s “radiantly clear object [Crusoe’s knife that] permits a poet to perform the 
writer’s two tasks simultaneously—to describe the world and to interpret it” (294-95). 
This seems an apt identification of what Elizabeth Bishop intends as she chooses 
different personae to voice her own dark and bright descriptions and interpretations of 
the world she has come gradually to know.
NOTES
bloom ’s comments are a part of his short “Foreword” for the collection of 
writing about and by Bishop that Sybil Estess and Lloyd Schwartz published as Eliza­
beth Bishop and Her Art (1983). The same Foreword by Bloom is found in the begin­
ning of his own later collection of essays regarding Elizabeth Bishop’s work.
2The next year, 1939, Bishop published “The Monument,” the poem in which she 
describes a sculpture of boxes made of wood (would). The piece has many angles and 
comers, as though it represented different places and events. There, Bishop’s persona 
speaks of what she would do, as a prophecy to her skeptical companion, who questions 
its strange appearance. “Watch it closely” is her answer to its meaning.
3Goldensohn concludes that early poems collected in North & South indicate that 
Bishop’s uncertainty about her own identity means she is uncertain about the validity of 
real landscape, thinking perhaps all landscapes may be internal. She writes, “Perhaps 
. . .  surface is too little to be trusted to be merely described; we should take seriously the 
proposition about surface held by ‘The Unbeliever’.” After quoting his words of dream
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to the gull, Goldensohn relates this poem to “The Imaginary Iceberg” (published three 
years before) which “cuts its facets from within.” She believes Bishop was busily 
interrogating and defining herself here. Thus, she suggests that at the time of writing 
“The Unbeliever,” Bishop is that dreamer “locked precariously in his dreams” until she 
knows more about her own inner landscape, the sea on which she is to navigate (117). 
“The message about the Unbeliever’s distance is clear,” she writes, his “distant, frozen 
relation to sea and surface is dangerous, and unlikely to end well” (109).
David Bromwich also relates this poem to Bishop’s “The Imaginary Iceberg,” but 
he understands her to be talking about “within” as the soul. “To hold fast to what it 
knows may mean for the soul to remain always ‘stock-still like cloudy rock’; or like a 
mariner, curled asleep at the top of a mast or seated with his eyes closed tight, untouch­
able by the charms of the voyage.” He thinks that the dreamer, unbelieving except in 
himself, speaks what he knows with such intensity that “the soul may be equal to the 
imaginary iceberg which ‘cuts its facets from within / like jewelry from the grave / it 
saves itself and adorns only itseir.” He makes this association through “the grave,” 
perhaps not thinking of Marianne Moore’s poem of that title in which she identifies the 
sea as the grave of so many creatures, as well as the origin and place of life. Instead, 
Bromwich joins Bishop’s “sexuality . . . [her] most elusive feature” with “a care for 
what she sometimes calls the soul.” He then reads the last lines of “The Imaginary 
Iceberg” as making an analogy between the iceberg and the body, the soul being 
“within.” Thus, he understands that it is the soul that the Unbeliever must “hold fast to” 
(35-36).
In contrast, Robert Parker sees the Unbeliever as one who “relies empirically on 
ever-renewing sight instead of on trusted faith.” This Unbeliever is “terrified,” writes 
Parker, and “begins to stand for all those Bishop observers . . . who awake to look at the 
world anew . . .  to rediscover it empirically.” Parker thinks that, like Melville’s 
Ishmael, who enjoys a “dreamy reverie” on top of a mast, Bishop’s Unbeliever 
“chooses his precarious masthead of imaginative risk” because “the uprooted perspec­
tive . . . liberates his imagination” (32-33). Parker’s tone, throughout his book, conveys 
a need to shred what he reads as a general critical illusion about the nature and value of 
Bishop’s work.
4Letters to Marianne Moore (Sept-Dee 1936, esp. 45-49; and Aug 1937, 61, 63- 
64); also, see letters to Robert Lowell (for ex. 1957, 350-52; and 1962, 408-09, 1962).
5In a letter that Bishop wrote to Marianne Moore from Key West, Florida (Jan 31, 
1938), she described the houses with “scrollwork that looks as if it were cut from 
paper” and “rows of magnificent plants all across the railings of the lower verandahs.” 
She says the plants look stronger than anything else in town and the Negroes have 
especially “gorgeous” ones. She does not express a desire to be friends with them, 
although she does admire their “soft voices” and “tactful manners,” adding that “their 
attitude keeps reminding me of the tone of George Herbert.”
Specific motivation for the poem is the following; “Down the street is a very 
small cottage I can look right into, and the only furniture it contains beside a bed and
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chair is an enormous French horn, painted silver, leaning against the wall, and hanging 
over it a pith helmet, also painted silver” (Let 68).
6James Merrill, “Appendix,” in David Kalstone, Becoming a Poet, published 
posthumously.
7Bonnie Costello quotes from a notebook that Bishop kept in 1934 in which she 
applauds the “island feeling” —the need to contrive, invent, and make things “in a 
pinch,” adding that “a poem should be made about” the necessity of it.
Costello writes that this poem displays a “landscape of memory . . .  its fifty-two 
volcanoes representing the weekly eruptions in a year of Bishop’s life, which become 
icons in memory. . .  . The distance Bishop retains through her persona and its allusive­
ness has to do primarily with the wish to set personal feelings and memories in the 
larger labyrinth of cultural myths.” She argues that the poem is “less about the poet’s 
ability to transform personal experience to mythic and epic dimension than about the 
nature of memory as both personal and cultural” (208).
8Millier, 565, n. 5; “No Jokes in Portuguese,” Times (London), 26 July 1964, p. 36.
CHAPTER FOUR
STILL QUESTIONING:
ANAGOGICAL MOMENTS
With the advent of Geography III. Elizabeth Bishop’s final volume of poems, 
critical readers who were already familiar with Bishop’s work, began to realize that 
motifs of estrangement, loss, and longing heard in poems in this collection had perme­
ated her past work as well. In 1977, a year after this last small collection came out, both 
J. D. McClatchy and David Kalstone noticed distinct reflections of earlier works in 
these last poems. Kalstone remarked, “My impression is that these pieces . . . revisit her 
earlier poems (Five Tern 34). McClatchy marks their “distinctly autobiographical cast,” 
arguing that “the more remarkable autobiographical drama lies . . .  in the way these new 
poems are emphatic revisions of earlier ones” (“The Other Bishop” 167-68). Through 
the urging of these comments, and others, critical perception of Elizabeth Bishop’s 
work began to change focus.
Moreover, the publication, in 1984, of her Collected Prose reinforced those per­
ceptions that Bishop’s voices were, in several important works, autobiographical. From 
her memoir, “A Country Mouse,” which had not been previously published, and her 
short story, “In the Village,” we can gather autobiographical information that fills in 
spaces in many of her poems. However, it is reasonable to expect that the poet fuses 
her present-time imaginative response with what she remembers of past events. Bonnie
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Costello investigates Bishop’s way of relating memory and imagination. She argues 
that for Bishop, “memory is not recuperation [rather it is] a thread of life, a dynamic 
principle of limited continuity in a world of discontinuities” (175-76). This argument 
offers a way to understand Bishop’s periodically opening her memory for work on the 
poem, “In the Waiting Room.” She placed it at the beginning of her final collection, for 
it announces her early discovery of herself as an individual female in the community of 
human beings. In her memoir, dated 1961, Elizabeth Bishop records that experience as 
being “like coasting downhill. . .  only much worse, and it quickly smashed into a tree” (33).
In three of the poems from Geography III. Elizabeth Bishop dramatizes personae 
who represent three stages of her life: the little girl “In the Waiting Room,” the young 
woman who tells about “The Moose,” and the woman of experience “At the End of 
March.” These poems were finished and published in the first half of the decade of her 
death in 1979.1
In these late poems, we recognize the characteristic braid of voice that weaves the 
sounds of Bishop’s texts while her interior tone continues to direct speakers who respond 
to place and action in both bright and dark tonal expressions. Discernible intonations 
from the interior strand of that braid emerge. They raise fundamental questions that are 
not answered with certainty. Still she remained the brightly curious questioner and 
rarely accepted as final the revelatory moments that came to her. Rather the echo of 
their sound remains after the poem is over. This will be seen as especially true for “The 
Moose” and “The End of March.”
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Elizabeth Bishop speculates about discoveries as well as losses, and locates rev­
elations in unexpected places. She frames each of her narratives within a specific set­
ting, thus giving the impression that these questions not only can be asked in such a 
place, but that they can also be worked through to tentative answers within the frame of 
the particular poem. However, her poems leave not only questions in their wake, but a 
haunting memory of the strategic place the poet had chosen to dramatize her encounters 
with herself.
“In the Waiting Room” is a striking poem of awakening, yet the reaction of the 
young persona is not unlike that of many little girls who are sensitive and observant.
This little girl, almost seven years old, tells what happened to her while she waited for 
her aunt who was in the dentist’s office.3 She says, “I knew that nothing stranger / had 
ever happened, that nothing / stranger could ever happen.” The precocious child picks 
up an issue o fNational Geographic, a magazine known for documentary articles which 
illustrate photographically the subjects of their investigations. When she later positions 
the event in time (1918), added significance attends the poet’s choice of journal. People 
who grew up in that time, when many subjects were taboo even at home, have remarked 
that a source of their discovery of human physical and sexual characteristics had been 
that magazine. It was also the source of information about diverse world cultures and 
geographical locations; both the essays and photographs piqued curiosity. Their appeal 
to a reader’s visual and auditory imagination approximates Elizabeth Bishop’s power of 
attraction through her combinations of descriptive detail with dramatic intonations.
In this poem of awakening to individuality and relationship to others, Bishop 
accomplishes one of her most interesting goals; that is, she recreates the remembered 
discovery as it happens, even though the persona speaks in the past tense. The persona, 
a little girl almost seven years old, switches naturally from the simple tense, to the 
perfect, to the continuous; and many of her questions are phrased in the subjunctive 
mode. Out of the voice of a now-mature woman, the poet projects and dramatizes the 
little girl she once was. Thus, Bishop achieves a sense of immediacy and creates an 
illusion that the event is in the process of happening. The poem records her reacting to 
the written, visual, and aural texts that illustrate for her what it means to be a part of the 
human community, particularly with the temperament and body of a female.
In her child’s-eye view, the photographs of African women in strange settings 
seem repulsive. She is studying them when suddenly a voice cries out in pain. The 
sound of pain thus becomes linked with what she sees in the pictures of women and 
babies whose necks and heads have been deformed by culturally encouraged manipula­
tion through binding. She says she recognizes the voice as that of her “foolish, timid” 
aunt; yet, she is surprised to hear her own voice joining in that low, brief cry. This 
discovery is shocking to her because it means that she is one with this foolish, timid 
woman and with those naked women in the photographs who have “horrifying” breasts 
and “necks / wound round and round with wire.” It is hot in the waiting room, and she 
feels dizzy.
She is alone among strangers in that room, so she begins talking to herself to 
keep from fainting after her shocking discovery. She reminds herself that it is almost
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her birthday, and that she is a singular person; yet, she questions why she is also one of 
those female creatures. Looking around the room at people from the knees down, she 
fights embarrassment; at the same time, she continues to question. It all seems to be 
such an “unlikely” discovery. In an autobiographical reading, it can be said that, as a 
child, she then associates the “not very loud or long” cry from her aunt with the cries of 
pain she had heard from her mother only a year before. Her mother’s cries had been 
louder and worse; this cry could have become the same, but it had not. Still, she feels 
sick and struggles to keep from fainting. Then just as suddenly as the cry had sounded, 
she pulls herself back into the real world.
“In The Waiting Room” is an especially appropriate title, for it situates the little
girl in a kind of anteroom—curious and waiting for her “life” to begin. In any doctor’s
office, meaningful action occurs beyond the waiting room, inside the rooms where
professional diagnosis and treatment occur. In the waiting room, one is a part of a
group of people, usually strangers, who are all in that place for the same purpose. All
of them are awaiting the call of their names. As each name is sounded out, the person
to whom it belongs passes into a place where he or she is treated individually and alone.
The little girl introduces this place in the first lines that she speaks:
In Worcester, Massachusetts,
I went with Aunt Consuelo 
to keep her dentist’s appointment 
and sat and waited for her 
in the dentist’s waiting room.
Why would Bishop choose the waiting room of a dentist's office for the child to 
discover that she is a unique Elizabeth? Perhaps this choice is perfectly appropriate to a
child’s literal imagination. What happens when a person is called to come from the 
waiting room into the dentist’s work room? A dentist does professional work within the 
mouth, the place where our individual speech sounds originate. However, while the 
dentist is working, speaking is silenced. There can be no expression of thoughts while 
the patient is confined in the dentist’s chair. When the little girl hears the soft short cry 
of her aunt who is so confined, she is surprised to realize “that it was me : I my voice in 
my mouth.” At her age (almost seven years old), the little girl would know what 
happens in a dentist’s chair, and she would probably identify with the pain she imagines 
her aunt is feeling. In addition, she is especially vulnerable because of having studied 
the pictures in the magazine that show the women with wire wrapped around their 
necks. She finds those pictures startling and imagines the women are in pain. This is 
what happens to women, she sees, and in spite of seeing them as strange, she feels a 
certain kinship as well, for she is strange to herself in that room of strangers. After the 
dizzying shock, she both feels and hears the sensation of herself in the sound of her 
voice in her mouth: “you are an /, / you are an Elizabeth.” Thus, what seems to her a 
most “unlikely” situation to find herself in becomes two-faceted in impact. Silenced in 
this microcosm of strange “grown-up people,” she entertains herself by facing photo­
graphs of strange geological formations and strange “grown-up women” (and babies). 
She both waits for her aunt and becomes her aunt as she finds her own voice in “the 
family voice” her aunt sounds out in an oh\ of pain: “Without thinking at all / 1 was my 
foolish aunt,” she says as “I—we—were falling, falling” with eyes “glued to the cover” 
of a text that displays (periodically) the macrocosm. What may seem to be a most
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unlikely place for her discovery is perhaps the most likely. Her introduction of this
place is elaborated in the next lines:
It was winter. It got dark 
early. The waiting room 
was full of grown-up people, 
arctics and overcoats, 
lamps and magazines.
Although the sounds of the words are mostly melodic, the rhythm jerks in stops 
and starts that communicate the little girl’s uneasiness about this place; parallel factors 
frame the primary statement that she wants to make: winter and darkness on one 
side—lamps and magazines on the other side—frame the central focus on the room 
“full of grown-up people/ [whom she sees as] arctics and overcoats.” She is the only 
child.
Because she is a stranger among strangers, and feels her position acutely, she
reacts in the way adults as well as children often react in such a setting. She focuses her
attention on the magazine that is at hand. Being very bright and curious, she is able to
read in the National Geographic, although it is the photographs that capture her attention:
My aunt was inside 
what seemed like a long time 
and while I waited I read 
the National Geographic 
(I could read) and carefully 
studied the photographs: 
the inside of a volcano, 
black and full of ashes; 
then it was spilling over 
in rivulets of fire.
Osa and Martin Johnson 
dressed in riding breeches, 
laced boots, and pith helmets.
A dead man slung on a pole
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—“Long Pig,” the caption said.
Babies with pointed heads 
wound round and round with string; 
black, naked women with necks 
wound round and round with wire 
like the necks of light bulbs.
Their breasts were horrifying.
I read it right straight through.
I was too shy to stop.
The girl’s feelings of alienation in this room full of strangers are augmented by 
the much stranger-appearing people she encounters in the magazine. The first five lines 
in the passage just quoted move the focus from place, purpose, and others to an empha­
sis on herself as “I” through the choices of “inside, ” “like,” “time,” “wh/7e,” “7,” “7,”
“7.” She says, “I read”. . . and, switching modes—“(I could read)”; but it is noteworthy 
that she “carefully / studied the pho/ographs: / the inside of a volcano, I . . .  I then it was 
spilling over / in rivulets of//re.” It would be difficult not to hear her reaction through 
the repeated four o sounds followed by the 7 before the period ends that sentence, for 
she is fascinated by those pictured volcanoes; not only do they show an opening that 
periodically spills out red liquid, they also suggest a quiet that must periodically erupt 
in sound, as her own present silence must eventually erupt in sound.
She next catalogues the pictures as she studies them: the Johnsons, whom she 
describes as dressed identically (she names the wife first—her name happens to be Osa— );
“a dead man slung on a pole” is followed by a dash that signals her surprise, hesitancy, 
and wonder as she reads the caption: “Long Pig,” but knows it is a dead man because 
she can read, thus she may know as other readers do that this is an image of cannibal­
ism, and she probably does know what that word means. Turning the pages, she
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becomes amazed, and the rhythms of her telling sound out her approaching dizziness in 
the strange, hot room: both the babies’ heads and the necks of women are “wound 
round and round with string . . . .  wound round and round with wire”; the black, naked, 
necks are like the necks of light bulbs above what appear to her as “horrifying” breasts.
Embarrassed by her fascination with these Other people and sickened by what she
begins to realize of herself, she must keep her eyes from wandering around the room.
Afraid to take a chance on someone noticing what she is looking at, she closes the
magazine and looks at the cover instead of the interior:
And then I looked at the cover: 
the yellow margins, the date.
She tries to steady herself after these strange revelations by looking at straightfor­
ward print and border to displace her view of the unexpected and unknown. Or is she 
studying the cover with its yellow margins and date “in order to construct a frame for 
her reading experience that will circumscribe or contain it,” as Lee Edelman writes in 
his essay on this poem and its uncertainties? (in Lombardi 104)4 Thus ends the first 
stanza; the turn to the second happens without transition:
Suddenly, from inside, 
came an oh! of pain 
—Aunt Consuelo’s voice— 
not very loud or long.
I wasn’t at all surprised; 
even then I knew she was 
a foolish, timid woman.
I might have been embarrassed, 
but wasn’t.
This sudden eruption of sound that can be heard in the waiting room provides a 
kind of (comic) relief from the tension that has built up in the persona and in the reader.
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The little girl suddenly appears to be quite self-contained and sure of herself, certainly 
less foolish than her aunt. Why might she have been embarrassed? She has already 
indicated that the people who surround her in the waiting room know neither her nor her 
aunt. David Kalstone believes that she is shown here as “prey” to the pain she had 
experienced only as “a spectator” in the story that happens “In the Village.” He calls 
this a “cry that seems to be her own . . . .  at the moment which sentences her to adult­
hood” (Five Tern 34).
Lorrie Goldensohn is more certain when she writes “It is not Aunt Consuelo
crying ‘oh! ’—but the surprised little speaker.. . .  The poem turns on that moment of
awareness that in the six-year-old child enforces her terrified submission to the human
race. . . . clinging to a ledge of time” (245). Thomas Travisano says only that it is “a
cry from this world”; yet he identifies it as epiphanic: an “interpenetration of close and
distant worlds [which] calls forth a mystical state in which identity is both gained and
surrendered” (185). Through her protestations that she “wasn’t surprised” and was not
embarrassed by her aunt’s outcry, she emphasizes her negative opinion of her aunt.
However, her amazement occurs as she realizes her aunt’s cry is her own:
. . . .  What took me by surprise 
was that it was me: 
my voice, in my mouth.
The surprise and embarrassment arise because it is her voice suddenly erupting in 
reaction to what she has experienced in her own interior, for she has taken in the 
presentations of the magazine’s text. Although the pictures have been foreign to her, 
she feels a bond with the suggestive photographs of volcanoes, adventurous individuals,
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the dead man, and those subdued and distorted women and babies. Her fascinated
reading of the text in the magazine arouses and gives form to hitherto vague feelings
she has had during experiences within the family and with friends. Suddenly, she hears
herself joining with her aunt in human womanhood, and it is a dizzying realization:
Without thinking at all 
I was my foolish aunt,
I—we—were falling, falling, 
our eyes glued to the cover 
of the National Geographic,
February, 1918.
The third stanza opens with her strong rhythmic statement to herself with its 
clearly marked caesura—what can she say to herself that will recapture her equilib­
rium? What she does tell herself refocuses on her own individuality within the world of 
other and strange people; those around her are now disembodied as she looks not at 
their individual faces, but at their hands and what is below their knees:
I said to myself: three days 
and you’ll be seven years old.
I was saying it to stop 
the sensation of falling off 
the round, turning world 
into cold, blue-black space.
But I felt: you are an I, 
you are one of them.
Why should you be one too?
I scarcely dared to look 
to see what it was I was.
I gave a sidelong glance 
—I couldn’t look any higher— 
at the shadowy gray knees, 
trousers and skirts and boots 
and different pairs of hands 
lying under the lamps.
I knew that nothing stranger 
had ever happened, that nothing 
stranger could ever happen.
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In evoking the voice of a six-year-old girl, the poet is creating a legendary dra­
matic persona. The legend performed tells the awakening of a girl child to a vision of 
her destiny as a female person. Legendary within the weave of a poem’s rhythmic 
intonations, she speaks her lines in dichotomic tones brightly questioning/darkly fearful 
out of the vocal braid that underlies the whole performance. The setting is appropriate 
to her singular destiny, for it places emphasis on the mouth, out of which springs the 
power of spoken language—which evolved into the staying power of written language. 
She encounters her oracle in the pages of a documentary of adventure and travel, where 
she studies photographs that show her the dead volcano ashes, passivity, and silence; as 
well as the active, colorful eruptions that will give her life and identity as a female 
human. It is she who turns the pages in fascination and curiosity, “listening” to the 
words as well as looking at the illustrations. Thus, she is shown the darker side of a 
female’s future, a view she finds frightening and so “horrifying” that a small cry of pain 
escapes from her mouth “without [her] thinking at all.” The “voice” of her oracle was 
silenced when she turned away, back to the stability of the magazine’s cover. It was at 
that juncture that her own voice in her mouth acknowledged that what she had seen in 
those female strangers could be her own destiny.
Awakenings are recorded as awesome, mystifying, dizzying, sometimes blinding 
experiences. The most well-known records of such experiences have been those of 
young boys or young men. The sword in the stone and the voice speaking clearly gives 
the male definite instructions, often where to go and what to do. Even when the oracle 
withholds the key to the mystery, the words are clear as to what actions the young man
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must undertake, or will do. When they happen to a young male, these moments of 
discovery are usually reported within the cultural group, and their subjects are recog­
nized as destined to lead and to be emulated.
However, when such moments occur for the young female, they are usually 
private affairs that are kept in the interior. Even a small acknowledgment is a sound 
unnoticed by the cultural group. Usually, it has been taken for granted that the female 
child’s primary destiny is a social responsibility performed with less acclamation than 
the male’s. She has, therefore, been hesitant to reveal her personal desires, discoveries 
and full sense of identity. Nevertheless, for the female as well as for the male, the 
experience is uniquely hers; she recognizes her individuality, she is able to name it, and 
it is the strangest event of her early life. She, like the “Elizabeth” of the poem, is 
convinced “that nothing / stranger could ever happen.” 5
The “0 /2” that escapes this little Elizabeth’s mouth not only joins her pain of 
recognition with her aunt’s older pain, it estranges her from the place and drops her into 
a sensation of falling out of control, “off. . . into cold, blue-black space.”
Lloyd Schwartz writes about this point in the poem that “suddenly the child has 
lost her identity [and] this is dangerous, frightening” (in Sch & Es 135); but what has 
been her identity before this experience? Has she lost or found her identity? She does 
not fall off into darkness but talks to herself in order “to stop / the sensation of falling 
[in the] “bright / and too hot” room. Her speaking characterizes her as not only curious 
and imaginative, but also as realistic. She is not a passive child who will allow herself
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to fall out of control, to faint in this room of strangers! Furthermore, as she says: the 
“cry of pain . . . could have / got loud and worse but hadn’t.”
She does not want to be like her “foolish, timid” aunt, but she now senses that 
possibility as part of herself; she does reject and fear the mature bodies and distortions 
of the pictured African women, but she now faces that as her potential physical being. 
However, she cannot articulate these realizations, even to herself, at this age. Instead, 
her reactions are realistic for her bright, active mind—she questions—first, herself: 
“you’ll be seven years old. . . . you are an I . . .  an Elizabeth . . . one of them. / Why 
should you be one, too?” Why should she obey the cultural norms is a question that she 
will ask when she is a little older. Now, she continues her questioning in her wordless 
gaze around the room, looking not into the faces of people who might embarrass her 
further by looking back at her; rather she notices their practical, yet particularly individ­
ual parts—their hands—“different pairs of hands / lying under the lamps.” Her relax­
ation from the intense wonder is sounded in more relaxed tones; and the image is 
followed by dramatic lines that include: “nothing stranger / had ever . . . nothing / 
stranger could ever.. . .”
After what sounds like at least one line of silence, her mood reverses to reflect the 
child’s growing restlessness. She is tired of waiting, tense, and questioning further.
Why should I be my aunt, 
or me, or anyone?
What similarities—
boots, hands, the family voice
I felt in my throat, or even
the National Geographic
and those awful hanging breasts—
held us all together
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or made us all just one? 
how—I didn’t know any 
word for it—how “unlikely” . . .
How had I come to be here, 
like them, and overhear 
a cry of pain that could have 
got loud and worse but hadn’t?
She raises fundamental, ultimately unanswerable questions. “But. . . . Why? . . . Why? 
. . . What? . . . How? . . . How? . . . ” 6 Only her questions are heard in a series of 
breathy sounds, like the sound of wind in her ears; the whole microcosmic room is 
slippery with her uncertainty, and “sliding” in a series of short plosives: “beneath a big 
black wave, / another, and an other.” In the t-oo ho-t waiting room, she is again slip­
ping out of control.
The waiting room was bright 
and too hot. It was sliding 
beneath a big black wave, 
another, and another.
Nevertheless, she regains her balance once more, as well as her determined tone 
of “(I could read)” that she had lost when she encountered her potential self inside the 
magazine. Although she had closed the cover, the danger lurked inside. Threats were 
also outside in those “similarities,” in the “family voice.” How unlike those Others she 
will fight to be:
Then I was back in it.
The War was on. Outside, 
in Worcester, Massachusetts, 
were night and slush and cold, 
and it was still the fifth 
ofFebruary, 1918.
She remembers the uncomfortable cold and slush that she and her aunt will en­
counter in the cold night; and she thinks about the fact of war woven into the lives and 
conversations she overhears wherever she is taken. Then, she is back and the war is 
on—her simple, abrupt, two-beat statement of fact is poised on the line behind a period 
which fills the space and stops the sound just where an adverb {inside) is imaginatively 
heard. It is heard thus because its adverbial opposite, “Outside,” is written immediately 
after the period, thus rhythmically as well as visually signaling the missing word, 
“inside.” “The War was on [inside]. Outside,” the larger world of the city, the time, the 
weather, the date—sound familiar, the same as before this waiting, but everything 
outside has changed for her because she is different inside now—and back in the world 
where “The War was on.” What “War” is on? Capitalized, it signifies the World War 
that was still “on” in “February, 1918.” The war is on for sanity and survival, for 
political freedom, and for the little girl whose voice we hear. Her war is on for choices 
within the confinements of the feminine self that she has just begun to know; and for 
control over the black waves of uncertainty. Outside, it is cold and dark. Her war will 
be to retain the brightness and curiosity to rebel against a depressing darkness of one 
alone among many other ones. It will be a war to keep the “I,” the singularity of this 
“Elizabeth.” The “war” springs from what Marianne Boruch speaks of as “this danger­
ous double wealth: illumination and its fire” (“Blue Pharmacy” 118).
The same Elizabeth as persona, matured by other occasions of illumination and 
moments of “fire,” relates an enormously different event, which she titled with the 
name of its primary figure: “The Moose,” “high as a church, / homely as a house.”
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This poem was published in the New Yorker. July 15, 1972, just two days less 
than one year after “In the Waiting Room” had appeared in the same magazine. Years 
before the poem had been finally shaped into twenty-eight, six-line stanzas, an experi­
ence that provided Bishop’s donnee had occurred.
In a letter to Marianne Moore, August 29, 1946, Elizabeth Bishop described an 
unusual event that had happened while she was riding a bus from Nova Scotia back to 
Boston.7 After traveling all night, the passengers were surprised by a sudden stop just 
as the sky was beginning to lighten. A female moose was walking in the road; she 
stopped to look over the bus. Satisfied, but still quizzical, she had walked away looking 
back at the bus “over her shoulder.” However, although the “moment” of encounter 
with the moose is the climactic point in the poem, it becomes emblematic of the whole 
experience. Elizabeth Bishop said, several years after publication of “The Moose,” that 
the incident did “really happen.”8 Nevertheless, circumstances in the poem blur the 
happening into a suggestively surrealistic event. The animal looms there, silently but 
not threatening, in the moonlight. Her quiet gaze penetrates inside to the community of 
passengers who have been dozing after soft talking between couples, or silent eaves­
dropping by some lone travelers. The persona is one of the latter.
The fabric of this poem is woven of voices. The voice of the persona is heard 
first in the process of rediscovering and displaying a panoramic scene, as if a movie 
camera were panning the geographical and topographical characteristics of the country­
side the bus is passing through:
From narrow provinces 
of fish and bread and tea,
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home of the long tides 
where the bay leaves the sea 
twice a day and takes 
the herrings long rides,
where if the river 
enters or retreats 
in a wall of brown foam 
depends on if it meets 
the bay coming in, 
the bay not at home;
where, silted red, 
sometimes the sun sets 
facing a red sea, 
and others, veins the flats’ 
lavender, rich mud 
in burning rivulets;
Now, the camera closes in on particularities of the place as they would be noticed by a
rider in the moving vehicle:
on red gravelly roads, 
down rows of sugar maples, 
past clapboard farmhouses 
and neat, clapboard churches, 
bleached, ridged as clamshells, 
past twin silver birches,
through late afternoon 
a bus journeys west, 
the windshield flashing pink, 
pink glancing off of metal, 
brushing the dented flank 
of blue, beat-up enamel;
down hollows, up rises, 
and waits, patient, while 
a lone traveler gives 
kisses and embraces 
to seven relatives 
and a collie supervises.
In these six stanzas, rhythmically spoken visual and kinetic images evoke a sense 
of simultaneous seeing and moving. In the beginning two stanzas, the persona objec­
tively offers a brief geography lesson for this narrow area, Nova Scotia. The action of 
the river is dependent on simultaneous action of the bay, yet they are both made of the 
same combination of elements. In stanza three, the redness of the silt colors the sea, 
and the setting sun reflects it in blood-colored lines on the lavender-shaded flats; the 
same lowering sun streaks the mud with firey color. It highlights the dirt mixed with 
gravel on the roads in the beginning of the next stanza. As the eye is moved back 
upward to notice red leaves on rows of sugar maple trees, the persona also draws 
attention to the white clapboard houses and churches, their boards’ placement ridging 
them to match that of clamshells, ridged naturally. Twin birch trees catch lower 
sunlight as silver; the bus travels toward the sunset and the end of light that now gives 
off pink from the windshield and metal of the bus. This vehicle is suggestively natural 
as well as the landscape; although metal, it has a dented flank.
The bus is continuing its constant rhythmical motion “down hollows, up rises,” 
when suddenly, it “waits, patient, while / a lone traveler gives / kisses and embraces / to 
seven relatives / and a collie supervises.” Thus, the persona boards the bus, finishing 
the first sentence at the end of the sixth stanza. Rhythmic patterning matches the 
mostly regular, rhythmical movement of the bus across the open countryside at night, 
while it allows for some unevenness as well as four stops—the last, quite unexpected.
The persona for this poem is singularly interior, listening and questioning through 
tones of dreamy reverie and soft surprise. In contrast, the little girl “In the Waiting
Room” speaks from a microcosmic place that is filled with embarrassing strangers 
whose voices are silenced while they wait in a still room (quiet and stalled), surrounded 
by an outside of darkness, cold, and warfare. But the woman here, on the bus, speaks 
from within a little world where the low voices of strangers evoke a sense of warmth, 
comfort, and community while they are confined within a moving vehicle surrounded 
by what appears to be a constantly changing countryside. In the dentist’s Waiting 
Room, the little girl waits in a hiatus; time seems to stand still. It had already been 
darkening when she arrived; and in the end, the world outside is as she left it, only later, 
darker, colder.
However, significantly different, the woman in the bus had boarded it in the 
daylight, and for awhile, the light seems to expand in color and warmth. “She says 
goodbye to the elms, / to the farm, to the dog. / The bus starts. The light /grows 
richer, [ital mine; then] the fog, / shifting, salty, thin, / comes closing in.”
The following two stanzas make up one sentence that catalogues natural things 
taking on the fog and readying themselves within it for the evening: “Its cold, round 
crystals / form and slide and settle / in the white hens’ feathers,” in cabbages, on 
cabbage roses, and lupins like apostles, and sweet peas; “bumble bees creep / inside the 
foxgloves, / and evening commences.” This is a scene settling in place; both plants and 
creatures prepare to accept the peaceful veil of vesper time before the night falls. The 
sentence sound of the two stanzas is made tranquil by the verbs: “form and slide and 
settle . . .  [and] creep.” The passengers’ settling for the night ride on the bus is not so 
gentle. After the second woman has boarded the bus, with her warm, friendly and brisk
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voice, the bus enters the woods on rough sounds: “hairy, scratchy, splintery” describe 
the woods. The passengers ready themselves for the night ride; they “lie back. Snores. 
Some long sighs.” The rhythm is as uneven as the movements of the bus. It is a comic 
scene, with “the creakings and noises” that precede the “old conversation . . . recogniz­
able, somewhere, back in the bus.”
At this point, the aural imagery turns to an elaborate weave of sound, not erupt­
ing, but emerging slowly and softly from the warmth and security of the community 
vehicle that is taking them all to the one place they have chosen as their destination.
The speaker becomes the listener, concentrating on voice tones, translating tone and 
timbre into words that emerge in her memory. It is a comfortable occasion. She does 
not speak with her fellow passengers, yet her peacefulness allows for clearing up things 
neatly, for “Eternity.”
The poet acknowledged her special interest in those voices that merged with 
voices “recognizable, somewhere” in her memories of childhood eavesdropping, 
straining to hear and interpret the words from their sounds. Elizabeth Bishop told her 
interviewer that she had written about those voices in her notes about that bus trip to 
Boston from Nova Scotia. They were part of “the poem [that] just sat around” for 
twenty-six years (Starbuck in Sch & Es 316). Actually, typescripts are evidence that it 
did not just sit around; rather, she worked on it at different times over the years, as she 
had the little girl’s experience in the “Waiting Room.” Brett Millier relates that “drafts 
of the poem appear in the script of nearly all Elizabeth’s typewriters, indicating that she 
worked on it from time to time for more than twenty-five years” (466).
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The challenge she must have set herself was to somehow recreate those voices 
from her past that she had heard through the sound patterns of the people talking to­
gether on the bus that night. These sounds of the “family voice” are not in her mouth; 
she cannot duplicate them in her writing or her speaking, for she had not heard those 
voices often when her own speech habits were developing. Nevertheless, those sounds 
of her “family voice” are in her ears, in her aural memory. Then the bus driver speaks 
about the moose, and she hears in his voice those particular “rolling . . . r ’s,” the speech 
sound that signifies family and the familiar to her. Thus his voice adds to the comfort­
ing feeling of the speaker inside the bus. As the driver comments about the moose, he 
shifts gears and drives onward, leaving the moose “on the moonlit macadam.”
At different times, Bishop noted the special dialectical speech of the people with 
whom she had spent her earliest years. One example is found in a letter written to 
James Merrill on October 12, 1972, after the poem had appeared in the New Yorker in 
June. She wrote about a recent visit in Nova Scotia with her Aunt Grace, to whom she 
had dedicated “The Moose.” She says that during the visit, she was taken on drives to 
see the graveyards and places where she had lived as a child:
But one thing struck me—calling on the woman who now lives in my grand­
parents’ house.. . . there were five ladies, with my aunt, cousin and me.
They ALL, except me, did that queer thing with the indrawn breath, saying 
“ye-e-es” to show sympathetic understanding. I wish I could imitate it 
better—it is almost an assenting groan. (Let 573)
Her sensitivity to this peculiar habit of sounding out an attitude carries special signifi­
cance for this poem, as her persona moves further into the crucial part of her record of 
the bus trip westward through the moonlit countryside:
The passengers lie back. 
Snores. Some long sighs.
A dreamy divagation 
begins in the night, 
a gentle, auditory, 
slow hallucination. . . .
In the creakings and noises, 
an old conversation 
—not concerning us, 
but recognizable, somewhere, 
back in the bus:
Grandparents’ voices
uninterruptedly 
talking, in Eternity: 
names being mentioned, 
things cleared up finally; 
what he said, what she said, 
who got pensioned;
deaths, deaths and sicknesses; 
the year he remarried; 
the year (something) happened. 
She died in childbirth.
That was the son lost 
when the schooner foundered.
He took to drink. Yes. 
she went to the bad.
When Amos began to pray 
even in the store and 
finally the family had 
to put him away.
“Y es. . .” that peculiar 
affirmative. “Yes .. .”
A sharp, indrawn breath, 
half groan, half acceptance, 
that means “Life’s like that.
We know it (also death).”
Talking the way they talked 
in the old featherbed,
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peacefully, on and on, 
dim lamplight in the hall, 
down in the kitchen, the dog 
tucked in her shawl.
The persona has remembered herself into her own sleepiness, just as her listening
had lulled her to sleep in past years:
Now, it’s all right now 
even to fall asleep 
just as on all those nights.
But, without warning (halfway through a stanza), the peaceful sleeping is disrupted!
—Suddenly the bus driver 
stops with a jolt, 
turns off his lights.
After the rhythmic moving through the moonlit night, shadowed by fog, the
unexpected physical jolt joins the immediate darkening when the lights on the bus are
turned off. Why these unexpected changes? But no questions are given voice because
the answers are apparent; in the moonlight they can see:
A moose has come out of 
the impenetrable wood 
and stands there, looms, rather, 
in the middle of the road.
It approaches; it sniffs at 
the bus’s hot hood.
Towering, antlerless, 
high as a church, 
homely as a house 
(or safe as houses).
A man’s voice assures us 
“Perfectly harmless.. . . ”
The moose has emerged from an “impenetrable wood” reminiscent of Robert
Frost’s wood filling up with snow in “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.” A
creature from the natural world, she appears, at least to the speaker, to offer the wel­
come and security of her earliest associations with churches and with houses. She poses 
invitingly. This “journey westward” could end in the alluring “silent, dark, and deep” 
woods. But it will not, for the same reasons Frost’s speaker does not follow the urge to 
go further into the woods and stay—all the passengers have promises to keep; and this 
is an experience of enchantment, not of reality. Both moose and human creatures are 
amazed, for the moose has hailed the bus, quietly and without a light, simply by being 
there, standing, blocking the way. After she has sniffed the metal creature’s hot nose, 
she slowly “looks the bus over.” If she could give voice to her question, she might ask: 
“What manner of moose is this?” But she has no voice to articulate her curiosity; 
however, the passengers’ tones are heard “in whispers”:
Some of the passengers 
exclaim in whispers, 
childishly, softly,
“Sure are big creatures.”
“It’s awful plain.”
“Look! It’s a she!”
Taking her time, 
she looks the bus over, 
grand, otherworldly.
At this point, the persona poses a dramatic question, but only to herself, for she is the 
“lone traveler” sensing a powerful bond that she expresses as “this sweet / sensation of 
joy.” She reports no other one voicing this feeling, nor does she express it for her 
fellow passengers to hear. They are, after all, strangers, in spite of the fact that their 
voices carry the family sound to her ears. The moose, and the woods, in a world
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without pretense is alluring in the enchantment of the moonlight. She speaks for all of 
those on the bus:
Why, why do we feel 
(we all feel) this sweet 
sensation of joy?
This woman seems to express the same longing for quietude as the young woman 
(heard in chapter one) who, seeing the clown-like, flashy city as frenetic, warns in 
urgent tones, repeating “subside,” in a voice of the dark land from which the harlequin­
like city has erupted. On this moonlit road surrounded by woods, one low-toned remark 
is heard:
“Curious creatures,” 
says our quiet driver, 
rolling his r ’s.
“Look at that, would you.”
Then he shifts gears.
For a moment longer, 
by craning backward, 
the moose can be seen 
on the moonlit macadam; 
then there’s a dim 
smell of moose, an acrid 
smell of gasoline.
The advent of the moose has been framed on one side by the driver’s stopping the bus 
and turning off its lights while the moose looks over the strange creature. On the other 
side of the frame, the driver concludes the episode—“shifts gears”—he had left the 
engine running the whole time; he drives on, picking up speed. The encounter can be 
lengthened “For [only] a moment longer.”
The space between these two stanzas distances the moving bus and the speaker 
from the vision of the moose. At the same time, it stretches the sentence sound; her
words cling to the creature in the moonlight: “by craning backward / the moose can be 
seen.” Reminiscent of the lure of death the song of the nightingale signifies for John 
Keats and of that magnetic “rest” George Herbert plays on in “The Pulley,” this female 
moose can be read as the spirit representative of the alluring tranquility of the dark 
wood—a momentary silent reminder of an inevitable future. But at this time, the 
journey must continue. There is a final dichotomic image that will linger even longer: 
on the one hand is the “dim smell of moose” (the m’s sounding that pre-birth security 
that is still felt inside the womb-like bus). On the other hand is the “acrid smell of 
gasoline,” the sounds of acrid: r against c jarring harshly. The smooth 11 's of smell 
and the sound of gas (almost that Nova Scotian “yes” Bishop speaks of in her letter to 
Merrill) are subdued by the muted cry in the final syllable: “o-/me” This synesthetic 
image links the sharp unpleasant smell of gasoline with the kinetic image of “craning 
backward” and the aural intensity of—Oh lean\ For the group enclosed in a little 
world—the bus—the creature’s reticent female query seemed to epitomize an ideal 
quiet security. They had reacted in concert to the presence of the moose; yet, they all 
“have promises to keep” in places outside that microcosmic world.
The poem finishes while moving onward toward reality and daylight. But the 
dreamlike encounter cannot be released so quickly; rather, it remains in the reader’s as 
well as the speaker’s memory through the quiet force of the voice that acknowledges a 
“sensation of joy” in the communal experience.
Both this poem, “The Moose,” and the one the little girl speaks while “In the 
Waiting Room,” urge attention to the sounds of spoken language. Voices heard, and
not heard, in the static “little world” of the dentist’s waiting room and in the microcosm 
of the moving bus are associated with “family voice.” Traveling through evening light 
to dark, and then moonlit darkness toward lightening sky, the passengers’ voices are 
overheard first in sleepy private talk; and then heard in subdued exclamations. The 
speaker who is listening in “a gentle, auditory, / slow hallucination” associates those 
voices of strangers with family voices she had strained to hear in childhood; thus, she 
falls into a dreamy security mimicking her childish response in the past time. It follows 
naturally, then, that she relates her own to the whispering voices of her fellow passen­
gers. She speaks in kinship within a community of voices reacting to an enormous 
creature of the woods, appearing gentle in her femininity, but potentially fierce in her 
wildness. In the same way, the woman who narrates the journey and its momentous 
moment imagines she is a part of a familiar Nova Scotian family of passengers taking a 
journey together. But when the morning light grows commonplace in moving toward 
midday, she may not feel that tenderness that was brought on in the enchantment of the 
night. However, she has learned to accept, not reject, those people and places that are 
new. Her wandering and questioning habits have taught her to do that.
In contrast, the little girl of the earlier poem wants only to be herself; childlike, 
she finds models of herself as potential grown-up female body, as well as participant in 
the “family voice” undesirable and “unlikely.” As Bonnie Costello points out, the 
“awakening to likeness” of the child who sits among silent strangers in a too bright, too 
hot room with darkness surrounding them on the outside “does not lead to a reassuring 
sense of community.” The little girl rejects association between the women she sees in
the photographs in the National Geographic and her own potential physical appearance, 
Costello thinks this is because the likeness “is rooted in the shared abyss of bodily 
vulnerability.” Furthermore, she says that “without the metaphysical reference,” the 
discovery of a commonality with these women “is abysmal rather than blissful,” 
deriving from “a fragmented vision of human contingency” (122-23). Placed in a 
situation where a sense of community is unthinkable for her, she is suddenly facing her 
likeness with the feminine gender. She wants to refuse association with these photo­
graphed female bodies that have been revealed to her in the pages of the magazine, as 
well as with those unspeaking figures in winter cover around the room.
In discussing Elizabeth Bishop’s children who speak her poems, Judith Merrin 
offers Wordsworth’s children as contrasts. Noting Bishop’s remark to Robert Lowell 
(July 11, 1951) that she is “a minor female Wordsworth” (Let 222), Merrin reads the 
male Romantic poet’s children as more naive than those who speak in Bishop’s work. 
She finds Bishop’s “grave young personae” are more aware of the “weirdness and 
perilousness of the human condition than the adults around them” (104).9 Her argu­
ment is supported by the child in the dentist’s office. Proud of her ability to read, she, 
not uncommonly, interprets her aunt and the inarticulate adults in the room, as well as 
the non-speaking pictured females in the magazine, as belonging to a category of being 
(Others/women) that she does not want to emulate.
However, in “The Moose,” an experienced woman finds comfort in a communal 
experience as one traveling with Others through space and time. The special bus trip 
became an adventure backward in time through her dreamy association of the passengers’
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voices with the voices of her own past that are always with her—in her head. Her sense 
of community becomes more meaningful through the silent advent of the maternal 
moose, who holds them all in whi spering fascination for a brief space of time before 
they must move on and away. The persona senses, in the communal response to the 
moose, a bond among the passengers that she finds comforting, a “joy.” The moose 
encompasses the allure of an Other creature, inarticulate and essentially unknown, and 
the lure of a different place, essentially not known—the deep, darker woods. Both the 
enigmatic creature and the elusive place have, for the woman who tells about them, a 
quality of serenity “much to be desired.”10
A “sort of artichoke of a house” on the beach at Duxbury, Massachusetts, is ideal­
ized and much desired by the speaker who identifies it as the goal of a cold walk in the 
wind at “The End of March,” the title and action of one of the last poems Elizabeth 
Bishop finished and published (March, 1975). As in “The Moose” and other poems, 
Bishop evokes simultaneous moving, imagining, thinking, and discovery. Is it only a 
“dream house” that she hopes to reach, one similar to that visualized in an early poem,
“A Miracle for Breakfast”? Or is it a version of Jeronimo’s house, as transitory as that 
one was for him? Gary Fountain argues that it is the recapitulation of the loved house 
Elizabeth Bishop had shared with Lota Soares in Samambaia, north of Rio de Janerio in 
Brazil.11
Actually, the little, “awful” house, the “proto . . . / crypto dream house” did stand 
among the sand dunes of the beach at Duxbury in Massachusetts. It was a walk up the 
beach from the house that belonged to Bill Read and John Malcolm Brinnin where
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Bishop often retreated for the sound of the ocean and, paradoxically, the peaceful quiet. 
She dedicated this poem of four stanzas to those two friends.12
In form, the poem is uneven, reflecting the tentative nature of the house that is the 
object of its focus, as well as the uneven assault of the icy wind. In contrast are the 
regular steps of the walking, almost marching, “along the wet sand, in rubber boots,” 
and the rhythmic “rising” and “falling back” of the waves that create the weave of string 
along the shore.
Here, too, is Bishop’s characteristic framing of the persona’s moment of realiza­
tion. On the one side, the walkers march out and down the beach with the “rackety, icy 
offshore wind” numbing the side of their faces nearest the “steely mist.” On the other 
side, they turn back without quite reaching the site/sight of the goal of their walk; and 
the same wind freezes the opposite side of their faces.
Walking in the wet and windy cold carries them to the moment when the persona 
quietly explodes the inevitable “impossible.” What is her referent for the adjective? Is 
it the way of life she has just imagined and allowed her companions to envision through 
her longing tones? Or is it the house itself that is impossible in its state of disrepair? 
Perhaps it is only “that day [because] the wind was much too cold / even to get that 
far”; and if they could, they would not be able to venture inside, or even to see. Tones 
of finality bespeak her realization: “of course the house was boarded up.”
Inserted in the second stanza, when the walk has just begun, are two dramatically 
foreboding but intriguing images. The backdrop of sky, darker than the dark water, 
emphasizes a track of lion-print-sized dog prints in the wet sand. The persona says “we
followed” those to a man-size, ghost-like snarl of string that has been looping up and 
back from the water—“a sodden ghost.” Or is it simply “a kite string?” Significantly 
missing are the lion-sized dog and the kite. The persona leaves those missing charac­
ters to be pondered while the walkers continue up the beach.
Meanwhile, the speaker explains her desire to reach her “proto-dream-house” on 
this walk. After describing its appearance from the outside, she dreams aloud the life 
she longs to live in that small house on this beach. She has seen it and now envisions it 
behind what she thinks might be a fence of railroad ties; this thought causes her to 
admit, in an ambiguous aside, that the place has many things about it that are “dubious.” 
When the first stanza opens, the persona and her companion are already walking 
on the beach in the direction of the little house that stands on pilings. They feel the icy 
wind numbing their faces on one side. Images of existential introversion, “everything 
withdrawn . . . indrawn . . .  the ocean shrunken,” form a backdrop for seabirds and 
Canada geese, lonely and disordered by this “rackety, icy, offshore wind.” In the weave 
of sound, n ’s predominate, creating an ominous darkening tension in conjunction with a 
brighter, increasing anticipation:
It was cold and windy, scarcely the day 
to take a walk on that long beach.
Everything was withdrawn as far as possible, 
indrawn: the tide far out, the ocean shrunken, 
seabirds in ones or twos.
The rackety, icy, offshore wind 
numbed our faces on one side; 
disrupted the formation 
of a lone flight of Canada geese; 
and blew back the low, inaudible rollers 
in upright, steely mist.
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The first line sounds out hesitancy through a caesura that is framed by single­
syllable stresses of long vowels with hard, fricative d  s “cold . . . day,” almost scary 
(“scarcely”). Yet, determined walking is heard in iambic tetrameter with long vowel 
notes in the second line, which changes to the dactylic rhythm of march for the third 
line. Synesthetic images evoke the physicality of the situation—the sound and feel of 
rackety, icy wind from offshore, cold lonely-looking seabirds, a “lone flight” of geese; 
and menacing “upright steely mist” created by that icy wind’s blowing back the “1 ow 
inaudible rollers.” How can those low waves rolling in be waudible? Because their 
substantive element is being translated from liquid to gas-like particles, mist, steely mist 
(missed?), they are more threatening, more penetrating in their icy feel. Tension is built 
into the words, not only through the weave of n’s, and long o’s, but also by that high- 
pitched ee (steely—that muted cry again—missed).
Everything is “withdrawn,” the word James Merrill calls the “key word” of the
poem, although he does not explain why it seems so (Kalstone, “Afterword,” 253).
Nevertheless, the walkers are drawn down the beach, faces numbed on their shore-side.
Indrawn, emphasizing withdrawn, clearly images the bleak appearance of the scene;
and transposing their syllables tells what the speaker manages through her mesh of
words. The reader is drawn into the walking, drawn with the persona toward her
experiential moment.
The sky was darker than the water 
—it was the color of mutton-fat jade.
Along the wet sand, in rubber boots, we followed 
a track of big dog-prints (so big 
they were more like lion prints). Then we came on 
lengths and lengths, endless, of wet white string,
looping up to the tide-line, down to the water, 
over and over. Finally, they did end: 
a thick white snarl, man-size, awash, 
rising on every wave, a sodden ghost.. . .
A kite string?—But no kite.
Beneath an ominous sky that subtracts color from the water, the walkers are 
following lion-size dog-prints when the hypnotic rhythms of the water are imaged 
aurally and visually through “lengths and lengths, endless” of looping string. The 
speaker’s rhythmic account catches in the ear through “«/? to the tide-line, down to the 
water, / over and over.” Her stops and starts determine a chain from “endless” to 
“Finally,” to “man-size” to “sodden,” each one framed in mid-line. Is this the end of 
her march? In her dark fascination with the looping string, her rhythmic intonations 
form the synesthetic image of a “sodden ghost.” Its swell up and down with the swell 
of the water is felt as well as seen “rising on every wave . . .  I falling back . . . giving up 
the ghost. . . . ” But here, enthralled and staring at her own dark reflection in the sodden 
ghost, she suddenly breaks the spell with brighter tones and a light questioning identifi­
cation: “A kite string?—” which falls into darker fact: “But no kite.” Nothing pulls her 
eyes skyward; she has again sounded the dichotomy always embedded in her tones.
The space between stanzas provides a silent transition to the persona’s purpose in
this wrong weather for a walk “on that long beach.” The third stanza is her longest for
this poem (twenty-eight lines, eight sentences). Woven into the sounds of these lines is
the longing for a place, the little house they are walking toward in the icy dampness,
even though “many things about [it]. . .  are dubious.”
I wanted to get as far as my proto-dream-house, 
my crypto-dream-house, that crooked box
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set up on pilings, shingled green, 
a sort of artichoke of a house, but greener 
(boiled with bicarbonate of soda?), 
protected from spring tides by a palisade 
of—are they railroad ties?
(Many things about this place are dubious.)
In spite of those uncertainties, and the chilling “steely mist,” she desires to see the 
crooked box of a house that signifies her secret dreamed-of place to possess. Does it 
signify aplacel The speaker’s description of her “crypto-dream-house” may be a 
dramatic cryptogram. Her code may be “cracked” by following the clue she points to in 
an apparent allusion—“that crooked box / set upon pilings”—to her early poem, “The 
Monument” (November, 1939; Com Poe 23-25).
“The End of March” when read through “The Monument” is seen to echo the 
longing and hope of the prophesy for herself that the poet had articulated in her early 
description of a rough structure made all of wood (would). In the closing lines of “The 
Monument,” Bishop wrote: “it is the beginning of a painting, / a piece of sculpture, or 
poem, or monument, / and all of wood. Watch it closely.” Experience and 
work—thirty-six years of writing life—have filled the space of time between her 
composition of these two poems.
This relationship between the two poems is further supported by the poet’s 
expressed interest in Joseph Cornell’s designs of boxes.13 Equally significant is the fact 
that in her final collection, Geography III. Elizabeth Bishop placed her translation, 
finished in 1974, of Octavio Paz’s poem “Objects & Apparitions,” just after her “The 
End of March.” Paz’s poem is dedicated to Joseph Cornell, whose “monuments to 
every moment” were “hexahedrons of wood and glass,” small boxes creating different
designs, “cages for infinity.” It is not the only poem by her friend that Bishop trans­
lated, and she did not think it was one of his best (Let 586). Yet, she chose it as the 
only one of her translations to be placed as the next-to-last poem in this collection of 
works that were especially meaningful to her. It seems to designate a relationship 
between the subject of Paz’s poem and her own, as well as to suggest a link between her 
own early one and this one, “The End of March.” That puzzle may never be solved.
She may have included her translation of her friend’s poem in order to make her 
collection total ten. As her own interior directing tones are heard speaking through the 
two sides of her tonal mask, her choices and actions in this regard may be supposed as 
stemming from two valid notions.
An effective example of aural patterning that creates a dichotomic effect in the 
intonations of “The End of March” is found in the opening lines of the third stanza 
(quoted above). The conjunction of liquid, plosive, and fricative sounds in words such 
as wanted, proto-dream, crypto-dream, crooked, pilings, artichoke, bicarbonate, 
protected, tides, palisade, railroad ties, dubious—illustrates the brighter tones comple­
menting/emphasizing the darker tones in this poem, as in Elizabeth Bishop’s other 
work. Thus, a weave of sound forms a background within which to consider the 
succession of images that signify the dubious nature of this artichoke house, and this 
place which waits anxiously for the late, darker, winter weather to turn into early spring 
brightness. The house is not on the sand (easily destroyed), but “up on pilings [and] 
shingled green”—the combination is not unlike a tree, free standing and green at the top.
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However, a second image reenforces the living color, as well as the secretive 
nature of the house. In fact, it looks something like an artichoke, “but greener / (boiled 
with bicarbonate of soda?” [which would preserve the color]). Finally, the artichoke is 
a clarifying image for the house. Constructed of layers of pointed petals with forbid­
ding, somewhat thorny ends, it may contain hidden messages that must be kept secret. 
This image suggests the constraints and protections that could be offered for the goals 
of a writer who speaks through her mask what must be said. Thus, the two metaphors 
for the house (the crooked box, and especially, the artichoke) are suggestive of the 
secret places within the speaker, to be penetrated only in her agreed presence—or 
perhaps, never. This poet makes careful use of the power of language to hold out and to 
withhold, very often, simultaneously.
However, the house does hold out the alluring possibility of refuge and independ­
ence, but that too is unsure. It is just the place that she would like to have:
I’d like to retire there and do nothing,
or nothing much, forever, in two bare rooms:
look through binoculars, read boring books,
old, long, long books, and write down useless notes,
talk to myself, and foggy days,
watch the droplets slipping, heavy with light.
At night, a grog a I 'americaine.
I’d blaze it with a kitchen match 
and lovely diaphanous blue flame 
would waver, doubled in the window.
Hers is a dreamed existence much to be desired by one who has traveled often and 
moved her home from place to place, who enjoys solitude for reading and “perfectly 
useless concentration.” Her dreamy intonations almost produce the place; the plosive 
Z>’s work with comma-forced pauses to communicate the life she would choose if she
could. Time would be lengthened, but could also become heavy by “old, long, long 
[and] boring books.” In that place, on clear days, her eyes could search far “through 
binoculars”; on “foggy days,” she would “watch the droplets slipping, heavy with 
light.” An alluring paradox, the image causes some doubt about this perfectly ideal 
house. Suggestive of the tear proffered by her early imagined “Man-Moth”—his one 
creation—those droplets sound as light as Paz’s “apparitions” that are evoked by 
Cornell’s boxes. But the sound deceives this time. In this final idealized place, so 
much fight is concentrated in each drop that it is too heavy to stay up on the window. 
Instead, she will watch each one slip down the glass. Is it because, within this imagined 
time, useless concentration could produce only slipping “droplets”? Weighed down, 
heavy words, full of fight, would slip out of shape, too heavy for the forms the poet 
would fasten them in. Her march would end in this house. Remaining would be the 
memory of a reflection, as transitory as the sound of the scratch of the match that 
created the “diaphanous blue flame” wavering beautifully but uncertainly, its duplicate 
reflecting from the window.
Now suddenly and unexpectedly, the speaker shifts, as Elizabeth Bishop often
directs, in the middle of envisioning the ideal, tranquil retirement. The blaze of the
kitchen match reminds her of a real necessity—a stove:
There must be a stove; there is a chimney, 
askew, but braced with wires, 
and electricity, possibly 
—at least, at the back another wire 
limply leashes the whole affair 
to something off behind the dunes.
A fight to read by—perfect! But—impossible.
And that day the wind was much too cold
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even to get that far,
and of course the house was boarded up.
“Much too cold,” too late, and too early in the season, the walkers, shadowed all the
way by a lowering sky, darker than the water, have no rebuttal and no recourse. It was
only to be expected that the house would be still closed even at the end of March in
Massachusetts. The companions turn back and retrace their steps, thus enclosing the
“artichoke of a house,” still unseen, within the frame of their march down the beach and
back. It will be framed there—in the imagination—forever.
On the way back our faces froze on the other side.
The sun came out for just a minute.
For just a minute, set in their bezels of sand, 
the drab, damp, scattered stones 
were multi-colored,
and all those high enough threw out long shadows, 
individual shadows, then pulled them in again.
They could have been teasing the lion sun,
except that now he was behind them
—a sun who’d walked the beach the last low tide,
making those big, majestic paw-prints,
who perhaps had batted a kite out of the sky to play with.
In this late poem, Elizabeth Bishop’s persona, as voice to speak for her, is a 
dramatic characterization of herself as woman of experience still longing to reach her 
ideal. Signified as a place in a late time, the little house, long desired, is built of words, 
their sounds and images embody it within the poem. Seen only in the little world of 
that poem, it remains incomplete and not quite habitable. After all that walking up the 
long beach in the shadowed, icy weather, following the lion-size tracks in the sands of 
the time left, the goal is finally unreachable, or is, perhaps, non-existent after all.
The return in a still-freezing cold encourages a sublimely awe-full realization.
Yet, the heavily sounded “drab, damp, and scattered stones” come alive in “multi­
colored” cheerfulness as they are brought to life “for just a minute” to tease the “lion 
sun . . .  now behind them.” The words and images are spoken and constructed by the 
same dramatic persona, directed by the same underlying poetic tone. A reminder of the 
little time she has remaining for those walks and turns to the other side is within the 
poem—as the sun comes out “for just a minute . . . for just a minute.” The ominious, 
sodden man-size snarl of string is not noticed this time; instead the lion sun had 
“perhaps . . . batted a kite out of the sky to play with.” Unseen, the kite, imagined, 
leads the eye skyward for just a minute; and the other side of awful is seen to be 
cheerful. There remain “majestic paw-prints,” “l/'on sun,” “k/'te” and “sky” The 
independent “F’/eye remains in control, and must recognize that her reality includes an 
end to her alloted time, as it does for all. But the lion sun sustains a little longer the 
image of brightness and strength, while the suggestion contained within that image 
includes the playful creature, clown-like, yet seriously batting the kite that shows up in 
or against the sky.
In the poem Elizabeth Bishop translated and placed next to her own end of March, 
Octavio Paz wrote: “The reflector of the inner eye / scatters the spectacle! I my 
words became visible for a moment.”
Bishop’s prophecy in “The Monument” had been proven true; and her words have 
become not only visible but living evidence that goals she set early in her life remained 
firm. Thus, her desire for more time, and the solitude to read more, think more—and
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write more (?)—is an ideal not uncommon. What is uncommon and significantly 
individual in Elizabeth Bishop is finally her poetic ability as evidenced by the images in 
“The End of March.” There, illusory goal vies with the reality of her time remaining.
She accepts her reality with her usual seriously comic poise, and images the stones as 
suddenly turned colorful in the late, momentary return of the “lion sun.” No longer 
passive and placid, the stones throw out their shadows, momentarily, and change the 
awful shadowed gray of the day to a cheerful aspect—before the darkness comes.
The little girl, who waited and discovered in the waiting time something of her 
own singularity, resolved to fight the “war” necessary to be herself. As she grew in 
experience, she came to desire the friendships and warmth of community and to feel 
herself less apart from the “family voice.” Finally, in her experienced maturity, she 
reaffirms her singular self through the poems she brought from her past into fruition in 
her present time. Thus, she constructed her monument, her always green and secretive 
“artichoke” of a dwelling place in the poems and stories built of her words as spoken by 
the voices that she dramatized.
NOTES
*On February 27, she writes to Robert Lowell, thanking him for the three sonnets 
“For Elizabeth Bishop” which he had written for the revised edition of Notebook 
(1970). She tells him that she has not been able to work until “just the last two weeks 
. . . but very little” (516). On March 5, letters to Robert Giroux and Robert Lowell have 
to do with her having won the National Book Award for The Complete Poems pub­
lished in 1969 (517-19).
On June 17, 1970, Bishop writes to Anny Baumann, this time with good news: 
“I’ve also just sold The New Yorker the first poem I have been able to finish in over 
three years [“In the Waiting Room”] and really can’t believe this. I have finished two 
more old ones and am well along with a brand-new one” (Let 528).
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2 For comparison, I copy here the last paragraph of “The Country Mouse” (dated 
1961, but published posthumously). Robert Giroux, editor, speculates that she was 
saving these prose pieces until she had enough to make a book (Col Pr. Intro, xix):
After New Year’s, Aunt Jenny had to go to the dentist, and asked me to go 
with her. She left me in the waiting room, and gave me a copy of the Na­
tional Geographic to look at. It was still getting dark early, and the room 
had grown very dark. There was a big yellow lamp in one corner, a table 
with magazines, and an overhead chandelier of sorts. There were others 
waiting, two men and a plump middle-aged lady, all bundled up. I looked at 
the magazine cover—I could read most of the words—shiny, glazed, yellow 
and white. The black letters said FEBRUARY 1918. A feeling of absolute 
and utter desolation came over me. I felt. . . myself. In a few days it would 
be my seventh birthday. I felt I, I, I, and looked at the three strangers in 
panic. I was one of them too, inside my scabby body and wheezing lungs. 
“You’re in for it now,” something said. How had I got tricked into such a 
false position? I would be like that woman opposite me who smiled at me 
so falsely every once in a while. The awful sensation passed, then it came 
back again. “You are you,” something said. “How strange you are, inside 
looking out. You are not Beppo, or the chestnut tree, or Emma, you axe you 
and you are going to be you forever.” It was like coasting downhill, this 
thought, only much worse, and it quickly smashed into a tree. Why was I a 
human being? (Col Pr 32-33)
3Lee Edelman begins his argument by taking issue with Bishop’s claim to the 
literal truth in her poems, arguing that her “truth/ literality” is a figure, a “strategy of 
evasion” which thus destroys the polarities of literal and figurative, as well as those of 
“observation and invention, perception and vision.” He seems to speak the obvious 
when he summarizes his opening argument as a way of pointing out Bishop’s con­
sciousness that no “I” can ever speak exact literality/truth. He believes that she is most 
interested in the reading and misreading of written texts. Furthermore, he finds in her 
poetry an “uncanny . . .  anticipation of its own misreadings.” He chooses “In the 
Waiting Room” as the best example from her work to demonstrate his thesis. Not only 
is it a poem that “interrogates the various readings” of itself, the fact that critics tend to 
find a central event in a clearly plotted poem distorts “the poem’s insistence on confu­
sion” (91, 94, 96). What he does do effectively is deal with the trail of sources in the 
several issues of National Geographic and books that Bishop combined within the poem 
as if they were all from one publication (95-6,100-03). He finds her weaving of texts in 
this way to be strong support for his thesis. (Additional comments about this essay are 
with others’ critical commentary in note 6.)
Bishop wrote to Frank Bidart, July 27, 1971, that she had made an effort in the 
New York Public Library to trace the exact issues in which the articles that she had 
remembered appeared. She said that since the New Yorker had kept the poem a year
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before they published it, she assumed they would have researched the facts (Let 545- 
46). How serious was she? How important is that issue? (see also Millier 444-45).
4One could argue that, since the “confessional” popularity of the 1960's (espe­
cially) and the strong femininist arguments that began in the decade of the seventies, 
this is no longer valid. Conversations and experiences with people and with written 
texts indicate that, for the most part, such assumptions are still based in real attitudes 
and practices.
5Travisano calls “these questions . . . fundamental, unanswerable.” They only 
“grope toward the elusive substance of identity, the blank strangeness of being” (187). 
Schwartz agrees. He believes these questions “are too hard—overwhelming” for the 
child. Apparently reading this poem as autobiographical, he thinks that “the poet 
identifies totally with herself as a child” when she gives the child persona the line:
“How had I come to be hereV He argues that the adult has the answer to “what makes 
us all just one.” The answer is: “a fundamental question”: “the question of pain [and] 
endurance”; Schwartz sees “the poet herself, looking back in time at the specific place 
and date and details . . . of her first questioning perception . . .  her first frightening 
awareness” (Sch & Es 137).
Judith Merrin believes this “precocious” child speaker raises such questions 
because of “her anxiety about growing up a woman.” Merrin sees this little dramatized 
Elizabeth as prefiguring Bishop as the “minor female Wordsworth” that she once 
labeled herself. She writes that “Bishop looks back . . .  on her anxious and over­
whelmed child self with still-fresh empathy.” Offering a reason for the poet’s choices 
of the little girl as persona, Merrin makes the pertinent point that these “grave, young 
personae are more awake to the weirdness and perilousness of the human condition than 
the adults around them” (104-05).
James McCorkle also seems to see Bishop herself in this poem; he points to her 
“one final and brilliant leap [when] she continues the self-reflexive placing by revealing 
her own disquieting connection with the disfigured and reified women pictured in the 
magazine through the alienating and indicative pronoun ‘them’” : “you are one of 
them.'" He sees the whole experience as “estranging,” but he thinks in that one moment, 
“the narrator suddenly recognizes the paradoxical quality of differentiation: to be 
different is also to establish a relation with the other” (34-5). If one realizes individual­
ity, difference, then one must be different from  Others, and thus one recognizes this 
bond of difference with all Other individuals.
Lee Edelman’s deconstructionist reading of the poem, although intricately worked 
out, does not address the issue of the little girl’s questioning because he sees the issue 
as one of textuality and not of literal or even imagined event. Yet he concludes his 
essay with his own way of focusing on the origin of the cry of pain. He prefers not to 
recognize the existence of polarities because, he argues, they lose their meaning or 
change places too readily. For example, he writes:
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Like the poetry itself, Bishop’s characterizations of that poetry question the 
relationship between literal and figurative, observation and invention, per­
ception and vision. All of which is to say that Bishop’s is a poetry con­
scious of the inevitable mediations of selfhood, the intrusions of the “I,” that 
make direct contact with any literality—with any “truth”—an impossibility. (92)
Edelman argues that Bishop’s poem is a reading of reading, and a “story of ‘oh!’” 
that “deeply” involves “issues of gender and constraint.” He believes the origin of the 
cry is the central issue—because it creates the confusion in reading the poem; thus, he 
emphasizes what he believes the poem is all about. Not readily decipherable, it “cries 
out against any attempt to clarify its confusions because it is a female cry . . . that 
recognizes the attempts to clarify it as attempts to put it in its place.” Deciphered, this 
“oh,” he says, “must always be read as a cipher—as a zero, a void, or a figure in some 
predetermined social text” where the female is put in her place (94, 106-7). In this, he 
sees the constraint of the female.
In his first note to the essay, he clarifies his position against seeing Bishop, 
herself, in the poem. Although recognizing “an autobiographical element here,” he 
argues that it “must not be used to reduce the complexities” of her “poetic argument,” 
and he calls it “naive” to translate “Elizabeth” (his quotation marks) in the poem into 
Elizabeth Bishop. The little girl persona is not the same person at age six and eleven 
months as Bishop, the poet; however, Edelman tends to undercut his championing of 
Bishop’s text when he positions and confines the name between quotation marks; thus, 
he changes the designation of the dramatic characterization of voice into a two- dimen­
sional cipher. This is emphasized in his denigration of the child’s pride in knowing 
how to read the text (99).
The poet’s voice emerges in her parenthetical “(I could read)” as an example of 
her underlying poetic tone that emphasizes, through her irony, the underside or darken­
ing effects of a text only partially understood—as the child’s reactions indicate. In this 
case, the brighter side lies in the child’s active questioning in an attempt to comprehend 
her situation of self—even if such comprehension is, finally, impossible.
It is also of some interest that Edelman, early in his essay, delineates Marianne 
Moore and Elizabeth Bishop as “two of the most widely praised female American poets 
of the century” (92, ital mine). He must know that neither of these poets would con­
sider his designation complimentary.
Bonnie Costello agrees with Edelman’s argument that eliminates any concept of 
polarities from consideration, especially in relation to inside/outside. She finds the 
assignment of the cry of oh! to be unconvincing because “‘inside’ itself has become a 
place without boundaries . . . [it] includes, through an act of empathy or even introjec- 
tion, the beholder’s own mouth and later the entire waiting room, which becomes the 
inside of a volcano spilling over.” Hence, she understands that because the source of 
the cry is “ambiguous,” its meaning is “broadened,” and it is possible to designate its 
source as “the preverbal body, particularly. . .  the female body.. . .  thus the waiting 
room is a female space since waiting is what women do when they are maturing,
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preparing to give birth, and when the war is on.” However, Costello does argue that the 
poem is not interested so much in the “gender issue” as in an exploration of voice (122).
Jacqueline Brogan, writing from the femininist point of view, agrees with Edel­
man’ s objection to considering the little girl’s new sense of identity as with humanity 
rather than “with the others being victimized and ‘objectified’. . . the women and 
babies.” Brogan complains that Bishop “almost completely erases the child’s identifi­
cation with the women by having he [sic] say outright ‘you are one of them.’” She 
argues that, although it is “unconsciously-held,” dismissing the aunt as foolish and 
timid is a “dehumanizing assumption” just as the deformations of the African women in 
the photographs are dehumanizing. Furthermore, Brogan maintains that it is “almost 
impossible to ‘hear’ her [the little girl] and that we as readers are tempted to see this 
painful moment of identification as a constructive act, in its . . . essentially phallic 
sense” (44). She writes that this is “clearly a feminist poem” and she is certain that to 
read the little girl’s discovery as a positive step toward maturity would be all wrong— 
but would it be all wrong within the poem itself? For Brogan, the poem implies that the 
“feminine experience” is emblematic of “the whole violated human condition.” If this 
poem carries that influence, then it would seem that the child’s discovery of her identifi­
cation would be in relation to the “whole . . . human condition” rather than only to the 
feminine condition.
Bishop almost certainly would decry that designation of “feminist poem” since 
she would not ally herself with the radical voices of the feminist movement. She told 
George Starbuck in an interview that it was the distinction between masculine and 
feminine, especially in relation to their work, that she objected to: “When I was in 
college and started publishing, even then, and in the following few years, there were 
women’s anthologies, and all-women issues of magazines, but I always refused to be in 
them. I didn’t think about it very serioiusly, but I felt it was a lot of nonsense, separat­
ing the sexes. I suppose this feeling came from feminist principles, perhaps stronger 
than I was aware o f ’ (Starbuck in Sch & Es, 322). Obviously, she saw the separation 
as negatively discriminatory rather than affirmatively supportive of women.
Because the final lines of the poem refer to the on-going World War, Brogan is 
led to a pronouncement concerning the unsaid or “white writing” which, she says 
“points toward the very cultural and phallocentric presuppositions about voice/author/ 
and authority that encourage dominance, therefore suppression, and finally aggression 
in what may be called the genre of political war.” On the other hand, Lome Golden- 
sohn recognizes the dramatic voice as “the child” (211). She, too, refers to Edelman’s 
tracing of “these erotic feelings,” and then points to “the child protagonist” of this 
poem, who “maintains a fascinated interest in female parts, as well as a terror of being 
imprisoned within the unempowered female body appearing within the poem: she is 
mesmerized by ‘those awfiil hanging breasts’ as she stares at a native woman whose 
naked portrait appears in the copy of The National Geographic ” (64-5). From a rather 
different perspective, Victoria Harrison sees this first poem in Geography III as 
Bishop’s most daring, giving her persona no protection. Harrison writes: “As if 
sweeping away the net before walking the tightrope. . .  facing the void, the child,
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Elizabeth, plunges into the world, with which she had never before had to identify: 
‘without thinking at all’” (187).
6Telling Moore that she had to interrupt her visit with her aunt before she had 
planned, she writes, “I came back by bus—a dreadful trip, but it seemed most conve­
nient at the time—we hailed it with a flashlight and a lantern as it went by the farm late 
at night. Early the next morning, just as it was getting light, the driver had to stop 
suddenly for a big cow moose who was wandering down the road. She walked away 
very slowly into the woods, looking at us over her shoulder. The driver said that one 
foggy night he had to stop while a huge bull moose came right up and smelled the 
engine. ‘Very curious beasts,’ he said” (Let 141).
Brett Millier also quotes from this letter (182); she discusses Bishop’s struggling 
to finish “The Moose” in time to read it for the Phi Beta Kappa ceremony at Harvard in 
June, 1972. Millier says this was her “first sustained stretch of work since the mid- 
1960's” and she had four new poems almost completed; however, she notes, “The 
Moose” had been pending for twenty-five years (see 463-71).
During the interview with Starbuck (published in 1977), Bishop answered his 
comment about “The Moose,” as a poem “that seems to go so easily”: “I started that, I 
hate to say how many years ago, probably twenty. I had the beginning, the incident 
with the moose, it really happened; and the very end; and the poem just sat around.” 
Quizzing her further, he asked if the “dreamy conversation” on the bus had led her to 
remember the “pillow talk of grandparents.” The tone of her response to that question 
emphasizes what is so special about that poem—the emphasis on voices in the head, in 
memory, that are heard in quiet moments of reverie: “Yes. Yes, I’d always had that. I 
had written it down in notes about the trip. . . .  it was because they were all speaking in 
Nova Scotian accents, strange but still familiar, although I couldn’t quite make out 
much of what anyone was saying” (Starbuck in Sch & Es, 316). Her last clause there 
suggests that she was listening consciously, trying to hear what they were saying; thus, 
she was hearing their voice tones clearly. The tones are what stayed in her ears. Her 
comments in the letter to James Merrill (October 12, 1972), quoted earlier in this 
chapter, emphasize this singular focus in most of her work.
In the letter to her Aunt Grace two days after she had read the poem at Harvard, 
Bishop does not say anything about plans to change it more before the pending publica­
tion. However, Millier tells that she made several additional changes after the reading. 
Giroux (ed.) notes, in a heading before the letter, that she had written to her aunt on 
December 2, 1956, that she had begun a poem, “The Moose,” and would dedicate it to 
her. He quotes only the pertinent section of that letter where she is first explaining why 
she is unable to come to visit her in Nova Scotia because she is and has been so busy. 
“What has really prevented me from coming . . . was that I had to give the Phi Beta 
Kappa poem here this year—that was day before yesterday—and I had to get the 
damned poem written, first. This is a very long one, about Nova Scotia—the one I said 
was to be dedicated to you when it is published in a book. It is called “The Moose.” 
(You are not the moose.) It was very successful, I think—it was broadcast here some­
time yesterday . . . and will be in The New Yorker. I’ll send you a copy. But it took me
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weeks to get it done and I almost had a collapse worrying for fear it wouldn’t be done 
on time” (June 15, 1972 Let 568).
7During her conversation with George Starbuck, she responded to his question 
about “The Moose”: “I started that, I hate to say how many years ago, probably twenty. 
I had the beginning, the incident with the moose, it really happened; and the very end; 
and the poem just sat around” (Starbuck in Sch & Es 316V
8Differing with Eavan Boland, Judith Merrin reads Elizabeth Bishop’s work as 
within the Romantic tradition. Seeing her as having a “conflicted, sometimes yearning 
relation to Romanticism,” she argues that Bishop not only “extends the life of the 
Romantic tradition,” but she also “tries to lay some of its tendencies to rest—a double 
action that seems to be encapsulated in some lines from Geography III.” For example, 
Merrin points to the “sort of cloud-dump” on Crusoe’s island and the “unknown bird” 
in “Five Flights Up” as showing Bishop’s ironic/nostalgic commentary on the idealism 
of the nineteenth century Romantic poets. Merrin does not think of Bishop as over­
whelmed by the sublime “Romantic literary inheritance”; rather Bishop “would seem to 
be acknowledging Wordsworthian Romanticism as an enormous achievement, an 
oppressive force—and yet a not-quite-insurmountable challenge” (104-06). Earlier in 
her chapter, “Elizabeth Bishop and William Wordsworth,” Merrin reasons that this is 
so because she was original in her art and did not hesitate to work out her own metrical 
arrangements, “straddling the metrical fence,” creating her variations to suit the atti­
tudes she wanted to convey about the subjects in her poems. Merrin makes the impor­
tant contrast between Wordsworth’s usually confident positive relation between nature 
and the human and Bishop’s realistic and respectful attitude toward things and creatures 
of the non-human world. Merrin’s example here is “The Fish,” whom Bishop’s persona 
respects as a fellow creature (96-7).
9The phrase is from “First Death in Nova Scotia” (last line of stanza two); the 
child is referring to the red glass eyes of the stuffed loon.
Elizabeth Bishop continued to appreciate these unexpected happenings, and 
writes to her friend (and physician) Anny Baumann (June 30, 1978) about such an event 
during one of her last driving trips. She and her companion, Alice Methfessel, were 
returning from Canada: “One of the best features of the trip was when crossing the 
wilder sections of Maine we saw TWO moose. A deserted forest road—the second 
moose was lying beside it, in a nice grassy ditch. Alice stopped the car, and the moose 
got up very slowly, walked across in front of us and then stood behind a tree on the 
other side of the road—thinking she was hidden, but wanting to study us some more” 
(Let 622). Here, Bishop again displays a sense of respect and mutuality of interest and 
action between the natural creature and the human, herself, at least.
10Gary Fountain, “‘The End of March’: The Biographical Keys to the House,” 
Paper read at the ALA Symposium on Women Writers, San Antonio, Texas, October 1, 
1993. See also Fountain and Brazeau: 339;passim, on her private interiority.
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11 Brett Millier writes that this “dream house brings to a close the poet’s lifelong 
preoccupation with places of refuge, shelters, and solitary retreats.” She believes that 
“the pain . . . loss or absence . . .  is the same loss at the heart of all her poems of this 
period.” She quotes Bishop’s letter to Lowell (September 3, 1.974) where she tells him 
that this poem was begun as “a sort of a joke thank-you note—John B. was so appalled 
when I said I wanted that ugly little green shack for my summer home! (He doesn’t 
share my taste for the awful I’m afraid)” (492, 571, ital mine; we can see in “The 
Bight,” to be noted in the concluding chapter, that the “awful,” as in distasteful or 
repugnant, although generally placed in the category of “dark,” can be cheering for this 
poet as a result of her dichotomic reading of things. The “awful” forces attention to its 
comic aspects, and she responds with the thoughtful laughter that the comic evokes. On 
May 26, 1975, Bishop wrote to Brinin: “My House is GONE! . . . Perhaps the owners 
saw my poem & looked at it with new eyes . . .  the railroad ties lie in confiision all 
around” (Millier 492, 495, 571). Neither of these letters is included in the collection, 
One ArtV
12David Bromwich offers a discussion of “The Monument,” pointing out that 
more than Joseph Cornell’s boxes, Bishop is influenced by Shakespeare’s sonnet about 
a poem as it guarantees immortality. Bromwich alludes to the “prowling sun which 
also keeps watch,” remarking that Bishop will return to the image in “The End of 
March.” However, he then turns to an elaboration of the relationship between Bishop’s 
aims in the earlier poem and her “Man-Moth” (in Bloom, 161-63). In addition, Lorrie 
Goldensohn mentions Bishop’s having made “a box in homage to Joseph Cornell.”
She also points out that Bishop “acknowledges” being influenced by the frottage 
techniques of Max Ernst in creating “The Monument” (118-20; also see 94). Costello 
discusses “The Monument” in relation to the work of both Ernst and Cornell in using 
recyclable material in their pieces. She speaks of Paz’s poem honoring Cornell and 
reports on his uses of that in his own poem. However, although she appropriates some 
phrasing from Bishop’s “The End of March,” she does not identify that poem here. 
Instead, she argues the relationships between Bishop’s monument and her “Poem.” 
Costello thinks that Bishop’s “The Monument” relates “most directly to Coleridge’s 
‘Kubla Khan’” (218-28). See also Travisano’s discussion of “The End of March.” He 
comments only briefly on a relationship between “The Monument” and the green 
artichoke of a house (195).
CONCLUSION
Eavan Boland, who titled her new collection of critical essays Object Lessons: 
The Life of the Woman and the Poet in Our Tine (1995), has written of Elizabeth 
Bishop’s “diffidence in the face of American identity” and her dramatizations of “the 
delicate and important estrangements which, in the end, may shed as much if not more 
light on . . . American experience” than others “in her remarkable generation of Ameri­
can poets” (“Unrom Am” 91). The foregoing analyses of works which represent 
Bishop’s responses over a lifetime of observation and questioning readily confirm this 
characterization of her as one familiar with the “inability to belong.”
Perceiving Bishop as a poet whose work embodies a refreshing sense of risk in 
her uncertainty as to “where her own consciousness ends and the observed world 
begins,” Boland argues that Bishop writes against the grain of a Romanticism which 
permeates much of American poetry. Boland describes the Romantic as one who 
invents, within a work, a place of clear demarcations, where, “in this century. . .  the 
outward world can be re-evaluated and then devalued by the potent and sometimes 
ominous insistence of an inner perception.” In contrast, Bishop “celebrates the sepa­
rateness, the awesome detachment of the exterior universe.” Affirming Elizabeth 
Bishop’s unique contribution to twentieth century American literature, Boland con­
cludes: “it must be clear to anyone who has read her work closely that the complexity of
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her estrangement will be, from now on, a new part of the [American] myth” (“Unrom 
Am” 75-77, 92).
The American myth is a tapestry of varicolored threads. Some that were domi­
nant in the beginning are regressive now; others showed more pale in earlier times but 
have gained intensity and darkened in tone as the twentieth century has evolved. Still 
another has changed radically from an uncertain mingling of hues to clearly defined 
colors, the threads forming an intricate and interesting pattern. When one speaks of 
“the American myth,” it is usually understood, first, to refer to the story of conquest and 
adventurous exploration of that portion of the North American continent where the 
democratic experiment of a federation of states is underway. Within this broad concept 
are issues of communal human rights alongside questions of individual liberties and 
equalities; and integral to these issues is the individual’s own sense of identity and 
control in concert with, or in spite of, the nation’s global image. Hence, the individual 
has been free to strike out for adventure and gold—at first, by moving westward into 
open territory to claim and fight for his needs and desires. As the country has evolved, 
locating the territory has become more difficult, and goals are less clearly defined; 
nevertheless, people are urged to take risks and work for success within their separate 
worlds wherein resides a perennial loneliness deriving from inherited racial, national, 
and family constraints and values.
In the beginning, this tapestry had been designed in vivid colors, expressing 
conquest of territory and subsequent construction of a national politic, with clear-toned 
individualists affirming the freedom to be and think and act; they courageously accepted
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the challenges and the risks of a new place. As R. W. B. Lewis wrote in “The Myth and 
the Dialogue,” the “Prologue” to his study of the mythical protagonist in nineteenth 
century American fiction, “the image contrived to embody the most fruitful contempo­
rary ideas was that of the authentic American as a figure of heroic innocence and vast 
potentialities, poised at the start of a new history” (1).
An additional thread woven into the tapestry tells of many people coming to this 
new land of opportunity. “Immigrants had been lured to the United States not by a life 
of drudgery and exploitation in the slums, on the railroads, or in the mines, but by the 
hope of becoming (or seeing their sons become) millionaires” (Barzini xv). This bright 
thread had a dark underside because another aspect of this policy of the “Open Door” 
was an assumption that newcomers would gladly relinquish their ethnic heritages and 
“melt” into the commonality. Through diligent, goal-oriented work, success and 
acceptance into the national family were assured. That strand of color has faded and 
been overlaid by truer many-colored ones, for the metaphor of the United States as a 
“melting pot” has proven to be unrealistic. Instead, the metaphor that describes popula­
tion in the United States is now the more accurate “salad bowl,” which recognizes and 
encourages pride in ethnic differences. However, these separate threads have a shadow 
side as well; for negative feelings of estrangement or isolation are also heightened.
Nevertheless, the consistent thread of individualism has gained in intensity of 
color but darkened in hue by a sense of ultimate “powerlessness” in the face of national 
triumphs such as “fissioning the atom” and “conquering interplanetary space.” Daniel 
J. Boorstin defines these as “conquests of the impossible” that “symbolize . . . what
democratic man was sacrificing for his successes” (580). Hence, the clear, primary 
color of an earlier “American saga of the self-made man,” who moved from childhood 
work on a farm to newspaper delivery, to laborer who attended night school and became 
a “benevolent plutocrat” (Barzini xiv) had changed by mid-century. A darkened tone 
represents the individual as not only alone, but also with an existential sense of alien­
ation, feeling at times lost or entrapped within the mesh of technology and mobility, 
where traditional commitments are often ignored; and an emptiness shadows the 
individual who slowly realizes her lonely position. Still, the tapestry of the American 
myth remains an intriguing weave into a design that illustrates the American’s sense 
that nothing seems to be impossible, a feeling that has its mirror-opposite in a secret 
“discontent [and] restlessness, the angst which tortures their secret lives of quiet desper­
ation” (Barzini xxvii). This dichotomy emphasizes the tension and complexity of 
estrangement in the second half of the twentieth century. Lewis writes in the “Epi­
logue” to his study that the image of “the American as Adam has been replaced by the 
American as Laocoon.” This change now “shows us a figure struggling to stand upright 
amid the most violent cross-currents.. . .  It seems to be the picture most clearly 
warranted by public and private experience in our time” (195).
This is the tapestry within which Elizabeth Bishop has managed to locate herself, 
making use of her innate ability to define varied shades and tones of difference. Al­
though she has lived her life in the darker tones, her clownish wit has enabled her to 
take note of the brighter tonalities when they have emerged. She has made use of the 
primary dichotomies as the staying power of her life and of her work.
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Elizabeth Bishop could not “possess” or speak in an American voice of the 
mythic optimism that assures an individual’s social success as a natural result of single- 
minded, goal-oriented hard work. Instead, she sensed that living was a more complex 
adventure than that myth implied. While Lewis concluded, in 1955, that the shift to 
Laocoon-like agony in the American figure is “curiously frozen in outline [and] any­
thing but dialectical,” refusing “opposite possibilities” and the ironic mode (195-96), 
Bishop reflects an unfrozen figure, freely questioning individual and group volition.
Her work exemplifies her ability to pose in ironically clownish response to the dark 
realization that, ultimately, the individual has no control in this strange world. Re­
sponding to the reality that she observed, she took herself less seriously than the 
“American Dream” demanded; and, as Boland sees, “she defines her country . . .  by her 
absence from it,” commenting “from the margins” (“Unrom Am” 90).
Perhaps Eavan Boland’s empathy with Elizabeth Bishop’s tonal strengths derives 
in part from her own sense of separation between herself as woman and poet, and her 
“Irishness.” She believes that “the modem poet holds only human suffering in common 
with his audience,” drawing or losing an authority of tone on that basis. Boland points 
out Bishop’s ability to voice the deepest grief in “ritualized” poetic forms either by work­
ing voice against form, as in “One Art,” or by treating the dark and bright simultaneously, 
as she does in “Sestina” through images of warmth and security juxtaposed with “desolate 
halftones, dropped hints, and incantatory shadows of nursery rhymes” (86, 90, 82).
These subtle ways by which Bishop responds to life’s dark / bright dichotomy 
have not been the ways of many of her female contemporaries, such as Anne Sexton,
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Sylvia Plath, Muriel Rukeyser, and Adrienne Rich, who have explicitly articulated the 
feminist consciousness. Yet, she perceived herself as a feminist because she rejected 
gender as the primary characterizing adjective for a writer. She would, however, 
probably agree with Adrienne Rich’s persuasion that “the energy of language comes 
somewhat from the pressure and need and unbearableness of what’s been done to you” 
(Hunter, ed. 344).
Elizabeth Bishop’s perception was in fact not unlike that of the primarily optimis­
tic British philosopher, Alfred North Whitehead, who spent his last working years as a 
professor on the faculty of the Harvard university philosophy department. In conclud­
ing his short essay, “An Analysis of Meaning,” he identified the terms of the dichotomy 
he perceived:
The result of our human outlook is the interweaving of apparent order with 
apparent accident. The order appears as necessity suffused with accident, 
the accident appears as accident suffused with necessity. The necessity is, in 
a sense, static; but it is the static form of functional process. The process is 
what it is by reason of its form, and the form exists as the essence of pro­
cess. (1948: 140)
Moreover, and not unlike Bishop in her sense of the play of opposites, Adrienne
Rich has written,
if the imagination is to transcend and transform experience it has to ques­
tion, to challenge, to conceive of alternatives, perhaps to the very life you 
are living at that moment. You have to be free to play around with the 
notion that day might be night, love might be hate, nothing can be too sacred 
for the imagination to turn into its opposite or to call experimentally by 
another name. For writing is renaming. (Hunter, ed., 345)
Rich also agrees with Bishop’s persuasion that time spent in “perfectly useless concen­
tration” (see “Darwin letter,” qtd. Millier 346) is valuable and necessary to the poet.
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Rich calls these “times of slowness, or purposelessness.” She understands the thread of 
the American myth that honors the work-equals-success ethic, for she notes that “often 
such time feels like a luxury, guiltily seized when it can be had, fearfully taken because 
it does not seem like work . .. but like ‘wasting time’ in a society . . . where the phrase 
‘keeping busy’ is a common idiom” (Hunter, ed., 347). In part because Rich is almost a 
generation younger than Bishop, and certainly because she is of a different temperament 
from Bishop, she assumed a voice of control over her life in a way that the poet from 
the earlier, more reticent female generation was not able to do.
Boland’s estimation of the value of Bishop’s work focuses on her tonal qualities 
as they sound out her perception of “a world she cannot control” (73). Thus, she senses 
that Bishop is giving voice to “a new part” of the American myth, one that derives from 
the pervading atmosphere of alienation in a still-strange land, less “possessed” in the 
mid-twentieth century than it had been by those who first grasped and molded “em­
pires” on these two continents. Boland’s evaluation of Bishop’s voice as representative 
of the “complexity of estrangement” that Americans feel is challenging in part because 
hers is a voice from outside America; yet, she speaks as a poet sensitive to the depth of 
a fellow poet’s insightful voice. Still, at first, hers seems a powerful and perhaps risky 
conclusion. Boland is saying no less than that Bishop’s work stands as a dramatic 
characterization of late twentieth century America, her personae being personifications 
of the tonalities of the American voice in our time.
Paradoxically, Bishop’s work both reflects and responds to the commonalities of 
her time—separation, mobility, questions of security and control—precisely because
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she is not in the center of things but, as Boland says, “comment[s] from the edges, from 
the margins” (90). Her works narrate a twentieth century addition to the myth of 
America—a story of our nation in its brightest and darkest actions—as a cultural salad 
bowl where independence and freedom for the individual to control her own destiny are 
the supreme goals. Mobility across economic and geographical boundaries has been a 
way to achieve these goals. However, increasing mobility and technology have resulted 
in uncertainties due to losses of human ties to place, family, friends, and community.
The old empowering myth that emphasizes individual volition now includes an addition 
that questions its validity. Elizabeth Bishop characterizes this addition as she posits the 
individual as lonely and estranged, discovering power in a clownlike poise between 
celebration and tears. Thus, Bishop dramatizes the complex sense of wonder and of 
alienation as it reflects the post-modern exposure of an underlying tentativeness about 
the “American Dream.”
Elizabeth Bishop, whose fascination with geographical location is apparent in 
many of her poems as well as in the titles of her books, was a traveler and a wanderer. 
Yet her temporary locations in place were mostly on the American continents, in Nova 
Scotia, Brazil, and Mexico. Thus, she is an “American poet” in a broad sense of that 
term. For all but native Americans over the two continents, there remains a sense of 
dual connections, of ties to other geographies that is unsettling in the calmest of times.
In a sense, the American is still the immigrant trying to understand and seeking to 
control a strange land. Elizabeth Bishop’s personal complexity of estrangement is the 
complexity of the American estrangement in the twentieth century “global village.”
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This relationship becomes clear as we review activities and attitudes in this 
century of the American experience, noticing reactions to those that have been woven 
through Elizabeth Bishop’s poetry from the beginning. Refusing to bare her personal 
agonies explicitly, she veiled them as she wrote her reflections of daily experiences and 
conversations. She knew that the deepest fears and longings and the most poignant 
questions are first expressed in those everyday microcosmic locations. Natural for her 
voice and distinctive in her work is the often simultaneous perception of both a bright 
and a dark side of each event. Writing from the “inside,” Helen Vendler assesses 
Elizabeth Bishop’s life and attitudes as those of “a foreigner everywhere, and perhaps 
with everyone.” Yet, Vendler adds, “she is a creature of her own century, and her 
poetry represents one of the attempts made in our era to write a poetry no longer 
dependent on religious or nationalist feeling—a poetry purely human” (The Music 288, 
295). Although “Bishop could taste for herself, each time she found another environ­
ment, her own chilling difference from it,” she repudiated the mythologized “displaced 
person.” Instead, Vendler argues, “Bishop was helped by her humor [in] lightening the 
portrait of the exile” in her poetry (289, 295). This characterizes Bishop as one who 
makes the light of humor integral to her braid of voice that sounds out a dichotomy of 
dark estrangement and bright involvement. This combination on her part reflects both 
the modem “articulations and ramifications” of “Cartesian doubt” and the ancient Greek 
excitement and “wonder at everything that is as it is,” which Hannah Arendt argued, in 
1956, had been abandoned by modem philosophical speculation (273-74). Four years 
earlier, Paul Tillich had discussed questions that derive from that philosophical uncertainty,
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increasingly prominent queries in mid-century American and European thought. He 
was speaking of the anxieties and guilty reactions to national and international events as 
these reactions had become noticeable in comments that reflected a sense of meaning­
lessness and a prevailing doubt on the part of concerned individuals. Tillich wrote 
persuasively that individuals should recognize their inward courage “to be as oneself.”
In the face of a current philosophical perspective of Existentialism, he argued that one 
could be as oneself, yet remain an integral part in the harmony of community. Thus, the 
anxiety of guilt and condemnation can be ameliorated by “the social group . . . that 
judges, forgives, and restores” (111-13). Tillich was presenting a way to overcome the 
sense that each of us lives as a stranger with only a modicum of control over the natural 
elements of which we are a part, yet from which we remain apart. When Elizabeth 
Bishop describes the noisy activity of “The Bight” as “awful, but cheerful,” she states 
that duality in a phrase that expresses her sense of equilibrium. In so speaking, she 
makes a discovery that has the impact of a birth—a new realization of a way to perceive 
a world that continues in “untidy activity” without taking any notice of the visitor who 
gazes in wonder or dismay.
Bishop never urges that the awful should or could be completely veiled and 
presented as cheerful. When she uses a mask of cheerfulness to persuade another to 
mask, as in “Pink Dog,” for example, her ironic tone becomes clear because of the place 
and the images she evokes. If the forlorn, unappealing, scabby and bald dog could wear 
a “dress up” costume and pretend to enjoy, she would appear only ludicrous as a dancer 
in the festivities of carnival. Her attempt to conceal what she is would not succeed
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because she would present not cheerfulness but an uncertain duality—a darkly comic 
scene of pathos and foolishness.
Elizabeth Bishop’s work, from beginning to end, embodies this motif of estrange­
ment that informs the rhythms, sounds, and patterns of twentieth century America. Her 
life began near the time when a single gun shot catapulted nations over the earth into a 
war that was signified by exploding bombs of insidious gas. Living her early years in 
Nova Scotia, she proudly sang “The Maple Leaf Forever,” until she was moved to 
Massachusetts and made to learn “The Star Spangled Banner.” Her new household 
should have provided humor and security—but did not. Her young uncle badgered her, 
and his sister, tall and flat as a paper doll, was involved in “the war effort” Uncertain 
and lonely, the child’s best friend was the family’s bull dog, and the little girl wondered 
how people related fCol Pr 14, 19; 25-7).
During the early years of the twentieth century, the arts in the western world were 
characterized by fragmentation and experimentation. During that time, Einstein 
theorized about the relativity of time, space, and motion. Then a war, world wide in 
scope, decimated the population of young men in Europe, until the United States was 
moved to enter that conflict. Temporarily subdued, the new world, made safe for 
democracy, should have been a place of joy and security—but it was not. Nations 
badgered one another, unemployment forced many people to become transients; and 
Heisenberg’s principle o f uncertainty confirmed Einstein’s theory that “time and space 
[are] relative entities.” Thus, traditional notions of a rational, humanly controllable 
universe had been undermined (Glo Vil 3).
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A similar questioning of traditional “certainties” or beliefs in an ordered universe 
had occurred as a result of scientific theorizing that turned to proofs in the early years of 
the seventeenth century. Two poets whom Elizabeth Bishop most admired and studied, 
John Donne and George Herbert, had been not only stylistic innovators but also active 
questioners of the new science that caused what has come to be called the Cartesian 
doubt of their time. Moreover, another innovative poet whose work she studied was 
Gerard Manley Hopkins, a man tom by questions that in part derived from changing 
anthropological theories that followed Charles Darwin’s publication of his observations 
concerning survival and the evolution of life forms. Hopkins worried about economic 
theories and practices of production that he found denigrating to individual workers in 
the nineteenth century (see “Tom’s Garland,” for example).
Hence, Elizabeth Bishop came to poetry influenced by writers who were espe­
cially quizzical, as well as models of stylistic experimentation. Her own personal 
experiences—forced mobility, loss, and uncertainty—mirror the time between the two 
world wars. When Ashley Brown asked her about the influence on writers of the 
“radical political experience” of the 1930's, she answered that she had considered 
herself “a socialist b u t. .. disliked ‘social conscious’ writing”; nevertheless, even her 
early work reflects the looming shadows and artificial gaiety prevalent in the United 
States between the two world wars.1
During the darkness of the Great Depression, when individuals, the highly 
educated as well as the uneducated, lost homes and walked city streets and country 
roads asking for food and work, popular songs had happy rhythms and fanciful lyrics
about “The Big Rock Candy Mountain” and “Paper Moon.” At the same time, movie 
theaters across the country were often filled with people watching dramatic films like 
“Gone With the Wind” and the slapstick comedy of the Marx brothers. Years later, 
Elizabeth Bishop, remembering, told Ashley Brown that she thought most of her 
classmates at Vassar during that time had been “left-wing” because “it was the popular 
thing. . . .  but most. ..  didn’t know much about social conditions.” However, she said 
she “had lived with poor people and knew something of poverty at firsthand. Anybody 
who went to New York and rode the Elevated could see that things were wrong” (in Sch 
& Es 293). Perhaps it was her especially observant eye and a compassion learned 
during those early experiences that caused her to notice the hunger and weariness on 
people’s faces, their efforts to work for a little money, and the lines of people waiting 
for food. She told Brown that “A Miracle for Breakfast” had been “written shortly after 
the time of souplines and men selling apples, around 1936. .. . It was my Depression 
poem,” she said, “a poem about hunger” (297).
In the opening lines of that sestina, she focuses attention on the waiting:
At six o’clock we were waiting for coffee, 
waiting for coffee and the charitable crumb
It was still dark. One foot of the sun 
steadied itself on a long ripple in the river.
It was so cold we hoped that the coffee 
would be very hot, seeing that the sun 
was not going to warm us.
Each person was given “one rather hard crumb, / .  . . and, in a cup, one drop of the
coffee. / Some of us stood around, waiting for the miracle.” While waiting, the speaker
fantasizes a comfortable, pretty house with a balcony where she can sit and drink
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“gallons of coffee.” Giving up that inward gaze, she says, “We licked up the crumb and 
swallowed the coffee,” for the miracle seems to be happening just out of reach—”on the 
wrong balcony.”2 The tones of Bishop’s lines sound a brightness of wit and hope in 
speaking the irony, as well as a sense of disconnection from a livable reality. In these 
lines, we also hear her muted anxieties, as well as a typical American response to con­
tinuing social and economic problems with their resulting uncertainties.
In the same year, Bishop published a comically grim poem about “The Man- 
Moth,” who drags his shadow up the side of a skyscraper, hoping to climb through the 
lighted hole in the sky; but he cannot reach that illusory moon. “He trembles, but must 
investigate as high as he can climb. . . .  / he fails, of course, and falls back scared but 
quite unhurt.” Giving up, he descends to the subway where he always, fearfully, rides 
backward. In a lighter tone, another personal/public reflection, “The Gentleman of 
Shalot,” is spoken by a persona who observes a man stretched out next to a long mirror. 
In this poem, the protagonist is observed, not encumbered by his shadow, but perceiv­
ing himself to be a creature divided and dependent on the half that he thinks exists only 
in the mirror. Thus, the gentleman believes that his moving depends on his connection 
with that mirror image—his complementary half. “But he’s resigned / to such economi­
cal design. / If the glass slips / he’s in a fix— / only one leg, etc. But / while it stays put 
/ he can walk and run” / . . . .  The uncertainty / he says he / finds exhilarating” (9-10 
Com PoeV These few lines reflect not only the poet’s own hesitations and dependen­
cies, but also a people’s general sense of lack and attraction toward inertia in the face of 
unemployment and uncertainty. Yet, they are not quite desperate.
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The ironic resolution of the Depression was participation in the second World
War that had erupted less than twenty-five years after the first had come to a finish.
Her aversion to political content in poems notwithstanding, Elizabeth Bishop presented
a fable that vividly imaged prideful wrath in raucous cries of roosters supported by the
imbecilic docility of their astonished hens:
where in the blue blur
their rustling wives admire,
the roosters brace their cruel feet and glare
with stupid eyes
while from their beaks there rise
the uncontrolled, traditional cries.
This early poem, “Roosters,” reproduces among the barnyard fowl, first, military 
strategy: “making sallies / from all the muddy alleys / marking out maps like Rand 
McNally’s”—then sudden, senseless bloodshed—
and one is flying
with raging heroism defying
even the sensation of dying.
And one has fallen,
but still above the town
his tom-out, bloodied feathers drift down;
and what he sung
no matter. He is flung
on the gray ash-heap, lies in dung
with his dead wives
with open, bloody eyes,
while those metallic feathers oxidize.
The closure comes after references to St. Peter’s tears as he represents “inescap­
able hope, the pivot.” As the sun gilds the broccoli, the poet asks: “how could the 
night have come to grief?” This has been only a vivid nightmare; soon “The sun climbs
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in, / following ‘to see the end,’ / faithful as enemy, or friend.” These lines are echoed, 
with an important difference, in the carefully wrought poem in Geography III. “The End 
of March” (discussed in Chapter four). Here, we see only a veil of sunlight that is 
silently “gilding .. . / from beneath” both broccoli and bird.
Elizabeth Bishop was completely cognizant of what she was doing in “Roosters.” 
She defended her stylistic choices in a letter to Marianne Moore, where she also 
explains her purpose in the poem and wonders if she had not made it clear. “I cherish 
my . . . sordities because I want to emphasize the essential baseness of militarism,” she 
wrote to Moore; and “(I also had in mind the violent roosters Picasso did in connection 
with his GUERNICA picture.)” Importantly, she defended the “set form” as she con­
tinued in her letter to Moore, “I feel that the rather rattle-trap rhythm is appropriate.” 
Thus, Bishop condemns the senselessness of war by drawing on the kind of mock epic 
hyperbole Chaucer uses in the “Nun’s Priest’s Tale” of barnyard fury. She gains that 
satiric tone through her rendering of military marching rhythms as undercut by ragged 
changes that suggest confusion, not precision marching: “glass-headed pins, / oil-golds 
and copper greens, / anthracite blues, alizarins, / each one an active / displacement in 
perspectve; / each screaming, ‘This is where I live!”’ She writes to Moore that she 
cannot “sacrifice what (I think) is a very important ‘violence’ of tone.” She told her:
“It makes me feel like a wonderful Klee picture I saw at his show . .. “The Man of 
Confusion.”3 And there she joined her satirizing of warfare as a means of solving 
international power struggles with her foresight of the general confusion that results 
from singular inhumane moments that may conclude years of deceit and bloodshed.
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When Elizabeth Bishop identified the painting by the surrealist, Paul Klee, she 
unknowingly prophesied, in 1941, what was a prevalent sense of things after the world 
conflict had been halted by the unexpected and horrifying events—dropping the two 
atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan. To many people 
worldwide, these were inhumane events, inappropriate for civilized people. Boorstin 
quotes Anne Morrow Lindbergh’s Wave of the Future, where she had written, in 1940: 
“The wave of the future is coming and there is no fighting it.” He writes that “the view 
that the future was governed by forces man could see but could not shape or deflect was 
long since beginning to be felt by Americans who had lost their sense of the miraculous 
. . . who were suddenly confronted by . . . their gargantuan technology” (587; see 582- 
87). But the war had been won.
However, the glory of victory temporarily veiled doubts about the means. The 
dichotomies in the American scene became apparent as the emerging powers parcelled 
out and controlled geographical territories, but the power to control human greed and 
desolation was not theirs. Individual reactions to the aftermath of that second war were 
both hopeful in areas of the economy and despairing in educating for peace. The “Cold 
War” was elusive and insidious in its effects as they were played out world wide and in 
the minds and imaginations of the American.
In this middle decade of the century, Elizabeth Bishop experienced both the joy of 
a first book publication and new friendships with Robert Lowell and Randall Jarrell.
By the end of the decade, however, she had experienced one of the worst years of her 
life filling a public position as Poetry Consultant at the Library of Congress. Her fears
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of what the year in that position would be for her were justified, for she was shy and did 
not want the public readings and contacts the position entailed. Her personal reactions 
to the government scene in Washington, D. C. are embodied in a mostly darkening 
image of the Capitol dome lit at night: “Moving from left to left, the light / is heavy on 
the Dome, and coarse,” she writes. The Air Force Band on the east steps of the capitol 
is “playing hard and loud, but—queer—[because] / the music doesn’t quite come 
through. / It comes in snatches, dim then keen, / then mute, and yet there is no breeze” 
(see Let 180-214 for her reactions during the period).
Other poems that Bishop was writing during this bleak period as she approached 
middle age image her problems and sense of estrangement from others and their more 
normal ways of living. At the same time, they significantly reflect the last half of the 
nineteen forties as a time of hope and fear in the United States of America. She chose 
titles, such as “Insomnia,” “The Prodigal,” and “A Cold Spring,” that convey, as those 
poems do, not only her personal mood and uncertain desperations, but also a tenor of 
thought in American society that was born of a new fear of the technology that could 
destroy the world. These fears were muted, for the most part, held down while people 
attempted to readjust to traditional, pre-war life styles. But, when Bishop wrote that she 
felt her past had been “swallowed,” she expressed the inevitable truth that the social 
community could not put on the old order and wear it comfortably in a new time.
At this juncture in her life, Elizabeth Bishop made the choice to live in Brazil. 
“Maybe it’s just age, but it is so much easier to live exactly as one wants to here,” she 
wrote in 1952 (Let 247). As I have discussed in chapter two, her always lively imagination
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began to work in concert with her memory, which she opened in a way she had never 
done before. She finally was enabled to recreate her past in tones that continued to 
reflect her dichotomic view of movements within individual as well as in community 
activities.
The United States economy had grown significantly while at the same time 
supporting reconstruction of devastated economies of countries in Europe and Asia. 
However, the stand-off of the Cold War erupted in bloody conflicts in places little 
known to most Americans. New entanglements abroad caused questioning; and a 
feeling of alienation from those remote geographies accelerated as the extent of Ameri­
can military involvement in those far places grew. Traditional allegiances to family and 
country were weakened by protests against those involvements, and by reactions to the 
emerging civil rights’ movement, which Bishop applauded.
During this time, Elizabeth Bishop had also been experiencing a different lifestyle 
in Brazil where she lived with her lover, Lota Soares, in a busy household. However, 
after a decade of her greatest joy and security, her life again darkened with uncertain­
ties. Soares’ appointment, in 1960, to the position as director of a project to create a 
large public park on Guanabara Bay was the result not only of her efficiency and ability 
in design but also of her friendship with the governor of the state of Guanabara.
However, Soares’ frustrations, due to problems in receiving the financial and political 
support she had imagined she would have, led her to be impatient with Bishop’s 
feelings of neglect that exacerbated the poet’s alcoholism. Elizabeth Bishop again felt
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guilty because she was not writing as much nor as well as she thought she should be. 
Thus, the relationship between the two women became increasingly volatile.
Nevertheless, Bishop’s balancing wit allowed her to see the ironies and arti­
ficialities existing in Brazil as she had sensed them in the States. For example, “Pink 
Dog,” a poem noted earlier, was written in 1963 during carnival season (Millier 343). 
Helen Vendler finds this mordant poem unsuccessful, primarily because it speaks a 
social consciousness that she knew Bishop felt was inappropriate in poetry (294). But, 
Bishop, the poet as the guest in a strange country, feels her estrangement from people 
whose masks of smiles surround her when she is with her lover, Lota Soares, a person 
well-known and well-loved by many friends. Years later, these smiling friends joined 
in blaming Bishop for the problems and suicide of Lota. Suddenly, they were just 
leaving her alone (see Let 470-93).
In “Pink Dog,” it is the poet herself who is the one spoken to by her clownish 
persona who stands outside herself. This dramatic poem is spoken as a sharply satirical 
monologue ostensibly directed at the miserable female dog who must scavenge to feed 
herself in order to feed her new generation. In the same way, Bishop, the poet, must 
scavenge among words and notes to create the inner tone that directs her dramatic 
speakers in voicing the dichotomies and ironies she has become so aware of. Her 
imaginative tonal braid is effective as the speaker both taunts and expresses compassion 
for the “Pink Dog”:
The sun is blazing and the sky is blue.
Umbrellas clothe the beach in every hue.
Naked, you trot across the avenue.
Oh, never have I seen a dog so bare!
Naked and pink, without a single hair .. .
Startled, the passersby draw back and stare.
The poet’s awkward feeling about her own exposed condition of difference is made
clear by the repetition of “naked”; she listens to the unlovely description that had once
fit her own body, with its childhood eczema which she tells about in her memoir, “The
Country Mouse” (Col Pr 29). In her periods of depression, she sees herself as a beggar
in a foreign land. The speaker sardonically points out how, in Brazil, they solve the
problem of beggars: “They take and throw them in the tidal rivers.” The taunting voice
she writes tells the joke on this dog:
In the cafes and on the sidewalk comers 
The joke is going round that all the beggars 
who can afford them now wear life preservers.
In your condition you would not be able 
even to float, much less to dog-paddle.
Now look, the practical, the sensible
solution is to wear a fantasia.
Tonight you simply can’t afford to be a- 
n eyesore. But no one will ever see a
dog in mascara this time of year.
Ash Wednesday’ll come but Carnival is here.
What sambas can you dance? What will you wear?
When Dave Smith writes that “to speak of a poet as a dog is reductive and 
comic,” he is not referring to Bishop’s poem, but his statement is appropriate. Smith is 
speaking of the poem as actor and action, and the poet as its “other half,” who “loosely 
controls” the circling, “contested, testing, revealing movement” that may make a poem 
(229-30). The third strand of Bishop’s vocal braid in this poem, what Seamus Heaney
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calls the poet’s “undermusic,” is as profoundly stricken as any of Bishop’s interior 
controlling tones. Yet, here, the clownish, painted upturned mouth speaks satirically 
jocular tones for the ears of a dog, who in reverse is the poet, loosely controlling the 
speaking voice. Elizabeth Bishop had made her association with the dog, who tries to 
understand language, in her long poem, “The Riverman,” discussed in chapter three. 
There, the man who has risked all to learn the magic of the river gods is having diffi­
culty learning how to speak the language that will release the magic through him. He 
says, “I understood, like a dog, / although I can’t speak it yet.”
In reading “Pink Dog,” we remember Bishop’s response to Ashley Brown about 
the dramatic monologue as a form: “You can say all kinds of things you couldn’t in a 
lyric. If you have scenery and costumes, you can get away with a lot. I’m writing one 
right now” (in Sch & Es 298). It appears that this is the poem she was referring to and 
perhaps found most difficult to publish because it exposed her own despairing and 
dreadful sense of herself at the time her relationship with Lota was crumbling. It is the 
most darkly and ironically comic of all her works, and she kept it from publication until 
the last year of her life. She did not include it in her final collection, Geography III.
While this poem speaks the subject’s condition, there is no moralizing in the 
tonalities, only the lightness of satirical laughter hitched with its darkening implications 
of the ultimate failure of disguise. “Pink Dog” is not as complex in development nor as 
finely worked out as those in the last collection. Nevertheless, we hear in this, the final 
poem that she published, the epitome of Elizabeth Bishop’s dark/bright voice as she chooses 
a darkly comic character and situation to embody her own estrangement, demphasized and
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lived “without groaning.” Although Elizabeth Bishop and Lota Soares continued to 
express deep affection for one another, there seem to have been times of tremendous 
emotional battering on the part of each one. After a series of happy and depressing 
experiences, Bishop was finally advised to leave Lota and Brazil for the good of both of 
them. In November, 1965, her third collection of poems, Questions of Travel, was 
published and reviewed. Robert Mazzocco described her as “one of the shining, central 
talents of our day.” But his more insightful description was that “Elizabeth Bishop is 
the cat curiosity did not kill. Also the cat who walks alone” (qtd. by Millier 373). Near 
the end of the following month, she left for her first teaching experience in Seattle at the 
University of Washington.
While Bishop maintained a resilience that fostered her dichotomic vision, her life 
resumed a pattern of gains and losses with that move. Her sense of estrangement 
deepened, as is apparent in those poems that she had been working on over the years 
and, finally and proudly, managed to bring to complete form and meaning in the early 
years of her last decade of life. After initial publication in the New Yorker. “In the 
Waiting Room,” “Crusoe in England,” “The Moose,” and “The End of March” became 
a part of her final collection. As noted in chapters three and four, each of these poems 
is spoken by a persona who expresses the dark and bright of her society and her life, 
and each one projects a different facet of this poet’s singular sensitivity to a world in 
which she finds herself a wandering stranger.
The small girl who speaks out of the experienced poet’s memory finds herself 
alone and wondering in a room framed by people she does not know and does not wish
to know. Her curiosity is about herself as she is expected to fit somehow into this world 
of Others. The question that confronts her, during this, the “strangest experience that 
could ever happen,” is the wondering: “Why should I be my aunt, / or me, or anyone?” 
She is not able to articulate her question: “How—I didn’t know any / word for it—how 
‘unlikely’. . . / How had I come to be here, / like them?” Although her tone is one of 
puzzlement, it also expresses her independence; she feels her strangeness in this room 
of Others; and she does not want to be “like them.” In fact, her feelings of estrange­
ment in that room and from her aunt have been made clear from the beginning of the 
poem; thus, we are assured that she is not going to ask anyone else those questions. 
Alone, she will search for the answers. She will not forget, for “The War was on.” And 
she will find the answer alone. It is in this response that we locate a significant new 
part of the American myth that Eavan Boland speaks about. Through conveying an 
individual child’s discovery of what she is, Elizabeth Bishop points out what we all 
have in common: the drive to know how and why we came to be here. The “American 
myth” characterizes us as independent, active searchers, not passive followers satisfied 
with someone else’s answers. This was borne out by social changes in the United 
States during the decades of the sixties and seventies. The feminist movement, which 
Bishop refused to become allied with, increased recognition for women in all the arts, 
opened hitherto closed professional possibilities for them, and worked for equality in 
the workplace. Bishop thought of herself as a different kind of feminist; she believed 
that emphasizing these feminist issues only served to point up the differences between 
the genders rather than to give them equal treatment. Affirming this position meant
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removing herself from association with many women who were her professional con­
temporaries, and leaving her work open to their active, but often hurried reading and 
criticism. Bishop was usually discussed in a category with Marianne Moore; and most 
of these women read Bishop’s work as too reticent and uncertain and too careful of the 
male poets’ and critics’ judgments (for ex. see Ostriker 54-55). Nevertheless, she 
remained staunchly independent of their movement, continuing to refuse inclusion in 
anthologies that presented only women writers (see Starbuck in Sch & Es 320-22). She 
thus further identified herself as an independent individualist; but, in so doing, she also 
emphasized her estrangement and loneliness.
However, in one important late poem Elizabeth Bishop chose to dramatize her 
voice as that of a masculine speaker, a Crusoe whose review of his experiences sounds 
strangely similar to Bishop’s diverse experiences in Brazil. Both “Crusoe in England” 
and the Walker in “The End of March” exemplify the same individuality of spirit and 
strong drive to find meaning in a world that appears finally to lack purpose. Crusoe’s 
long monologue is one of remembered adventure—an experience of complete solitude 
in which he acted as he was forced to in order to survive. The animals that he danced 
with and petted had to be sacrificed if he were to live; they were his only available 
source of food and clothing. This is American resourcefulness personified! Although 
spoken in tones of sardonic cheerfulness, those references to the goats are an awful, not 
a gentle, part of the myth; but Crusoe’s is a story of the immigrant stranger left to fend 
for himself in a strange land. And so, Crusoe survives to pass his story on. He is old, 
“bored, too, drinking my real tea, / surrounded by uninteresting lumber.” The challenge
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is over, and he has lost his last friend, the loved and admired Friday, also sacrificed to
the civilization that had rescued them together. Crusoe has little left except the tool that
had been a valuable friend:
The knife there on the shelf— 
it reeked of meaning, like a crucifix.
It lived. How many years did I 
beg it, implore it, not to break?
Now, the things that Crusoe has brought back from his past life on the island will be the
survivors and take their places in the myth that admonishes us that all must fall before
man’s desire to survive. “The local museum’s asked me to / leave everything to them: /
. . . .  How can anyone want such things?” The final words of longing that emphasize
the awful estrangement of the lonely survivor remember “—And Friday, my dear
Friday, died of measles / seventeen years ago come March.” Inevitably, the arrival of
Friday could not bring any lasting delight to Crusoe, whose position had never allowed
him/her (Bishop) to believe for very long in the optimistic view of stories that ended
with “living happily ever after.”
On the contrary, what Bishop rehearses, again and again, in personal relationships
as in her works, is the experience that although each person may gain the “courage to be
oneself,” ultimately, he or she will stand firmly, but completely alone. This is not an
embittering discovery; rather, it is one that encourages her to dramatize the reality that
she has experienced. In so doing, she dramatizes the paradox of the human condition as
one in which a person longs for a sense of belonging to the community; at the same
time, she values the sense of herself as an independent individual.
Even at “The End of [the] March,” the Walker is gallant in acknowledging that 
the desired beach cottage where she hoped to retreat and do just what she chooses is 
actually too far up the beach to reach on such a cold and windy day. She keeps her 
disappointment under cover; she should have known the march is not yet over; she had 
gone as far as she could on that blustery day. A part of the American myth affirms that 
if one goes as far as she can go and still does not reach the goal of the march, she will 
try again another time; she will be defeated only temporarily—but she will make the 
next attempt all alone, for that is actually where one is all her life. Bishop speaks 
clearly about the complexity of her estrangement, and she keeps the lighter tone of 
cheerfulness, not to deny the awful, but to balance it so that she is able to walk. That 
crypto-dream-house is a code for “The End of the March.” Before it will be broken and 
understood, the warm gold of the lion sun bats a kite out of the sky and plays with it 
until it disappears, leaving only the string looping from the water to the beach, tying the 
two together. The poet’s whimsicality saves the day as she looks toward the momen­
tary sunshine showing itself at the end of the march. The day’s failure is gentled by that 
last momentary sunlight that shows the “drab, damp, scattered stones / were multi­
colored, / and all those high enough threw out long shadows, then pulled them in again.
/ They could have been teasing the lion sun.” Thus, the poem ends in accordance with 
the evolving myth of America. We accept dark realities insofar as we remind ourselves 
of the value of light and play and hope.
A gentle-seeming contrast to these last two poems is the story of “The Moose,” 
which appears to a bus full of strangers as it carries them under the moonlight, through
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the night, and past the woods. In a dream world that could be fairy tale, or reality, the 
woman on the bus silently, alone, and with no other passenger knowing her thoughts or 
quest, finds in the experience just before daylight her own joy. Then she recognizes 
that it is a shared joy: “Why, why do we feel / (we all feel) this sweet / sensation of 
joy?” Even the bus driver stops, waits, and quietly shares the question: “Curious 
creatures,” is what he says; but the sound of his voice is the family voice that rolls the 
r ’s in their characteristic tone. The equally alone, equally curious, maternal creature 
appears and quietly stands in the moonlight while the rider has no choice but to move 
on down the moonlit macadam road. She could not choose to get off the bus, could not 
properly urge the driver to stay a little longer, and had no control over the time spent in 
the magical moment of contact with the maternal. “Craning backward” is the gesture 
that exposes her longing to keep the moose in her sight. At the same time, it reveals her 
as powerless to do that. Thus, she loses forever the vision of the gentle, maternal 
presence of the moose.
Habits of mobility in America have given rise to a sense of rootlessness, a feeling 
that there is nowhere one can identify as a home-place. Moreover, for many who reside
h
within the culture of the American myth, growing up and growing older is a process of 
leaving and losing forever the houses that were our homes and other sites of our 
memories, as well as comrades, friends, and family members. We may crane for last 
looks backward and cling to friends and family through technologically transmitted 
voices, but gradually those views and voices are pushed into a past that can no longer 
be resurrected. These habits thrust us into a loneliness that, if we are not prepared to
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expect it, can cause a dreadful sense of estrangement, and trivialize our ties to special 
people as well as to meaningful places. Thus, we must practice losing gradually in 
order to maintain the needed balancing quality of cheerfulness.
Elizabeth Bishop had experienced, from the beginning of her life, an enforced 
rootlessness with the result that she asked every place to be her own, knowing no one of 
them could belong to her forever. Her life itself portrays a dramatized version of that 
portion of the American myth. She wrote about ways to accommodate the constancy of 
losing, telling herself she could learn to make it less and less devastating to lose. In 
“One Art,” she writes without vivid images and with no detailed description. Without 
these poetic devices, she creates an illusion of simple language discovering thoughts as 
the speaker voices them. In this way, Bishop advises the way to lose without so much
The art of losing isn’t hard to master; 
so many things seem filled with the intent 
to be lost that their loss is no disaster.
Lose something every day. Accept the fluster 
of lost door keys, the hour badly spent.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.
Then practice losing farther, losing faster: 
places, and names, and where it was you meant 
to travel. None of these will bring disaster.
I lost my mother’s watch. And look! my last, or 
next-to-last, of three loved houses went.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.
I lost two cities, lovely ones. And, vaster, 
some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent.
I miss them, but it wasn’t a disaster.
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—Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture 
I love) I shan’t have lied. It’s evident 
the art of losing’s not too hard to master 
though it may look like {Write it!) like disaster.
Within the constraints of the villanelle, and with the consequent added dynamic of 
each line, the sounds and accents move so smoothly and brightly that they deceive us 
about the effects of losing. Not until we reach the closing line does the poet suddenly 
jar us into a recognition of the complex ways of estrangement we move through before 
we reach the final realization of the sum of those experiences we have overcome.
Finally, it looks like disaster. Nevertheless, we must unmask it, write it down, and look 
at it straightforwardly. This is another aspect of our American myth—one that has 
received a new forcefulness in our time—a realization of the powerful effect of the 
written word for compassion and for comedy, and for deceit that leads to disaster.
Because of her empowerment by words, Elizabeth Bishop was able to live but not 
control the life of a poet, which she had chosen. She delighted in the challenges, as she 
dreaded the drudgeries; compassionate because she so desired the compassion of others, 
she wrote her life into her work from the beginning of her career. In so doing, she 
became a part of the myth she reflected in her life, as she revisioned and rewrote it as a 
way of enduring, of clinging to the place assigned to her—on the margins. From that 
vantage point, she absorbed and gave back the bright and the dark of human experience, 
especially of the American experience in the twentieth century.
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NOTES
'See, for example, “On Being Alone,” “Flight of Fancy,” and “The Thumb,” 
reprinted in Gettysburg Review 51 (Winter 1992): 20-25; 28-31. See also interview 
with Ashley Brown (1966); reprinted in Schwarz and Estess, esp. 293-94. Re: the 
Depression and “social conscious writing.”
2First publications: “The Man-Moth,” Life and Letters Today. 14 (Sp 1936): 92- 
93. “The Gentleman of Shalot.” New Democracy. 6 ('April 19361: 36. “From the 
Country to the City,” Poetry 50 (July 1937): 184-85. “A Miracle for Breakfast,” Poetry 
50 (July 1937): 182-84.
3“Roosters,” New Republic 104 (Apr 21, 1941): 547-48; see Costello, 66-67; see 
also Ostriker, who reads the first two-thirds of the poem as “a strong and brilliant 
parody of male brutality and male aesthetics.” Ostriker also sees the end of the poem as 
weak: “Bishop comes close to assailing a world of violent territoriality, and then 
retreats” (54). See also MacMahon, 148-49 for excerpts from Bishop’s letter to Mari­
anne Moore.
4First publications: “View of the Capitol from the Library of Congress,” New 
Yorker 27 (July 7, 1951): 17. “Insomnia.” New Yorker 27 (June 23. 19511: 34. “The 
Prodigal.” New Yorker 27 (March 17, 1951): 30.
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